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Abstract 

The present study is an empirical study into the design features of Urdu - English dictionary for 

advanced learners of English in Pakistan. It takes into account the language needs as well as the 

reference skills of advanced Pakistani learners of English. The introductory chapter is a brief 

introduction to the origins of Urdu and tries to answer questions like: Why some Urdu 

lexicographers included Sanskrit and Persian words in their dictionaries? Has Urdu changed 

much over time? Is there a dominant variety of Urdu? What is the relationship between Urdu 

and indigenous languages? Situations where the users of an Urdu-English dictionary may not be 

the native speakers of Urdu? It also spells out the aims of the study. Chapter II contains the 

Dictionary Research Test (DRT) which was conducted at the Bahauddin Zakariya University 

Multan, Pakistan. The purpose of the DRT was to evaluate the effectiveness of a trial dictionary, 

Power Advanced Learners Urdu-English Dictionary (PALUED) which had been specially 

prepared for the test. The dictionary was, in fact, an improved version of the existing learner’s 

dictionary, namely, Caravan Advanced Learners Urdu-English Dictionary (CALUED). The 

results showed that the participants found the trial dictionary to be more useful than the existing 

dictionary. Chapter III deals with the reference skills of the participants of the study. It seeks to 

point out the weaknesses in their ability to locate and retrieve the required information and 

suggests some practicable measures to improve the skills of the dictionary users. Chapter IV 

examines various criteria, such as pedagogic, linguistic and sociolinguistic, for determining the 

macro-structure of the advanced learner’s Urdu-English dictionaries with special focus on the 

language needs and reference skills of the target users. Chapter V is concerned with the various 

kinds of the information – semantic, syntactic, phonological, and stylistic – to be included in the 
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dictionaries under discussion. Chapter VII is on reference works other than L1-L2 dictionaries 

which are aimed to help users in encoding activities. Such awareness is an integral part of the 

reference skills of the users who should know which kind of reference works can fulfill which 

language needs. The final chapter contains recognition of the shortcomings of the thesis along 

with recommendations, and suggestions for future research.        

 

Key Terms: Learner’s bilingual dictionaries; reference skills; language needs; macro-structure; 

micro-structure; Urdu corpus.    
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. The Origin and Development of Urdu 

Urdu is an Indo-Aryan language. It evolved out of the various mutually intelligible 

dialects of Prakrit used across India long before the Muslim invasion. The Muslim invaders 

enriched it by incorporating Persian, Turkish and Arabic words. They employed the Perso-Arabic 

script for the local dialects as it was the script of the Holy Quran. Although Persian was the 

language of the court, the dialect that was spoken in the environs of Delhi, called Khari Boli, 

became the language of contact across the Muslim empire. In fact, Persian and Arabic acted as 

chemical agents and a language known as Hindi, Hindvi or Dehlavi came into being. The 

Muslims took it to the south of India where it was further refined and came to be known as 

Deccani. Thus, its birth place was not the military barracks or echelons of power but the streets of 

the sub-continent. It is safe to claim that the Urdu language is rooted in the Indian soil and is a 

manifestation of osmosis between Hindus and Muslims, and their common heritage (cf. Rahman 

2011).  

By the turn of the 18th century, Urdu had come of age. The elites of Dehli coined the term 

‘Zubaan e Urdu - e - Mua’lla’ i.e. the language of the exalted camp to eulogise the waning 

military strength of the Mughal Empire which was limited to the Red Fort, the seat of throne in 

consequence of the rise of the British colonial power.  Another name given to it at that time was 

‘Rekhta’ – a broken language. With the advent of the British colonial power, Urdu started 
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receiving official support for the first time in its history. It was made the official language in 

1834. The British invaders needed to know about the cultures and worldviews of the subjects for 

administrative reasons.  The most suitable means to this end were the local languages. They used 

the title ‘Hindustanee’ – a cumulative name for the various dialects of Urdu and modern Hindi. 

Persian was abolished as the language of the court and was replaced by Hindustanee.  

The British rulers established modern educational institutions to teach local languages to 

the British colonial officers. The Fort William College in Calcutta was established in 1800. Its 

principal, Dr Gilchrist, hired the services of the indigenous teachers. A queer idea struck Dr 

Gilchrist’s mind. He instructed Lallu Lal, a Hindu teacher, to employ Devnagri script in his work, 

“Prem Saagar”. Lallu Lal worked with religious fervor and made another innovation. Like a 

puritan, he started replacing the Persian and Arabic words and phrases with the Sanskrit ones.  

Hindustanee was split into Urdu and modern Hindi. The Hindus rallied around the new language. 

The variety of Hindustani written in the Persian script and having the Arabic and Persian words 

came to be known as Urdu while the Sanskritised variety employing the Devanagri script came to 

be known as Hindi.  

1.2 The Hybrid Nature of the Urdu Vocabulary and the Urdu Lexicographers 

The very genesis of Urdu owes itself to the incorporation of the languages of the Muslim 

invaders into the local dialects of the widely used Khari Boli. Even in the 19th and 20th centuries, 

Urdu continued to evolve as the most important language of Islamic literature in South Asia, 

covering areas such as translations of the Holy Quran, guidebooks and advice literature, and as the 

medium of instruction in religious seminaries such as Darul-Uloom Deoband.  The Persianization 
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of poetic diction since the seventeenth century and even more so in the eighteenth century is a 

well-known fact. This process continues even today with the creation of technical terms ìn mostly 

incomprehensible Perso-Arabic vocabulary such as miqyas-ul-mitr for rain gauge, baadpema for 

barometre, and kassish e anaabeeb she’ri for the capillary action, etc. It is interesting to point out 

the fact that only the English terms in the above-mentioned three instances are popularly used. 

Court language in Pakistan is still highly Persianized and Arabisized which makes it unintelligible 

for the common man, for instance ‘baai’s tehreer aankih’ i.e. ‘This is to submit that …’; ‘mankih 

musamma’  ‘I, Mr. …..’ etc.      

 Urdu has a vocabulary rich in words with Middle Eastern origins. The Indo-Aryan base 

of the language is continuously being enriched by borrowings from Persian and Arabic. It has 

been estimated that Persian and Arabic constitute 13 % of the Urdu vocabulary (cf. Ahmad 1973). 

Urdu poetry and literary prose are greatly indebted to the Persian poetry in terms of generes, 

prosody, metres, topics, imagery and style.  Persian itself owes a lot to Arabic with reference to 

lexical borrowings. 

The oriental lexicographers of the late 19th century who were mainly missionaries and 

bureaucrats prepared a number of dictionaries.  (1916), cited in Noor Muhammad (1985), claims 

that as many as 298 books on Urdu grammar, morphology, syntax and dictionaries were written 

during the period from 1744 to 1853.  These dictionaries were targeted at the foreign learners of 

Urdu in the 19th century. In order to cover maximum vocabulary of Hindustani, they included 

lexical items of its major donor languages such as Sanskritised Hindi, Persian, Turkish and 

Arabic. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Middle_East
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1.3. Relationship between Urdu and indigenous languages 

There are believed to be 69 indigenous languages in Paksiatn. According to the census of 

Pakistan (1998), the numbers of speakers of these languages range from the tiny Aer language 

(150 speakers) and Gowro language (200 speakers) up to Panjabi with nearly 61 million 

speakers. Indigenous languages having more than one million speakers include: Punjabi (61m), 

Pashto (20m), Sindhi (18.5m), Urdu (10.7m), Siraiki (13.8m), Balochi (5.7m), Brahui (2m), 

Hindko (1.9m), and Farsi (1m). In total they are spoken by 133 million people (85% of the 

population). Thus, the remaining 60 languages are spoken by a total of 24 million people (15% 

of the population).  

POPULATION BY MOTHER TONGUE (In percent)   

  

 Administrative 
Urdu Punjabi Sindhi Pushto Balochi Saraiki Others 

  

       Unit   

  

Pakistan              7.57 44.15 14.1 15.42 3.57 10.53 4.66   

Rural 1.48 42.51 16.46 18.06 3.99 12.97 4.53   

Urban 20.22 47.56 9.20 9.94 2.69 5.46 4.93   

      

Khyber Pakhtoonkhwah 0.78 0.97 0.04 73.9 0.01 3.86 20.43   

Rural 0.24 0.24 0.02 73.98 0.01 3.99 21.52   

Urban 3.47 4.58 0.11 73.55 0.03 3.15 15.11   

 

Punjab 4.51 75.23 0.13 1.16 0.66 17.36 0.95   

Rural 1.99 73.63 0.15 0.87 0.90 21.44 1.02   

Urban 10.05 78.75 0.09 1.81 0.14 8.38 0.78   

      

Sindh 21.05 6.99 59.73 4.19 2.11 1.00 4.93   

Rural 1.62 2.68 92.02 0.61 1.50 0.32 1.25   

Urban 41.48 11.52 25.79 7.96 2.74 1.71 8.80   

      

Balochistan 0.97 2.52 5.58 29.64 54.76 2.42 4.11   

Rural 0.21 0.43 5.27 32.16 57.55 1.87 2.51   

Urban 3.42 9.16 6.57 21.61 45.84 4.16 9.24   
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Geneolically, Urdu has close affinity with the indigenous languages which also belong to 

Indo-Aryan languages. Punjabi shares a considerable portion of vocabulary, sounds, grammar 

with Urdu. The similarities are so numerous that Sherani (1928) was led to claim that Urdu 

developed from the Punjabe Punjabi language. Pashto and Urdu hardly share any feature. A 

notable feature of Pahsto is that it is gender-neutral. It is small wonder that the speakers of Pashto 

find the gender of Urdu difficult o master. Balochi language is very close to the Persian perhaps 

due to the geographical proximity with Iran.  Sindhi shares some portion of vocabulary and 

sounds with Urdu. Other regional languages have small numbers of speakers. A few are highly 

endangered languages, such as Aer and Gowro, which may soon have no speakers at all and thus 

become extinct.  

All the languages of Pakistan are written in a modified Perso-Arabic script which, though 

a remenant of the Mughal era, creates an impression of visual similarity among the various 

languages spoken in Pakistan. Most of the languages of Pakistan belong to the Indo-Iranian 

group of the Indo-European language family. Only three of the languages of Pakistan are not part 

of the Indo-European language family. They are:  

 Brahvi (spoken in central Balochistan province) is a Dravidian language. 

Interestingly, Faridkoti (1972) holds that Urdu is not an Aryan but a Dravidian 

language.    

 The Balti dialect of Ladakhi (spoken in an area of southern Gilgit-Baltistan) is 

Tibetan language of the Tibeto-Berman language family. 

 Brushaski (spoken in Hunza, Nagar, Yasin, and Ishkoman valleys in Gilgit–

Baltistan) is a language isolate with no written script.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Endangered_languages
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Persian_alphabet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indo-Iranian_languages
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indo-European_languages
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ladakhi_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Language_isolate
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Unlike the Indian variety of Urdu which is drawing more and more on Hindi due to 

geographical contact, the Pakistani variety of Urdu has gradually been influenced by many of the 

native languages including Pashto, Punjabi and Sindhi in terms of intonation, as well as 

incorporating terminology from those languages. As such the language is constantly developing 

and has acquired a particularly "Pakistani" flavour to it distinguishing itself from that spoken in 

ancient times and in India. As a result, Urdu as used in Pakistan has slightly diverged from the one 

used in India. This variation of Urdu is sometimes referred to as Pakistani Urdu (cf. Durrani 1997 

& 2002).  A few instances of borrowings from the local languages are as under: 

‘cHitrol’ (beating sb. with shoes),  

‘dang tapaoo’ (ad hoc)  

‘muk mukaa’ (illegal deal),  

‘jhurloo’ (rigging), 

 ‘kHuDDAy line’ (suspended),  

‘vakHri type’ (a queer type’, 

 ‘Topi drama’ (facade)  

1.4. The Influence of English on Urdu  

In the wake of the rise of information technology, Urdu has incorporated numerous 

English words – another proof of the fact that Urdu is a highly assimilative language. Shibli 

(2004) terms the phenomenon as ‘a deluge of English’. It is necessary to point out that many of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pashto_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Punjabi_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sindhi_language
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the loan words have different pronunciations and nuances of meaning and usage than they do in 

English. Some instances are given below: 

Urdu nuances of English words 

‘Sugar’ is used in place of ‘diabetes’ 

‘Number’ is used in place of ‘mark’ 

‘Copy’ is used in place of ‘note-book’ 

‘Blood pressure’ is used in place of ‘Hypertension’ 

‘Form’ and farm are have the same pronunciation in Urdu i.e. /fa:rəm/ 

‘Blood pressure’ is used in place of ‘Hypertension’ 

‘Loadshedding’ is used in place of ‘blackout’  

Fig. 1.1 English borrowings/coinages in Urdu 

The influence of English is so strong that experts surmise that it might become Urdish in 

the coming days (Durrani 2011).  

1.5. The Varieties of Urdu 

The partition of the sub-continent affected the growth of Urdu in different ways. It led to 

lowering of its status in India due to the rise of status of Hindi. It came to be associated with, 

rightly or wrongly, and condemned as the language of the Muslims even though vast majorities 

of all faiths spoke and wrote it until the British left India in 1947. Urdu suffered a serious blow 

when UP state expelled it from primary schools on August 16, 1947 (cf. Anjum 1992). It was 

replaced by English in the Indian state of Hyderabad in 1949 as the official language. 

Subsequently, it was relegated to one of the 22 scheduled languages in the Constitution of India. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Official_languages_of_India#Eighth_Schedule_to_the_Constitution
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Its very survival is under threat from the Hindi imperialism because it is being stressed that Urdu 

is merely a شیلی (shelly) i.e. style of Hindi (cf. Baig 2007). 

In Pakistan Urdu is the mother tongue of only 7.57 percent of the population. Though 

Pakistan has a smaller number of native speakers of Urdu as compared to those in India, almost 

the entire population of more than 180 million in Pakistan uses it as a second language. Urdu has 

been chosen as a token of unity and as a contact language so as not to give any local Pakistani 

language preference over the other. It enjoys co-official status with English with the commitment 

on the part of the state to replace English by Urdu. Accordingly, the state institutions like 

National Language Authority (renamed as Natioal Language Promotion Department) and the 

Pakistan television and the Radio Pakistan make all-out efforts to promote the use of Urdu.  It is 

taught as a compulsory subject up to higher secondary school in both English and Urdu medium 

school systems. This has produced millions of Urdu speakers who can read and write only Urdu 

from people whose mother language is one of the local languages of Pakistan which carry a 

stigma (cf. Mansoor 1993).  

The native speakers coming from a few pockets from the areas where Urdu is spoken as 

the native language such as Dehli, Laknow and Karachi, claim that the accent they use is the 

pristine one. A similar phenomenon was found in the case of the Received Pronunciation in 

English which was used by only 4% native speakers but, it served as the model of pronunciation 

in the educational institutions.  
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1.6. The Status of English in Pakistan 

In Pakistan there is a linguistic hierarchy. English is at the top, followed by Urdu, then the 

few regional languages, and the rest are virtually regarded as “irrelevant”. The elite prefer English 

for their children and to this end they have established exclusive educational institutions where the 

children are taught an alien culture in an alien language. This severs learners from their 

indigenous culture. It also fosters in them a sense of superiority which creates many problems in 

the social fabric. 

There is a great demand of English in Pakistan as it is the language of power despite 

being a minority language like Urdu. It continues to be the co-official language on a par with 

Urdu as it did before independence in 1947. Its appeal can be gauged from the fact that the use of 

an English word or structure is believed to add a note of refinement and elegance to conversation 

in the local languages. Most of the signboards are written in English.  The constitution and the 

laws of the land are codified in English. Pakistan Academy of Letters confers awards on works 

published in English also. It is the language of communication in the Armed Forces, Judiciary 

and Civil Superior Services. The entry test for jobs in these fields is held in English. 

English is a compulsory subject at the primary and high levels. All the students are 

supposed to pass the subject of English to qualify for a certificate or degree. However, students 

find it a major hindrance in their way to success. An overwhelming majority of students fails 

every year due to poor performance in English despite faring quite well in other subjects of 

study. It leads to a high number of drop-outs at school and college levels. English continues to 

pose problems for the students even at the advanced level as it is the medium of instruction at the 
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tertiary level in the fields of law, journalism, business studies, and social as well as natural 

sciences.    

English is now exerting a powerful influence on the elite class. Media in particular is 

becoming increasingly Anglicized, to the extent that dramas, movies and television programmes 

now carry titles such as “Fiqa in Amreeka” Talk Shows”, “anchoepersons. These movies carry 

huge cultural weight in Pakistan and thus influence the younger generation. Additionally, there is 

even greater exposure to Western media due to satellite TV and to the preference for English 

vocabulary and Roman transcription of both Urdu and English words, so that advertising and 

programming can have an appeal to the masses.  

1.7. The Teaching of English as a Foreign Language in Pakistan  

According to Coleman (2010), the main characteristics of the current Urdu + English policy in 

Pakistan are as follows:  

1) English is an examination subject with no role in daily life of the masses. 

2) English teachers do not use English in the class room or the school/college premises.  

3) Local languages are marginalised. Since local languages are given no role to play in the 

education system, many parents respond by not encouraging the use of these languages at home. 

Parents themselves go one step fartger and have started marginalising the local language within 

the family in favour of the educationally privileged i.e Urdu and English. 

Inspite of the stress laid on the learning and teaching of English in Pakistan, the Pakistani 

learners find it very difficult to learn English well. An obvious reason is that Urdu and English 
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widely differ from each other. Learners face problems at different levels of language such as 

pronunciation, stress pattern, vocabulary, orthography, morphology and syntax.  

It must be pointed out that in more thatn 90 % cases, English is learnt as L3, and not as an 

L2 as is usually assumed (cf. Coleman 2010). For most learners Urdu is the L2 with some 

indigenous language being her/his mother tongue.  Further, Grammar translation method (GTM) 

in combination with literary method is the most used method of teaching English, especially in 

the state-run schools and colleges in Pakistan. In GTM, the source language i.e. Urdu, serves as 

the reference system and the medium of instruction. Learners are required to memorise the 

extensive grammatical rules in order to understand and manipulate the morphology and syntax of 

the target language i.e. English. Grammatical structures of the target language are imparted by 

means of translation of mostly literary texts and their explanation both into and from the source 

language. In GTM it is assumed that the structures of the target language are best learnt when 

compared and contrasted against those of the source language.  

1.8. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM  

Pakistani learners find it very difficult to learn English well because Urdu and English 

widely differ from each other. Learners face problems at different levels of language such as 

pronunciation, stress pattern, vocabulary, orthography, morphology and syntax. Iqbal (1992) 

observes that the most problematic area for Pakistani learners of English is vocabulary in its 

various manifestations – meaning/translation equivalence, spellings, polysemy, homonymy, and 

collocations, etc.  

Lexical problems in production are more varied than those in reception due to the 

differences between reading and writing activities. In comprehension activities such as listening, 
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reading and translation from L2 into L1, the learner may find some clue or the other about the 

intended meanings. The following example will illustrate the point. Suppose a Pakistani learner 

of English comes across the word ‘pen’ in the following sentence:  

                        (i) ‘The farmer keeps the sheep in a pen’. 

There is little probability that s/he will take the word ‘pen’ to mean قلم (kələm) i.e. ‘an 

instrument for writing’ unless the text happens to be from a fantasy where the readers/listeners 

expect uncommon and extraordinary things to happen.  

When a learner happens to encounter an Urdu word the translation equivalence of which 

s/he does not know, s/he cannot take recourse to guessing – a strategy often found useful in 

comprehension in which the learner moves from the unknown (L2) to the known (L1). S/he 

possesses a vast repertoire of lexical items of L1 from which to choose one. S/he is likely to 

figure out or, at least, approximate the meaning/translation equivalence from the clue(s) in the 

context. In the present case, s/he is likely to understand ‘pen’ to mean ‘a place for keeping the 

cattle’ – a meaning very close to the exact translation equivalent باڑه 

In production activities e.g. L1-L2 translation, s/he has to move from the known to the 

unknown terrain. Every step is fraught with uncertainties. The crossroads are sure to baffle 

her/him. A slight slip might land her/him into a serious trouble. Comparing the L2-L1 translation 

with the L1-L2 translation, Campbell (1998) states:  

‘The two activities are in a way mirror images. In translating from a second 

language, the main difficulty is comprehending the source text; it is presumably 

much easier to marshal one’s first language resources to come up with a natural 

looking large text. In translating into a second language, comprehension of the 
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source text is the easier aspect; the real difficulty is in producing a target text in a 

language in which composition does not come naturally.’ 

Let us consider a solid example: 

Suppose a Pakistani learner comes across the word, say, اوقات ‘auqaat’ in the sentence: 

(                        iiٸ )نے نوکرکو اس کى اوقات یاد دلاک مال         

 ‘maalik nei naukar ko us ki auqaat yaad dilai’  

in translating from L1 to L2, and s/he does not know its translation equivalent, s/he may be in a 

fix. If s/he has recourse to guessing and thinks that the lexical item اوقات ‘auqaat’ is the plural 

of   وقت ‘waqt’, the most familiar English equivalent likely to come to her/his mind is ‘times’. 

The resulting sentence (of course, an unacceptable one) will be as follows: 

(iii)*The master reminded the servant of his times.  

But it will not serve the purpose. As a matter of fact, the word اوقات ‘aukaat’ has another sense 

‘status’ which is not related to وقت  ‘waqt’ i.e. ‘time’. Guessing, which may be, as we notice in 

(i), helpful in decoding activities, does not aid in encoding activities. 

In order to cope with such lexical problems, learners are likely to turn to a bilingual 

dictionary for help. Laufer (1995) maintains that  

“When composing a piece of writing, the learner is in the process of formulating 

the thought in the target language (if s/he is advanced enough to do so) and then 

s/he suddenly gets stuck for a word. What would most probably come to mind is 

the L1 word that is needed rather than a synonym or antonym or any semantically 

related word in L2. This is so since words in our dominant language are more 
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easily accessible rather than words in languages less familiar to us. If the learner 

wants to find the equivalent L2 word, the easiest way to do so is by consulting a 

bilingual dictionary.” 

Hartmann (2001) shows the multi-stage relationships between the complier, the 

dictionary text and the user (allowing for the possible mediation of teachers and other experts, 

such as dictionary researchers) in the form of the following figure:   

 

Figure 2.1 The four Protagonists of Dictionary by Hartman (2001)  

 

Users’ interface with dictionary varies depending upon whether it is a monolingual 

(MLD) or bilingual dictionary (BLD). The monolingual dictionary increases the interaction of 

the user with the target language as she or he has to navigate through it. However, MLD 

consultation may prove an exercise in futility if the learner is not skilled or competent enough as 

the metalanguage may hinder interpretation. A BLD promises the learner ease of access and thus 

affords a degree of security. However, it may limit the user to viewing the target language 
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through the prism of his mother tongue. Since a BLD gives equivalents as opposed to definitions, 

the concepts do not become clear and precise in the user’s mind. In most cases a string of 

equivalents is given (See 6.2.1). The dictionary look-up in such cases gives only partial 

knowledge of the lexical item under consideration which can be a real source of obstacle. It may 

be difficult for the user to choose the right one. The writer may not be sure of the spelling and/or 

precise meaning and/or whether it has an irregular past tense form an/or its collocational 

preferences and/or it is too formal. 

1.9. AIMS OF THE PRESENT STUDY 

The research described here is motivated by the belief that an L1-L2 dictionary can be a useful 

learning tool for the advanced learners of English in Pakistan because they have an idea in their 

mind. All they need a lexical item which best expresses that idea. Stein (2002) observes: 

“In the context of foreign language learning, reference to dictionaries is usually 

immediately interpreted as reference to bilingual dictionaries because all learners 

of a foreign language sooner or later use a bilingual dictionary.”  

The user of an L1-L2 dictionary starts with an L1 concept in her/his mind for which s/he 

seeks an L2 translation equivalent in L2. Hence it is an encoding dictionary. No 

monolingual dictionary will be of help to her/him in this particular situation. This niche 

can be fulfilled only by a bilingual learner’s dictionary. It is suggested in this thesis that an 

Urdu-English dictionary aimed to meet the language needs of the advanced learners of 

English in Pakistan would be much more useful than most general Urdu-English 

dictionaries currently available on the market. This study examines the validity of this 
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notion. This study also attempts to lay down the design features of an advanced learner’s 

Urdu-English dictionary by means of a dictionary research test.  

1.10 DELIMITATION OF THE STsUDY 

 The lexical needs of learners hinge on the kind of linguistic activities they are engaged in. 

According to Tomaszczyk (1983) the linguistic activities are divided into two broad categories:  

 “encoding activities, such as speaking, writing and translation from the source into target 

language  

 decoding activities, such as listening, reading and translation from the target language into 

the source language”. 

These different linguistic activities make different demands on learners. For example, while 

composing an essay in L2 a learner may be stuck for an appropriate word. The option available to 

her/him is that of circumlocution. The resulting sentence will be a loose and slack one, thus 

lacking precision and probably appropriacy. On the other hand, in decoding activities, in case of 

comprehension problem, a learner may find some clue or the other in the context which may help 

her/him overcome the stumbling block.  

The focus of the present study has been on analyzing the design features of Urdu-English 

dictionary tailored to meet the encoding needs of advanced learners of English in Pakistan. It 

attempted to assess the effectiveness of Urdu-English dictionaries in encoding activities, like 

speaking, writing and translation from Urdu into English, and to find out ways to improve Urdu-

English dictionaries. Moreover, an effort was made to assess the reference skills of the Pakistani 
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learners in order to find the gap between the sophistication of the dictionary design and the users’ 

reference skills.  

1.11 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

Surprisingly enough, dictionary research has been suffering from utter neglect in Pakistan. 

After Iqbal (1987), no significant study has been conducted to investigate dictionary use and 

dictionary needs of the Pakistani learners of English in Pakistan. The present study is expected to 

revive interest in the dictionary use and dictionary needs in the characteristic Pakistani context. 

The significance of the present study is manifold:  

1. It will yield the much-awaited dictionary criticism. 

2. It will examine the lacunas in the reference skills of the advanced learners of English in 

Pakistan which hamper their self-learning. 

3. It will highlight the role of the teachers in fostering dictionary awareness. 

4. It will assess the dictionary needs of the advanced learners of English in Pakistan.  

It is hoped that the findings, suggestions and recommendations will contribute to the 

improvement of the quality of Urdu-English dictionaries in terms of their content and 

presentation to make them more user-friendly, and thus better reference and language 

learning tools.  
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CHAPTER II 

                                             THE STUDY 

2.1. Background on Research into Dictionary Use 

The present research is concerned with a special type of dictionary – a production 

dictionary. It seeks to analyse the design features of an Urdu-English dictionary aimed at the 

advanced learners of English in Pakistan. The user-perspective is the corner-stone of 

lexicography in the modern era. The very first recommendation of the Indiana Conference (1962) 

was that “Dictionaries should be designed with a special set of users in mind and for their 

specific needs (cf. Householder & Saporta 1962).”  

Hartmann (2001) elaborates the point as follows: 

“Dictionaries come in many different forms, and that they do not exist in a 

vacuum, but are produced and consumed in contexts which can vary 

considerably across space and over time.…if we are seriously interested in 

advancing our knowledge about dictionaries and in making progress across the 

whole field of lexicography, we need to find out what the facts are: Who 

compiles what kind of dictionaries? Which are used by whom, and how do they 

achieve their purpose(s)?” 

In the recent past, literature on dictionary users’ reference needs, monolingual as well as 

bilingual dictionaries, as burgeoned. Numerous studies aimed to investigate various aspects 

of dictionary use, dictionary structure, dictionary skills, dictionary history and dictionary 

typology, besides others, have been conducted in different contexts. Generally, the 

purpose of these studies was to elicit information on: 
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 (a) the role dictionaries play inlanguage learning  

(b) learners' problems with learning the target language,  and  

(c) how much and how often or how successfully dictionary users use 

dictionaries. 

 Among the questions the above studies seek to address are:  

(1) how did users find what they needed in dictionaries?  

(2) could users understand dictionary explanations? and  

(3) how did users with different linguistic backgrounds behave during the 

dictionary look-up process?  

A brief review of the studies is given below to show their relevance to the present study.  

Barnhart (1962) was the pioneer in dictionary research. In order to assess the dictionary 

image, he distributed 108 questionnaires in 99 colleges in 27 states. The purpose was to elicit 

responses on the use of dictionaries by some 56, 000 American freshmen students. His main 

concern was to find out the various information categories considered relatively useful to the 

potential users. The responses of the college teachers showed that their pupils consulted 

dictionaries to find information on meanings, spellings, pronunciation, synonyms and lists, usage 

notes and etymology in order of preference. No question was asked on categories like syntactic 

information or example sentences. The study was too loose in design and vast in scope to yield 

any reliable results. The main shortcoming of the study is that the findings are not based on any 

direct responses from the users. 

In order to assess the dictionary needs and reference skills of the foreign learners, 

Tamaszcsyk (1979) conducted a survey based on a questionnaire consisting of 57 items. His 
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subjects were 1000 Polish EFL learners at the University level, language instructors and 

translators. It was found that nearly all the subjects used bilingual dictionaries (L1-L2) as well as 

(L2-L1). The bilingual dictionaries were used mostly for reception activities. L1-L2 dictionaries 

were considered inferior to the monolingual dictionaries. They expected dictionaries to include 

pictures and drawings and encyclopedic information. A widespread dissatisfaction with the EFL 

dictionaries was expressed by the subjects,      

Béjoint (1981) was possibly among the first important researches into EFL learners’ 

reference needs. A 21-item questionnaire was administered to 122 French University students 

majoring in English to discover the way they used monolingual dictionaries and to assess 

learners' reference skills. Majority of learners possessed at least one monolingual dictionary, 

bought on the teachers’ advice. Meaning was the most sought-after type of information and some 

way behind came spelling, syntax, synonyms and pronunciation, in this descending order. Albeit 

not large in proportion, problems with look-up process were: ‘vague definitions’ and ‘missing 

words’. French students complained that their dictionaries had only little information on idioms, 

slang words and Americanisms. Béjoint (1981) concluded that monolingual dictionaries were 

mainly used for decoding activities. As regards reference skills, it was found that dictionary 

information was not exploited to learners’ best advantage due to poor dictionaey skills.   

Kharma (1985) attempted to reveal the reference needs of some 284 English majors at 

Kuwait University. The researcher used two versions of a questionnaire; one had to do with 

monolingual dictionaries and the other with bilingual dictionaries besides some small-scale tests. 

It appeared that subjects were using dictionaries mainly for reading, 88%, and writing, 80%. 

Meaning turned out to be the most sought-after category of information, followed by spelling, 
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derivatives, synonyms, grammar, and pronunciation in this descending order. Most informants, 

90%, were not satisfied with the monolingual dictionaries. ‘Missing words’ and ‘missing 

meaning’ were resented by 84% and 79% of the subjects, respectively. Kharma concluded that a 

bilingualised dictionary which combines features of bilingual dictionaries and monolingual 

dictionaries is needed in order to wean learners of bilingual dictionaries.  

Kipfer (1987) reported an investigation into the acquisition of American high school 

pupils of dictionary skills and the impact of these skills on their language needs. A preliminary 

questionnaire on dictionaries was given to the subjects along with a series of tests. Native 

English pupils used monolingual dictionaries (MDs) chiefly for checking meaning and spelling. 

Approximately 79% used MDs for writing purposes and only occasionally pupils used 

dictionaries as a guide to pronunciation. Unexpectedly, data revealed that pupils had problems 

with metalanguage rather than with finding words. Interestingly, Kipfer's (1987) study shows 

that native pupils’ reference needs are to a large extent similar to those of EFL learners. Both 

user groups seemed to employ MDs for similar purposes and encountered almost the same 

difficulties in handling MDs explanations. The outcome of the tests she administered to the 

subjects after minimal reinforcement showed that teaching dictionary skills can lead to 

improvement in the look-up process.   

Iqbal (1987) surveyed users’ needs, wants, attitudes and dictionary skills in the 

characteristic Pakistani context. He set out to examine what kind of dictionaries Pakistani 

students possess, how often and how effectively they use them, what they usually look up in their 

dictionaries, and what they would like to find in them but is not included. He intended to examine 

how far these dictionaries measured up to the needs of his subjects. A questionnaire was 
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administered to 700 second-year Pakistani graduates focusing on semantic, syntactic, pragmatic 

and lexical levels. The results showed that about 51% of the subjects used dictionaries frequently 

(at least once a week). It appeared that about 99%, 85%, 43% and 42% of learners claimed that 

the information they sought was on meaning, spelling, pronunciation and grammar, respectively. 

As regards the activities for which monolingual dictionaries were consulted, 53%, 29%, 22%, 

18%, 13% and 9% of advanced Pakistani learners of English reported that they referred to 

dictionaries for reading, writing, L2-L1 translation, L1-L2 translation, speaking and listening 

purposes, successively. He concluded that monolingual dictionaries were chiefly used for 

decoding rather than for encoding purposes. The results indicated low dictionary usability, poor 

reference skills and absence of dictionary training - findings borne out by the present study too. 

However, Iqbal (1987) was concerned with EFL monolingual advanced learner’s dictionary use 

only. The applicability of his claims to bilingual dictionaries is not clear.   

Battenburg (1991) also explored the use of ESL students at Ohio University of EFL MDs 

focusing on the effect of L1 background and language proficiency level on dictionary usage 

habits. The commonest motive for dictionary use was to check meaning followed by spelling, 

abbreviations and irregular verb forms. Examples seemed to be neglected by all subjects. As 

always, MDs were principally used for decoding purposes and rarely for decoding purposes. 

Battenburg concludes that learners' behavior and opinion about dictionaries were heavily affected 

by their language level. 

Campoy Cubillo (2002) employed a task-oriented approach to describe Spanish first-year 

chemistry majors’ dictionary perception. Subjects were asked to compile their own dictionaries 

using the most important words they came across in their study including any information 
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deemed necessary for comprehension and production. She found that the most frequently 

recorded category was ‘L1 equivalent’, followed by pronunciation and examples. Also, 

dictionary users focused on meaning more than anything else. To dictionary-compilers’ 

disappointment, only a very small number of students included collocational information.  

Al- Ajmi (2001) investigated the possible links between the structural features of English-

Arabic dictionaries and errors by Arabic speaking learners of English in Kuwait. The results 

suggested that success rates decreased when long entries of polysemous words were consulted in 

the bilingual dictionaries and the senses needed in the entries were located some distance away 

from the senses that these users actually extracted.  

Nesi and Hail (2002) investigated the ‘receptive’ dictionary-using habits of EFL learners 

studying at British universities under some ‘natural’ methods of data collection. They found that 

most words were looked up successfully. However, more than 50% of the subjects failed in at 

least one out of five dictionary consultations; they could not locate the right entry to obtain the 

information they needed for the context under scrutiny. This was due to subjects’ poor dictionary-

use strategies to adjust definitions to context. Strangely enough, none of the subjects admitted to 

dictionary-use problem.  

Laufer and Levitzky-Aviad (2006) focused on the linguistic content and structure of 

dictionary vis-à-vis its usefulness for learners. They designed a special improved dictionary for 

production in a foreign language. The effectiveness of the ‘bilingual dictionary plus’ (L1-L2-L2) 

was checked for a task in which L2 (English) translations of L1 (Hebrew) words were looked up 

and subsequent choices were made regarding a translation option and its use. The translation 
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scores were compared which were obtained using four kinds of dictionaries: (a) a conventional 

bilingual dictionary (b) a bilingualised dictionary (c) bilingual dictionary plus in its paper version, 

and (d) bilingual dictionary plus in its electronic version. The results demonstrated the superiority 

of bilingual dictionary plus over the other dictionaries. The study provided evidence to support the 

popular claim that there was need for a special improved dictionary for production in a foreign 

language. The findings provide useful insights to draw upon regarding the improvement of the 

design features of the encoding dictionaries.    

No study has been undertaken on bilingual dictionary use in characteristic Pakistani 

context due to the fact that lexicography has not been duly recognized as a subject of scholarly 

interest in the educational institutions. The present study is meant to fill the gap. 

2.2. THE APPROACH IN THE PRESENT STUDY 

Dictionary consultation is a complex task subject to the users’ competency and whims. 

The main areas of scholarly interest have been: (a) user preferences (b) user performance (c) user 

needs and user satisfaction of dictionaries. Various investigative techniques have been employed 

to probe into their dictionary needs and in order to improve the quality of dictionaries and to 

improve dictionary skills of the users. The techniques include: critical review, case study, 

observation method, interview, questionnaire, and dictionary research test (cf. Hartmann 2001).  

A critical review involves assessing a dictionary, usually combining personal opinion 

with factual evaluation based on relatively objective criteria. Sayyad (1984) and Sirhindi (1986, 

1987 &1995) are good examples of dictionary reviews. They evaluated various dictionaries which 

included monolingual as well as bilingual ones compiled by local lexicographers as well as the 
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Orientalists. However, it is necessary to point out that dictionary review is a subjective approach. 

It does not give any insight into real look-up behaviours and situations. The case study is too 

small to be representative of any general trend. The methods employed to examine the behaviour 

of the users involve mostly verbal, video/ audio record protocol. Observation method enables the 

researcher to monitor more closely the type of dictionaries subjects use for a given task, the 

degree to which they use it, and the time taken to look up the target words though think-aloud 

technique. In view of the restrictions imposed on the size of the population inherent in 

observation-based research and the anxiety it may cause for the user due to the feeling of being 

observed, the option of using observation-based methodology was ruled out ny the presenr 

researcher.  Also, the facilities required for the purpose are too expensive. Another very popular 

research tool, questionnaire, is a tool that can survey a relatively large population sample. It has 

been employed as a primary means of data collection in many well-known studies: Barnhart 

(1962), Quirk (1974), Tomaszczyk (1979), Bejoint (1981), Iqbal (1987), Diab (1990), Hartmann 

(1999), Nesi (1999). Its chief usefulness lies in its use as a means of drawing up user profiles. 

Nevertheless the questionnaire as a method of data collection has come in for considerable 

criticism in studies of dictionary design research. According to (Nesi 2000) the main criticisms of 

questionnaire-based research seem to be that (i) results are often a measure of the respondents’ 

perceptions, rather than objective facts. The respondents’ desire to conform, their (perhaps 

unconscious) desire to appear in any way better than they are, or their inability to recall events in 

detail may distort the data (ii) researcher and respondents do not necessarily share the same terms 

of reference. … There is likely to be considerable misinterpretation of both the question and the 

answers (Nesi 2000:11-12). Also, some surveys came with contradictory figures and unreliable 

data due to the fact that the responses are elicited instead of being real-life activities. (cf. Kipfer 
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1987 and Battenburg 1991). In view of the above-mentioned flaws, the present researcher was led 

to abandon his initial intention to use the questionnaire as the primary means of data collection in 

the study.  However, the researcher did use it as a means to draw dictionary users’ profile. 

Interviews help the researcher form an impression about users’ reference skills, dictionary 

preferences and linguistic needs. Its major weaknesses are, like those of questionnaire, 

misrepresentations and misrecollections. Data yielded are indirect and hence not reliable.  The 

present researcher conducted informal interviews of his colleagues who are EFL Pakistani 

teachers in order to find out whether they offered any guidance on dictionary use or not. It 

appeared that they did not consider dictionary a pedagogical tool. Hence there was no question of 

dictionary training. The outcome confirmed Tomaszczyk (1983) who observes that many teachers 

often discourage their students from using bilingual dictionaries for writing.  

Of late dictionary research test (DRT) has become the most common approach to assess 

the user needs and skills. A dictionary research test (DRT) is essentially a controlled experiment. 

Its chief advantage appears to be that it allows a researcher to incorporate new design features or 

to discard the existing ones and then test the performance of the dictionary as well and/or the 

users. The choice of an assessment test does not necessarily imply that it has no limitations. For 

example, the performance of the participants may be affected due to test pressure. The present 

researcher noted that the participants suspected that the DRT was aimed to assess their 

achievement – a grim reality which prevented the present researcher from carrying out another 

experiment free from the flaws of the first DRT. The present researcher chose the dictionary 

research test (DRT) because it was hoped that it would yield better results than those given by any 

other method. Other minor parameters were added to gather data, such as, firstly, informal 
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interviews with the class teachers and students in order to know their attitudes to dictionaries and, 

secondly a small questionnaire attached to the DRT to find out their expectations in order to 

substantiate the data. As such, the approach may be termed as an eclectic one. Further, the 

teaching methods mostly employed in the class and the aims of learning English in Pakistan are 

also taken into account. The data was further examined in the background of the learners’ 

linguistic and cultural background and its impact on the learning of English as a foreign language 

in Pakistan.  

The DRT was conducted a test at Bahauddin Zakariya University, Multan,  Pakistan. 

Laufer and Levitzky-Aviad’s (2006) test was adapted for implementation in the characteristic 

Pakistani context. The study aimed to check the effectiveness of a bilingual dictionary plus, 

especially devised for the purpose in comparison with the existing dictionaries. Laufer (1995) 

had suggested making a L1-L2-L2 dictionary for production in which the following information 

would be put in an entry:  

(i) L1-L2 translation equivalent(s)  

(ii) L2 information such as phonological, grammatical and semantic specifications (all 

provided in L2), followed by definitions and examples of use about each translation 

option  

(iii) sematically-related words related to the translation equivalents, and  

(iv) additional L1 meanings of the L2 translation equivalents in case the translation is 

polysemous or homonymous while the L1 word is not.  

In order to check the performance of the proposed bilingual dictionary plus (as it was to have 

more information than a standard bilingual dictionary), Laufer and Levitzky-Aviad’s (2006) 
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designed a Hebrew to English to English dictionary (bilingual plus dictionary) and carried out an 

empirical study. They made two versions of the proposed dictionary: paper version and 

electronic version. The number of participants was 70. All of them had native or near- native 

competence of Hebrew.  The purpose was to examine how effective a BD plus would be for a 

task in which L 2 (English) translation of L1 (Hebrew) words were looked up and subsequent 

choices were made regarding a translation option and its use. The success rate for BD+ was 80% 

as against 51 % for the standard BD. The most prevalent look up pattern was: translation + 

definition + example. The results showed that the information category ‘some additional 

information’ in the BD plus is not necessary for the translation task.        

The present researcher also devised a trial dictionary, named ‘Power Advanced Learner’s 

Urdu-English dictionary’. The last two design features of Laufer and Levitzky-Aviad’s (2006)   

were dropped: (thesaurus-like information which was least used by their participants, and some 

additional information which was found to be irrelevant to the translation task in Laufer and 

Levitzky-Aviad’s (2006). The trial dictionary was, in fact, a special improved bilingual dictionary 

and not a bilingual dictionary plus. Moreover, the electronic version was not prepared in view of 

the low computer skills on the part of the researcher as well as the subjects involved in the present 

context.  

2.3. Research Questions  

The following research questions were investigated: 

1) Do the existing print dictionaries meet the needs of the advanced Pakistani 

learners? 
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2) If the answer to the above question is ‘no’, why do they fail to meet the needs 

of learners?  

3) How can the existing print dictionaries be improved to make them meet the 

learners’ needs in a better way? 

4) Do learners possess the right skill to make use of the print dictionary? 

5) Does anyone guide learners about the use of a print dictionary? 

2.4. The Subjects 

Seventy students hwho were were English majors from the Department of English, B. Z. 

University, Multan a participated in the study. It was presumed that the students had near-native 

or native competence of Urdu. Given the fact that some of the participants had been researchers’s 

pupils at Government Postgraduate College, Burewala, the researcher knew in advance that 

despite having spent 14-16 years at school and colleges, the level of English language 

proficiency of the participants was neither uniform nor satisfactory. The proficiency level of the 

participants differed because they came from different linguistic background in term of 

schooling, and mother-tongue. The teaching emphasis of English courses at government-run 

schools and colleges is more on imparting literature based knowledge, and that also of a 

literature of L2, rather than on developing four basic skills namely listening, speaking, reading 

and writing. On the other hand, the participants hailing from the English-medium schools were 

well-versed in English. Their exposure to English was greater than that of those hailing from the 

government-run schools and colleges. Interestingly, their proficiency in Urdu was far from being 

satisfactory as it turned out during interaction with them. The participants and their teachers told 
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the present researcher that they seldom used an Urdu-English dictionary. Most of them used the 

EFL dictionaries.  

2.5. Materials  

Dictionaries used 

(1) The trial dictionary was   especially constructed for the study.  It was named the Power 

Advanced Learner’s Urdu-English Dictionary (PALUED). It comprised 12 pages (2-page 

front matter, 10-page body. The front matter contained a users’ guide. Each entry was 

prepared keeping in mind the encoding needs of Pakistani learners of English at advanced 

level. The Urdu headword was provided with its English translation equivalent(s) along 

with semantic and grammatical information, e.g. collocations, examples of usage of each 

translation equivalent. The pictorial illustrations were provided in order to help the user 

discriminate between the various senses.  

(2) The Caravan Advanced Learners [sic] Urdu-English Dictionary (CALUED) is the only 

dictionary available which claims to be a learner’s dictionary as far as the title goes.  To 

suit the design of the experiment, only those pages were selected which corresponded to 

the pages in the Power Advanced Learner’s Urdu-English Dictionary (PALUED). The 

trial dictionary PALUED and the relevant pages from CALUED have been given as 

appendices.  

2.6. Target Words.  

Subjects’ look-up for eighteen target words was investigated in the study. As pointed out 

on various occasions, Urdu is L2 and English is L3 in the characteristic Pakistani context. Hence 

Urdu words were the target words about which participants needed information in the Urdu-
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English dictionaries. The target words were selected on the basis of the researcher’s teaching 

experience in translation activities at the advanced level. The target words were of various kinds. 

To prevent any unnecessary translation difficulties, other than those encountered while trying to 

translate the target words, the rest of the vocabulary used in the sentences had been provided. 

Besides translation, other kinds of questions which figured on the test were (a) correct/incorrect 

answers (b) fill the blank questions (c) multiple choice questions. 

2.7. Procedure  

The participants were asked to do the test with the help of either / both the dictionaries 

provided for the purpose. Time allowed was 01 hour which is, in fact, the time of a class / period. 

The teacher was requested to oversee the administration of the DRT. Neither the teachers nor the 

students were interested in dictionary training as they did not seem to give much importance to 

bilingual dictionaries. It is necessary to point out that in the Pakistani context, the importance of 

research is yet to be fully recognized. The researcher had to do quite a task to bring the teachers 

and the students to the idea of administering a test. In particular, the students suspected that it 

was an achievement test and that its marks would affect their overall score in the examination. 

The attitude of the subjects led to a serious flaw in the study. In view of the suspicions of the 

students, the researcher had to abandon the idea of conducting another test in which the 

shortcomings of the first test were to be removed.       

The question paper contained a small questionnaire. It was included to investigate 

whether the students used the information in the front matter and the back matter and whether 

they were interested in training on dictionary use. In order to avoid distractions, Urdu was 

chosen as the metalanguage of the test. The participants were given sufficient time to do the test. 

The test was conducted in the presence of the class teacher. It ensured 100% return rate.  
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2.8. Data Analysis   

Table 2.1 summarises the type of coverage given by the two dictionaries to the 

information needed to do the 18 questions asked in the Dictionary Research Test: 

 Q Information  Meaning Task PD CD  

1 1 (mehngaa) paRnaa [مہنگا] پڑنا To cost dear tr eq (mcq) Y+ N 

2 2/2 UThaa kar lei jaanaa اٹهاكرلےجانا (carry off) prep (mcq) N Y 

3 2/3 Katrnaa كترنا (Gnaw) tr eq & prep (mcq)  Y N 

4 2/4 Ki paRi honaa كىپڑىهونا (be worried) tr eq & prep (mcq) Y N 

5 3/5 Khabar خبر News c/u  Y N 

6 4/6 Takraar   تكرار Argue tr eq & prep (mcq) Y N 

7 4/7 Daur دور * tr eq  Y N 

8 4/8 Zaati ذاتى * prep (mcq) Y N 

9 5/9 Par پر * Part of speech Y Y 

10 6/10 Par پر * tr eq YE Y 

11 6/11 Par پر * tr eq YE Y  

12 6/12 Par پر * tr eq YE Y 

13 6/13 Par پر * tr eq  YE Y 

14 7/14 Aulaad اولاد * tr eq  Y Y? 

15 8/15 Zaiqah ذائقه (flavour) Am Sp Y N 

16 8/16 Ooni اونى (woollen) Am Sp Y N 

17 10/17 Aulaad اولاد (off-spring) Plural Y Y? 

18 10/18 Zaree’a ذریعه (medium) Plural Y N 

Table 2.1 The type of coverage in the PALUED and the  CALUED 

* The words have multiple meanings.  
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The codes included in the table have the following meanings:  

tr eq       Translation equivalent 

&          and 

 prep      preposition 

 mcq      multiple choice question 

Am Sp  American Spelling  

Pos        part of speech 

C           count noun  

U           non count noun  

Y          yes included  

YE       yes included a an example  

Y+        yes item included as complementation of headword  

N           not included  

Y?         Incomplete information  

The above table shows that the CALUED suffers from numerous deficiencies. It 

contained the required information only in 8 out of 18 questions. It was an attempt to remve the 

inadequacies of the Urdu-English dictionaries which is the real motive behind the present study. 

Thus, the PALUED was an improved version of the existing dictionaries available on the market. 

That might account for the large number of wrong lookups from the CALUED as well as fewer 

number of lookups from it.  
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2.9. The Results 

Tables 2.2 - 2.19 give an indication of effectiveness of dictionary consultations i.e. reference 

skills with regard to the 18 questions under study. The usefulness of the dictionary was measured 

by the accuracy of English translation chosen by the participants from the dictionaries.   

The first question in the DRT was: 

2.9.1. Question 1: Tick the correct translation equivalent of the word (مہنگا)پڑنا ‘mehngaa 

paRnaa’.  

      a. lie dear       b. have to dear   c.  to cost dear  d.  hang heavy        

The correct answer was: c. to cost dear   

The break-up of the participants’ answer to question No. 1 is as under:    

                               Type of answers   (PALUED).    (Y+) (CALUED). (N)  

Correct 33 = 61% 22= 88% 

Wrong  10= 39% 3= 12% 

Dictionary not mentioned 1=1% 

Not attempted 1=1% 

Table2.2 Correctness of answers according to dictionary coverage in [مہنگا]پڑنا ‘(mehngaa) 

paRnaa’  

Table 2.2 focuses on the search for the translation equivalent of [مہنگا]پڑنا ‘(mehngaa) 

paRnaa’.  It shows that out of 43 lookups from the PALUED, 33 were correct. The success rate 

was 61%. The wrong look-ups seem to be the outcome of the fact that the item sought was not 

the headword. It shows that those who looked up the item in PALUED did not have the 

necessary skill to infer the desired information.  
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The number of correct look-ups from the CALUED (22 out of 25) is puzzling in the sense 

that it did not contain the needed information at all. All that can be surmised is that the students 

who claimed that they had consulted the CALUED gave the answers on the basis of conjecture 

or pre-existing knowledge. One student could not attempt the question at all. S/he did not bother 

to consult the dictionary. Another student did not mention the dictionary. Her/his answer was not 

included in the score.  

2.9.2. Question 2: Fill in the blanks with the appropriate word:  

 carry…..(a. away,       b.  out,     c.  over,   d.  on)   2/2  [Cr /Pw]   اٹهاکرلےجانا     

The correct answer was:   a. carry off  

The break-up of the participants’ answer to question No. 2 is as under:    

 Type of answers   PALUED   (Y) CALUED (N)  

Correct X 2= 66% 

Wrong  65=100% 1=33% 

Not attempted/ dictionary not mentioned 2=3% 

Table2.3 Correctness of answers according to dictionary coverage in اٹهاكرلےجانا ‘uThaa kar lay 

jaanaa’.    

Table 2.3 looks at the search for the collocation ‘off’ of ‘carry’ as a translation equivalent 

of اٹهاكرلےجانا ‘uThaa kar lay jaanaa’.  The total number of look-ups form PALUED was very 

high i.e. 65. However, PALUED did not contain the right preposition. In fact, it contained wrong 

information - اٹهاکرلےجانا     ‘carry away with an example sentence. The participants were misled 

and as many as 65 chose it as their answer. The smaller number of look-ups i.e. 3 from the 

CALUED is in all probability due to absence of illustration of use in an example sentence. The 

test item must have been dropped in another test. Despite being a wrong answer in the trial 
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dictinary, the test item highlights the relevance of verbal illustrations as well as the nature of task 

of compiling a BLD.     

2.9.3. Question 3: Fill in the blanks with the appropriate word:  

 gnaw….(a.  of,  b.  to,    c.  at,  d. over)                   2/3 [Cr /Pw]        كترنا      

The correct answer was:   c. gnaw at 

The break-up of the participants’ answer to question No. 3 is as under:    

Type of answers   PALUED   (Y) CALUED (N)  

Correct 58= 89% X 

Wrong  4= 11% 4=100% 

Not attempted/ dictionary not mentioned 4=6 

Table2.4 Correctness of answers according to dictionary coverage in كترنا ‘katrnaa’ entries for 

question 2/3 

Table 2.4 looks at the search for the collocation ‘at’ of ‘gnaw’ as a translation equivalent 

of كترنا ‘katrnaa’.  It shows that 58 out of 62 lookups from the PALUED were correct. The 

success rate is 89%. The small number of look-ups from the CALUED i.e. 4, all of which were 

wrong, does not come as a surprise in the sense that it does not contain the required information 

at all. The reply of those participants who claimed that they consulted the CALUED was false. 

2.9.4. Question 4: Fill in the blanks with the appropriate word:  

     be worried (a.  on,  b.  for,    c.  about,  d. over)       2/4 [Cr /Pw]  کىپڑىهونا  

The correct answer was:  c. be worried about 

The break-up of the participants’ answer to question No. 4 is as under: 
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Type of answers   PALUED   (Y) CALUED (N)  

Correct 61=91% X 

Wrong  6=9% X 

Not attempted/ dictionary not mentioned 3=4% 

Table2.5 Correctness of answers according to dictionary coverage in كىپڑىهونا ‘ki paRi honaa’   

Table 2.5 looks at the search for the collocation ‘about’ of ‘be worried’ as a translation 

equivalent of كىپڑىهونا ‘ki paRi honaa’. It shows that most of the look-ups (i.e. 67) were from 

the PALUED out of which 61 were correct. The CALUED did not contain the needed 

information at all. No student claimed to have consulted it. 

2.9.5. Question 5: Tick the correct answer: 

 .These news were broadcast from BBC (a)    یهخبريںبىبىسىسےنشرکىگئیں      

      .This news was broadcast from BBC (b)    یهخبريںبىبىسىسےنشرکىگئیں

Answer: This news was broadcast from BBC. 

The break-up of the participants’ answer to question No. 5 is as follows:   

Type of answers   PALUED   (Y) CALUED (N)  

Correct 36=77% X 

Wrong  11= 23% 2= 100% 

Not attempted/ dictionary not mentioned 21=30% 

Table2.6 Correctness of answers according to dictionary coverage in خبر ‘khabar’  

Table 2.6 contains information on the search for ‘news’ i.e. the translation equivalent of 

 khabar’ regarding its use as an uncountable noun. It shows that most of the look-ups (47)‘ خبر

were from the PALUED out of which 36 were correct. The CALUED did not contain the 

information sought at all i.e. the English translation as an uncountable noun, and its use in an 
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example sentence. Only two students consulted it in vain. The total number of wrong or 

attempted answers shows is 34 which is nearly half the total number of participants who took the 

test. It seems that it was due to lack of sufficient dictionary skills. It shows that news as plural is 

an established fact of Pakistani English which is hard to tackle.    

2.9.6  Question 6: Tick the correct answer:  

   Don’t ----- with me.  (i. repeat with,  ii.  argue with )   مجه سے تکرارنهکرو

Answer: argue with   

The break-up of the participants’ answer to question No. 6 is as under:    

Type of answers   PALUED   (Y) CALUED (N)  

Correct 39= 78% X 

Wrong  11= 22% 15= 100% 

Not attempted/ dictionary not mentioned 5=7% 

Table2.7 Correctness of answers according to dictionary coverage in تكراركرنا ‘takraaar karnaa’ 

entries 

 Table 2.7 contains information on the search for the translation equivalent of  تكراركرنا 

‘takraar karnaa’. It shows that most of the look-ups (50) were from the PALUED out of which 39 

were correct. The number of wrong look-ups i.e. 11 is disturbing. The CALUED does not 

contain the translation equivalent ‘argue with’. Consequently, all the 15 students who consulted 

it could not give the correct answer. 

2.9.7 Question 7: Tick the correct answer:  

 There will be three ---- of talks. (i. eras,   ii.  rounds مذاكراتكےتيندورهوںگے

Answer: rounds 

The break-up of the participants’ answer to question No. 7 is as under:    
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Type of answers   PALUED   (Y) CALUED (N)  

Correct 50=86% 5=83% 

Wrong  8= 14% 1= 17% 

Not attempted/ dictionary not mentioned 6=9% 

Table2.8 Correctness of answers according to dictionary coverage in دور‘daur’ entries   

Table 7.8 contains information on the search for the translation equivalent of دور ‘duar’. 

As can be seen, most of the look-ups (58) were from the PALUED out of which 50 were correct.  

Only 6 students claimed to have looked up the entry in the CALUED. The information on 

the translation equivalents in the entry was either faulty or incomplete: 

 n.m. (1) circular motion; circulation; (2) the revolution of time;(3) (A)) (daur) دور

course; career; progress; process (4) age; period; (5) repetition of a lesson 

The translations ‘career; progress’ in the second sense are wrong. The translation ‘round’ is 

missing which is one of the chief inadequacies of CALUED.  

2.9.8 Question 8: Tick the correct answer:  

  Words do not have ----meanings. (i. intrinsic,  ii. personal) لفظوںكےمعنىذاتىنہيںهوتے

Answer: intrinsic 

The break-up of the participants’ answer to question No. 8 is as under:    

Type of answers   PALUED   (Y) CALUED (N)  

Correct 33= 67% 5=71% 

Wrong  11=33% 12=29% 

Not attempted/ dictionary not mentioned 9=13% 

Table2.9 Correctness of answers according to dictionary coverage in ذاتى‘zaati’ entries  
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Table 2.9 contains information on the search for the translation equivalent of ذاتى ‘zaati’. 

It shows that most of the look-ups (44) were from the PALUED out of which 33 were correct. 

CALUED does contain the required information. As the CALUED does not discriminate 

different senses most of the students who consulted the CALUED (12 out of 17) were unable to 

provide the correct answer. Again, 9 students failed to attempt the question. The failure of as 

many as 32 (11+12+9) participants to retrieve the required information indicates poor dictionary 

skills on the part of the subjects.   

2.9.9. Q 9: Which part of speech is the Urdu word  پر ‘par’? 

(a. noun,         b. pronoun,        c. verb,       d. adverb,       e. adjective,      f. postposition,   g. 

conjunction,      h. interjection,    i. article)  

Answer: (a. nounf. postposition,   g. conjunction) 

The break-up of the participants’ answer to question No. 9 is as under:     

Type of answers   PALUED   (Y) CALUED (Y)  

Correct 4=10% 1=07% 

Wrong  38=90% 14=93% 

Not attempted/ dictionary not mentioned 13=19% 

Table2.10 Correctness of answers according to dictionary coverage in پر‘par’ entries  

Table 2.10 contains information on the search for the determination of POS of پر‘par’ 

which is ‘noun’, ‘conjunction’ as well as ‘preposition’.  Though both the dictionaries contained 

the required information, the number of wrong or abortive look-ups is huge i.e. (52+13=65) as 

against 5 correct look-ups from both dictionaries. The failure on the part of students to retrieve 

the given information may be due to lack of sufficient dictionary skills. It appears that they had 
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no idea that the a dictionary contains information on grammar, pronunciation, etc. besides 

meaning.     

2.9.10  Q 10. Translate into English 

كوپروںسےسجاتےٹانگريزهي adorn هيں         ------------------------------------------- 

The British adorn their hats with ‘plumes’ 

The break-up of the participants’ answer to question No. 10 is as under:   .  

 Type of answers   PALUED   (YE) PALUED (Y)  

Correct 14=47% X 

Wrong  16=53% 5= 100% 

Not attempted/ dictionary not mentioned 35= 50% 

Table2.11 Correctness of answers according to dictionary coverage in پر‘par’ entries  

Table 2.11 contains information on the search for the translation equivalent of پر ‘par’ 

(noun). The students were required to supply the appropriate translation equivalent ‘plume’. 

However, a huge number of consultations remained unfruitful – 35, despite the fact that verbal as 

well pictorial illustrations had been provided to discriminate various senses. Linguistic 

asymmetry may be the possible cause of poor rate of success. Moreover, a large number of 

students who attempted the questions gave wrong answers- 14 as against 16 correct answers 

from the PALUED. The large number of wrong and abortive look-ups (35+16+5=56) shows that 

the users possess low dictionary skills. 

2.9.11.  Q 11. Translate into English 

هيں  clingجراثيمكيڑوںكےپروںسےچمٹجاتے   ------------------------------------------- 6/11   

Answer: Germs cling to the wings of the birds. 

The break-up of the participants’ answer to question No. 11 is as under:    
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 Type of answers   CALUED   (YE) CALUED (Y)  

Correct 20= 74% 1=25% 

Wrong  7=26% 3=75% 

Not attempted/ dictionary not mentioned 39=56% 

Table2.12 Correctness of answers according to dictionary coverage in پر ‘par’ entries  

Table 2.12 contains information on the search for the translation equivalent of ‘par’ 

(noun). The students were required to supply the appropriate translation equivalents ‘wing’. 

Again, a large number of consultations i.e. 39 remained futile because the students failed to make 

use of the verbal and pictorial illustrations.  However, the number of successful answers 

increased: 20 as against 7 incorrect answers from the PALUED. On the other hand, 3 out of 4 

consultations from the CALUED were wrong. Faulty and futile look-ups make a total of 49 

which is 70% of the total possible look-ups for the headword. The inability on the part of the 

participants to locate the exact information may be attributed to low dictionary skills.  

2.9.12  Q 12. Translate into English 

كيےrnffleپرندےنےاپنےپركهڑے ---------------------------------------------------------  

Answer: feather 

The break-up of the participants’ answer to question No. 12 is as under:    

  Type of answers   PALUED   (YE) CALUED (Y)  

Correct 17=56% 2=100% 

Wrong  13=43% X 

Not attempted/ dictionary not mentioned 38= 54% 

Table2.13 Correctness of answers according to dictionary coverage in پر ‘par’ entries for 

question 6/12 
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Table 2.13 contains information on the search for the translation equivalent of پر ‘par’ 

(noun). The students were required to supply the appropriate translation equivalents (feather). 

Surprisingly, a huge number of consultations i.e. 38 remained futile as the students could not 

make use of the verbal and pictorial illustrations.  Further, a large number of students who 

attempted the questions gave wrong answers- 17 as against 13 correct answers from the 

PALUED. The number of consultations from the CALUED was small, though successful.  

2.9.13 Q 13. Translate into English 

صورتنظرآتےهيںكبوتركىدمكےپرخوب ----------------------------------------------------     

Answer: quills 

The break-up of the participants’ answer to question No. 13 is as follows:    

 

 Type of answers   PALUED  (YE) PALUED (Y)  

Correct 21= 91% X 

Wrong  2=7% 4=100% 

Not attempted/ dictionary not mentioned 43=61% 

Table2.13 Correctness of answers according to dictionary coverage in پر ‘par’ entries  

Table 2.14 contains information on the search for the translation equivalent of پر ‘par’ 

(noun). The students were required to supply the appropriate translation equivalents ‘quill’. The 

number of futile consultations rose up to 43.  The number of students who gave the correct 

answers was 21 as against 2 incorrect answers from the PALUED. All the four consultations 

from the CALUED were unsuccessful though it contained the exact translation equivalent, albeit 

without example sentences. The use of illustrations may be one of the reasons of the difference 

between the success rate of the two dictionaries used in the test.  
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2.9.14 Question 14 Write down the English equivalents of the Urdu word اولاد 

a----------          b-----------      c-----------      d----------     e--------------     

Answer:   Children; progeny; issue; descendants; off-spring (sing.), offspring (pl.) 

 The break-up of the participants’ answer to question No. 14 is as under:    

 Type of answers   PALUED   (Y) CALUED  (Y?)  

Correct 39=83% 10=77% 

Wrong  8=17% 3= 23% 

Not attempted/ dictionary not mentioned 10=14% 

Table 2.15 Correctness of answers according to dictionary coverage inاولاد aulaad entries 

Table 2.15 contains information on the search for the translation equivalent of اولاد 

‘aulaad’. The students were required to supply all the translation equivalents.  Further, a large 

number of students who attempted the questions gave correct answers- 39 as against 8 incorrect 

answers from the PALUED. The number of correct consultations from the CALUED was 10 as 

against 13 unsuccessful look-ups. As a matter of fact, CALUED contained three translations 

whereas PALUED contained 5 translation equivalents. Even the translation equivalent ‘off-

springs’ was wrong in the CALUED. It neither contains a hyphen nor takes ‘s’ for plural. As 

many as 10 consultations yielded no result. It may possibly be due to non-use of dictionary – a 

bad dictionary habit.   

2.9.15  Question 15  Write down the American spellings of the following:   

   flavour-----------------------------------------------------------------------------15/16   ذائقه

Answer: flavor 

The break-up of the participants’ answer to question No. 13 is as under:    
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Type of answers   PALUED   (Y) CALUED (N)  

Correct 45= 98 1=7% 

Wrong  1=2% 13=93% 

Not attempted/ dictionary not mentioned 10=14% 

Table2.16 Correctness of answers according to dictionary coverage in ذائقهzaiqah entries  

Table 7.16 contains information on the search for the American English spellings 

‘flavour’, the translation equivalent of ذائقه ‘zai’qah’. The number of students who gave correct 

answers was 45 as against 1 incorrect answer from the PALUED. Only one out 14 consultations 

from the CALUED was successful. CALUED did not contain American spellings. Again 10 

consultations yielded no result. 

2.9.16 Question 16  Write down the American spellings of the following:  

  woollen-----------------------------------------------------------------------------16/17  اونى

Answer: woolen 

The break-up of the participants’ answer to question No. 13 is as under:    

         Type of answers   PALUED   (Y) CALUED (N)  

Correct 51=98% X 

Wrong  1=2% 5=100% 

Not attempted/ dictionary not mentioned 13=19% 

Table 2.17 Correctness of answers according to dictionary coverage in اونى ooni entries 

Table 2.17 contains information on the search for the American English spellings اونى 

‘woolen’, the translation equivalent of اونى ‘ooni’. The number of students who gave correct 

answers was 51 as against 1 incorrect answer from the PALUED. All the consultations i.e. 5 

from the CALUED were unsuccessful. CALUED did not contain American spellings. Again 13 

consultations yielded no result.  
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2.9.17  Q. 17  Write the plurals of the following: 

   -----------------------------------------------------------------  Off-spring اولاد   

Answer: offspring   

The break-up of the participants’ answer to question No. 13 is as under:    

Type of answers   PALUED   (Y) PALUED (Y?)  

Correct 23=53% 5=29% 

Wrong  20=47% 12=71% 

Not attempted/ dictionary not mentioned 10=14% 

Table 2.18 Correctness of answers according to dictionary coverage in اولادaulaad entries 

Table 2.18 contains information on the search for plural of ‘off-spring’, the translation 

equivalent of  اولاد ‘aulaad’. The number of students who gave correct answers was 23 as against 

20 incorrect answers from the PALUED. Out of 17 consultations from the CALUED 12 were 

unsuccessful. Moreover, 10 consultations proved to be futile which coupled with faulty look-up 

make a total of 42 (60% of the possible look-ups for the headword).  

2.9.18  Q. 18  Write the plurals of the following: 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------- medium  ذريعه

Answer: media  

The break-up of the participants’ answer to question No. 13 is as under:    

 Type of answers   PALUED   (Y) CALUED (N)  

Correct 37=74% 1=33% 

Wrong  13=26% 2=66% 

Not attempted/ dictionary not mentioned 17=24% 

Table2.19 Correctness of answers according to dictionary coverage in ذريعه zaree’a entries  
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Table 2.19 contains information on the search for plural of ‘medium’, the translation 

equivalent of ذريعه ‘zaree’a’. The number of students who gave correct answers was 37 as against 

13 incorrect answers from the PALUED. Out of 3 consultations from the CALUED only 1 was 

successful. Moreover, 17 consultations proved to be futile which when combined with the 

unsuccessful consultations make up a total of 32 which is barely less than half the total possible 

look-ups for the headword. The high ratio of unsuccessful look-ups shows that subjects 

possessed low dictionary reference skills.  

2.10 Discussion 

2.10.1 The Effectiveness of the Dictionary 

Of the 823 look-ups from the PALUED the successful look-ups numbered 646 (including the 

ones for in اٹهاكرلےجانا ‘uThaa kar lay jaanaa’ for which the trial dictionary contained wrong 

information), whereas of the 144 look-ups from the CALUED 55 answers were found to be 

correct. The success rate indicates that the PALUED outperformed the CALUED and it met the 

needs of the users more than its counterpart. From the above break-up of results it may be seen 

that the success of the PALUED was due to its additional design features, such as the use of 

verbal and pictorial illustrations, the use of the source language as the metalanguage, the 

inclusion of the UE English, etc.    

Dictionary   Number of look-ups Correct answers  % 

PALUED 823 646 78% 

CALUED 154 55 36% 

Table 2.20.a  Overall Performance 
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It should be noted that in 39 successful and 59 unsuccessful consultations reported from 

the CALUED (22 cases in Q1, 10 in Q13, 1 in Q14, 5 in Q17 and 1 in Q 18) the dictionary did 

not contain the required information. In these instances, dictionary consultation played no role in 

helping the students give the correct answer. It seems that they ticked the right answer on the 

basis of conjecture as the questions were multiple choice questions. The possibility that the pre-

existing knowledge of the subjects played its role in some of the answers cannot be ruled out. If 

that be the situation, these cases have to be excluded from the count and the success rate will 

further decrease as under: 

Dictionary   Number of look-ups Correct answers  % 

Power 823 646 79% 

Caravan 56 16 10% 

Table 2.20.b  Overall Performance 

 The success rate of the improved dictionary was certainly encouraging. However, the certainty 

that there were numerous fake consultations -39 out of a meager total of 154 for CALUED - 

shows that many subjects did not take the test in a serious manner. The casual attitude on the part 

of these participants is characteristic of the most Pakistani learners of English at various levels 

even in the annual examinations conducted by different boards and universities. One only has to 

look at the very high ratio of failures in these examinations.   

 

2.10.2 Participants’ Preference for Dictionary 

Another major concern in the test was: which dictionary did the learners prefer to turn 

to? As the subjects were free to use either or both dictionaries, the number of look-ups from each 

dictionary was compared to determine users’ preference for the dictionaries involved.   
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 In 279 cases the students did not either mention the dictionary or attempt the question. In 

cases where the dictionary was not mentioned the answer did not help assess the usefulness of 

the dictionary. Nor did it give any indication about users’ preference. Hence, the answers were 

excluded from the count.   

The total number of look-ups was 977. The number of look-ups form the PALUED was 

823 whereas 154 look-ups were from the CALUED. The pattern shows clearly that the subjects 

preferred the PALUED to CALUED. 

Dictionary   Number of look-ups % 

PALUED 823 84% 

CALUED 154 16% 

Table 2.21.a Participant’s preference of dictionary 

               The pattern of look-up of the participants shows that they preferred the PALUED to the 

CALUED. They chose it because they found that it contained more information on the lexical 

items included in the present dictionary research test. Moreover they found the information 

handier in the PALUED than that included in the CALUED. It is clear that the amount of the 

information and the mode of presentation affected the choice of the dictionary with which to 

solve the dictionary research test. It proves the need to improve the existing Urdu-English 

dictionaries in Pakistan and the need to impart dictionary reference skills to the category of users 

under reference. 

                A few words about the test design are in order. That CALUED contained less 

information shows the inadequacy of the dictionary. PALUED was prepared to remove the 

inadequacies of the existing dictionaries. The inclusion of additional information was meant to 

improve the quality of the dictionaries for advanced Pakistani learners of English. In no way 
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does this mean that the PALUED is flawless. It contained wrong information in 2.9.2. One must 

remember that there is always room for improvement. The use of corpus can, in fact, 

revolutionise the design of the dictionary under consideration. It can help in a myriad of ways. In 

particular, it can help in the selection of headwords. Moreover, it can help in determining the 

meaning of the headword in the source language. The use of corpus in the construction of 

dictionaries in Pakistan is not a distant possibility. Many corpora have already been prepared 

such as the EMILLE corpus and the CRULP corpus. (For further discussion, see 5.2.1.2). 
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Chapter III 

THE REFERENCE SKILLS OF ADVANCED PAKISTANI 

LEARNERS OF ENGLISH 

The dictionary research test (DRT) conducted in the present study reveals serious 

drawbacknesses in reference skills of the Pakistani learners of English. Like any other tool, a 

dictionary requires considerable skill and ability on the part of the users to benefit from it. Tono 

(2001) holds that  

“There is no doubt that dictionary reference skills are highly complicated 

cognitive skills. In essence, dictionary skills are problem-solving skills: users are 

trying to solve a particular linguistic conflict they have in understanding or 

producing a text, by consulting a dictionary.”  

In the first part of the chapter an effort is made to break the dictionary use into various 

components in order to elaborate the complexities involved with a view to analysing the kind of 

skills required to make use of a dictionary or any other reference work in an efficient manner. In 

the second part of the chapter, reference skills of the subjects i.e. advanced learners of English in 

Pakistan will be evaluated as they emerge from the present study.  

3.1. TAXONOMIES OF REFERENCE SKILLS  

  Many theorists have put forward various taxonomies of reference skills of the users. 

Scholfield (1982) maintained that dictionary consultation is far from being a purely mechanical 

operation. The learner has to make a positive contribution even using a good dictionary. The user 
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is required to formulate and pursue several hypotheses and make use of prior knowledge not only 

of pragmatic, common-sense nature, but also involving certain rules of English (the language 

involved) and dictionary conventions. Moreover, the user may have to set up and test a number 

of hypotheses. Scholfield (1982) described the following seven steps of a receptive dictionary 

look-up: 

i. identification of  the word or phrase to be looked up 

ii. morphological analysis of the unknown word or phrase  

iii. searching for the unknown lexical item in the alphabet list 

iv. inferring the internal structure of the unknown word or phrase  

v. if there are multiple senses or homographic entries, reducing them by elimination 

through working out pronunciation, part of speech, more detailed grammatical 

subclass, style, collocation/selection, meaning. 

vi. understanding the definition and integrating it into the context where the unknown 

was met 

vii.  inferring the sense which fits with the help of contextual clues.  

Scholfield’s (1982) taxonomy of dictionary skills offers much insight into the look-up process. 

The problem with it is that it does not cover the thematic reference works as well as bilingual 

dictionaries which require different kinds of reference skills. 

Hartmann (2001:91) maintains that the look-up procedure is very complex. He presents 

the dictionary consultation in the form of a diagram (below).   
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       Figure 4.1  Components of the Consultation Process by Hartmann (2001) 

Hartmann (2001) points out that various complications, repetitions and parallel events may arise 

during these stages due to different reasons e.g. dictionary design, etc. The microstructure of the 

same entry, which is apparently very straightforward, in various dictionaries may make the look-

up process very demanding, and even, daunting.  

Wiegand (1998) cited in Hartmann (2001) offered a social-science based approach to the 

specification of reference skills in terms of ‘action types’. He isolated 18 ‘families’ of 

consultation acts, based on a list of 59 wh-questions such as “who uses, which kind of dictionary, 

with what kinds of aims and expectations, under what kinds of conditions and in what manner 

with what kinds of consequences?.” The issued addressed are very revealing. For example, the 
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first type refers to the user perspective. As has been hinted at several times, the target user’s 

needs and wants have significant impact of the dictionary design. Another action type is ‘with 

kinds of aims’ points to the purpose of the dictionary: as an aid in comprehension or as an aid in 

production. The purpose of the dictionary will determine the features to be included. The action 

type ‘under what kinds of circumstances’ points to different modes of dictionary use such as 

speech, writing and translation.  

Nesi (1999) divided the reference skills into six stages which were subdivided into forty 

categories. According to her, awareness of various types of dictionary is a precondition to 

dictionary consultation. Also, learners should know which type of dictionary is suited for which 

kind of linguistic activity. She adds that in view of the demands of the linguistic activity at hand 

it is necessary for the user to know when not to use as only contextual clues during reading 

activity may be sufficient to infer the meaning.  However, if the need to consult the dictionary is 

pressing, the user should establish which lexical item poses the problem. The identification of 

word class i.e. part of speech of the word to be looked up occupies an important place in the 

consultation process. A further skill is to apply prior knowledge of different dictionary types to 

decide which dictionary is most likely to supply the required information. Moreover, the users 

should be familiar with the organization of the dictionary they have chosen for consultation. For 

example, a reference work may be ‘monoaccessible’ i.e. having alphabetical order or 

‘polyaccessible’ having additional access structure such as index. Also, they must know the main 

component parts of a reference work i.e. front matter, macrostructure and back matter. For 

example, front matter, in most cases, contains users’ guide and lists of abbreviations etc. 

Understanding issues related to the placing of compounds, fixed expressions, short forms, and 

phrasal and prepositional verbs deserve attention.  
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The dictionary users have to be mindful of homographs and homophones as well since 

they affect the look-up process. For example, the English word ‘row’ is a homograph: /rəu/ and 

/rαu/. Further, /rəu/ is a homonym meaning ‘line’ and ‘to propel a boat’. The user has to have 

enough linguistic competence to determine which sense fits into the particular context. 

Dictionaries make use of cross-references in order to facilitate access to related information. 

Electronic dictionaries often have a complex hypertextual macrostructure, and each one is 

organized differently, so even expert dictionary users need to learn how to access information in 

a new product.  

Awareness of the basic structure helps the user to retrieve only the required information 

and saves her/him from wading through the whole text of the entry which may happen to be in 

the L2. The publishers explain the use of typographic conventions, typefaces, numbered 

superscripts, codes and punctuation marks and symbols in the dictionary front matter though 

rarely read by the users.   

After look-up information has been identified and understood, such as examples, it needs 

to be adapted to a particular writing context, or checked against a particular reading context. The 

users may be required to provide the form of the word which conforms precisely to the 

grammatical constraints of the context. According to Nesi (1999), a crucial reference skill is the 

ability to distinguish between what is relevant and what is irrelevant in a given context. The 

correct interpretation of the information contained in the dictionary is vital to consultation 

process.  

The skilled users are expected to know some lexicographical terminology and also 

general principles of dictionary compilation. Dictionary criticism and evaluation is perhaps the 

most complex skill in dictionary skills training, because it presupposes more basic skills of 
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choosing, interpreting and comparing dictionary information. It must be pointed out that Nesi’s 

(1999) taxonomy deals only with general dictionaries and not with other kinds of reference work 

such as thematic reference works or bilingual dictionaries which entail different kinds of 

dictionary skills the detail of which is given in (3.2). 

Iqbal 1993 states that dictionary reference skills are a part of language learning skills. Also, 

dictionary consultation cannot proceed without some degree of inference based on the nature of 

the word and its context. Iqbal (1987) enumerates the following factors involved in the 

dictionary look-up process:  

a) Some idea of how languages change over a period of time under the impact of various 

socio-linguistic variables; 

b) The distinction between a monolingual English dictionary for native speakers and one 

intended for foreign learners; 

c) The limitations of bilingual dictionaries; 

d) The linguistic significance of collocations; 

e) The function of verbal illustrations; 

f) The various ways in which main entry word, sub-entry, idiom, homonym , and different 

senses of a polysemous lexical item may be representated; 

g) The principles underlying phonetic transcription and stress-marking, and 

h) Familiarity with various symbols, grammatical codes and abbreviations, etc.  

Though Iqbal (1987) was mainly concerned with the EFL (L2-L2) dictionaries and his remarks 

relate to mainly the decoding activities, they can be applied to the encoding activities as well.         
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3.2 THEMATIC REFERENCE WORKS AND DICTIONARY SKILLS 

Thematic i.e. concept-based reference works such as thesauri and the Longman Lexicon 

require different strategies to use them. Moreover, in order to exploit the information provided in 

encoding reference works (see chapter VII), learners have to make very intelligent choices since 

many such reference works, e.g. thesauri, do not have alphabetical structure. Instead, they have 

an index which gives reference to the positions in terms of page/item number of the cited words. 

As such they involve an extra search on the part of the user who may opt not to do so due to 

factors like fatigue, frustration and dissatisfaction. It implies that the user needs to arrive at the 

dictionary with prior knowledge of dictionary conventions to make the most of this important 

reference tool. In case s/he lacks reference skills, s/he will not be able to exploit the wealth of 

information that is there in the dictionary. 

When the required lexical is located, there are two aspects to it: (a) locating the right 

sense (b) exploiting the information to be found. The learner has to wade through a lot of text to 

retrieve the desired information. The thesauri usually do not give the meanings. Hence, the user 

has to be sure that s/he knows the meanings of the synonyms. Also, to select the word that suits 

the genre (type of writing e.g., a letter), purpose, intended audience and context, the user has to 

have sufficient language competence. For example, the words حركت"harkat" and تصادم 

“tasaadam” are listed as synonyms in the Urdu Thesaurus (1994) by Rafiq Khawar. However, 

there is a world of difference between the connotations of the two words: whereas the former 

means ‘movement’ the latter means ‘conflict'. It is necessary to point out that polysemy makes 

the choice of the right word even more difficult. For example, the Urdu word حركت “harkat may 
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mean  either ‘movement’ or ‘trick’.  The users may need to consult a monolinguaul dictionary 

which creates various problems of consultation (cf. Scholfield 1995).  

3.3 REFERENCE SKILLS AND ENCODING ACTIVITIES 

Encoding activities are far more complex than decoding ones because contextual clues 

are missing in such activities (see 1.8). Her/her lexical needs are veried. S/he moves from the 

known to the unknown. S/he knows various aspects of the lexical item of the source language i.e. 

Urdu in the present case such as pronunciation, spellings, punctuation, patterns of occurrence, 

part of speech, idioms/collocations, frequenc, meaning, synonyms and antonyms, etc. Some 

wotds have dual spellings (‘taaraa & sitaara i.e. star). Similarly, ‘sonaa’ ‘gaanaa’ are both 

nouns and verbs- whereas the former is a heteronym i.e. ‘to sleep and ‘gold’ the latter is a 

homonym ‘a song’ and ‘to sing’. In an encoding activity such as translation from L1 into the L2, 

the most important information s/he needs is the the translation equivalent of the lexical item. 

Merely knowing the translation equivalent is not enough. S/he needs needs the same kind of 

information about it that is required in about the source language lexical item i.e pronunciation, 

spellings, punctuation, patterns of occurrence, part of speech, idioms/collocations, frequenc, 

meaning, synonyms and antonyms, etc. in order to use it in an appropriate manner.  

3.4. REFERENCE SKILLS AND THE BILINGUAL DICTIONARY  

A bilingual dictionary is a special kind of encoding reference work. The idea that for each 

language pair there should be two sets of dictionaries for the speakers of each language is 

attributed to Shcherba (1940). He held that, 
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“ for each pair of languages, four dictionaries are needed – definitely two 

explanatory foreign – language dictionaries with explanation in the mother tongue 

of the user of the respective dictionary and, depending on actual needs, two 

dictionaries of a special kind [….] for translating from the mother tongue into the 

foreign language.” (Shcherba  [1940]: 303, transl. Mugdan (1990).] 

Shcherba’s ideas (1940) have yielded proposal for a typology of translation dictionaries, 

operating with four dictionaries per language pair. Usually, the following scheme is drawn to 

contrast “active” and “passive” dictionaries or dictionary functions as pointed out by Shcherba 

(1940):  

Dictionary 
Source  language Target  language Purpose 

Active 

   Passive 

Native 

Foreign       

Foreign 

     Native 

Production, encoding 

Reception, decoding,          

                   Table 5.1               Shcherba’s scheme  in Mugdan (1990)                                                      

Shcherba (1940) was a practicing lexicographer. In the light of his experience in the field, 

Shcherba stressed that a Russian-French dictionary for speakers of Russian must be quite 

different from the one for French-speaking users. This is due to the fact that the lexical needs of 

the speakers of the languages involved are very different from each other. Consequently, the 

metalanguage will differ depending on who the target user is.  

The difference, Shcherba (1940) alludes to, lies, mainly, in the mode of presentation of 

information and the amount of information to be included in the entries. In an Urdu-English 

dictionary aimed at the English-speaking users, the metalanguage should be English to ensure the 
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comprehension of the text of the entries in a satisfactory manner. If that dictionary is targetted at 

the Urdu-speaking users in Pakistan, the metalanguage will be Urdu. Moreover, the two 

dictionaries will differ in another important aspect: the kind and amount of information to be put 

into the entries. For example, if an Urdu-English dictionary is aimed at the English-speaking 

users in the West, syntactic and pragmatic information may not be needed in view of the fact that 

the users already know innumerable covert facts about the target language i.e. English in the 

present case such as the discrimination between the different senses, the pronunciation of the 

translation equivalent (s), usage restrictions, etc and the Western culture. This is why no 

information on these aspects has been given in the dictionaries prepared by the Orientalists, such 

as, Forbes (1837), Shakespear (1849), Fallon (1879) and Platts (1884) who also happen to be the 

pioneers of dictionary-making in the sub-continent. Dr Abdul-Haq (1977) paid them rich tributes 

to these lexicographers and calls them the ‘benefactors’ of Urdu.  

If, however, an Urdu-English dictionary is aimed at the Pakistani speakers, the dictionary 

should contain information on such aspects, particularly, discrimination between various senses. 

As pointed out earlier in chapter1, in the absence of sense discrimination, the users will not be in 

a position to use the sense appropriate to the situation. For example, the entry on خبر ‘khabar’ in 

Anjuman’s Urdu-English dictionary contains the following information: 

 ;khabar’, n. f.: News; report; advice; intelligence‘ (H) خبر

information; care; awareness; watchfulness.   

The Pakistan learners need to know that the lexical item ‘news’ is non-count in English. It means 

that it has no plural, and that is needs a singular verb. The information can be delivered through a 

verbal illustration:  
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ںبىبىسىسےنشرکىگئیںیهخبری    yeh khabrain b b c sei nashar ki ga’in. 

 (Translation): This news was broadcast from B. B. C.        

 An English-speaking learner knows the behaviour of the lexical item ‘news’. Hence the 

Orientalists did not feel the need need to put this kind of information in their dictionaries. It is 

small wonder that for all their merits, the dictionaries prepared by the Orientalists are not likely 

to meet the lexical needs of Pakistani learners of English in Pakistan, or for that matter, in the 

sub-continent as they do not contain enough information on the translation equivalents.   

Zgusta (1971) observes that when a lexicographer sets out to compile a dictionary, he has 

to take two basic decisions:  (1) what part of the total vocabulary the proposed dictionary will 

cover and (2) to what type the proposed dictionary will belong.  He elaborates how variation  is 

caused among bilingual dictionaries as follows: 

The choice of the two languages to be dealt with in the dictionary and the directionality entail 

important consequences. For example, if the languages involved belong to distant cultures, there 

will be greater need to give some encyclopedic explanations. Similarly, decisions regarding the 

amount and form of the lexical items become very difficult if the languages have very different 

grammatical structures.   

The difference between the way the native language can be treated and the requirements 

necessary to deal effectively with a foreign language also have bearing on dictionary type 

because the native speaker knows innumerable covert facts about his/her language (ibid). If the 

dictionary is meant for the native speaker, information about such facts can be omitted. On the 

other hand such information will have to be included in a dictionary aimed at the foreign learner 

in view of his linguistic needs.  
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The most important dimension of the typology of the bilingual dictionaries consists in 

intention of the lexicographer to compile the dictionary either 

a. As an aid to comprehension of texts in the source language 

b. Or of the description of the source language 

c. Or as an aid to the generation of the texts in the target language. 

The ultimate position is to require one dictionary for each of these three functions, and adopt it to 

a native user from each of the languages included. That makes up six dictionaries. 

The size of the bilingual dictionary affects the structure and nature of a bilingual 

dictionary. If it is going to be a desk dictionary, many features will have to be withheld for 

paucity of space, in particular verbal and pictorial illustrations. Obviously, the number of 

headwords will be strictly limited. However, in a large dictionary, the number of headwords will 

be fairly large, and pictures and examples can be added to illustrate the context of use of the 

headword. With the rise of electronic dictionaries (though out of the purview of the present 

study), enormous virtual space is available.       

The purpose of the bilingual dictionary pertains to the target users and their needs. It is 

another important factor which affects the quantity and quality of a dictionary. A dictionary 

meant for comprehension will have different features from features of a dictionary aimed to 

serve as an aid to production. No paper bilingual can serve the two purposes simultaneously.   

Pedagogical bilingual dictionaries are aimed at learners of various levels. The needs of 

learners vary depending upon the level and linguistic background. A dictionary meant for 

beginners will differ considerably from the one meant for advanced learners. Also, the needs of 

learners are different from other users, say, general readers. Learner’s main purpose is to 
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enhance word knowledge – definitions, pronunciation, grammar, style, etc. On the other hand, a 

general reader’s chief concern is meaning.    

Zgusta  (1971) also mentions a certain type of bilingual dictionaries whose function is essentially 

the same as that of a monolingual dictionary. They are: 

i. Philological bilingual dictionaries 

ii. The ethnolinguistic bilingual dictionaries 

iii. Onomasiologically productive or quasi-normative bilingual dictionaries of not yet 

fully established standard national languages. 

Piotrowski (1994) adds a fourth type to the list – a complex type of bilingual dictionary. It is 

used when a prestigious language e.g. English, has to be made known in a society separated from 

other countries, in which consequently free cultural or trade exchange is impossible or difficult. 

In such a country there is a need for large comprehensive bilingual dictionaries which simply 

have to perform the tasks which monolingual dictionaries have in other countries. 

Al-Kasimi (1983) is of the view that monolingual and interlingual dictionaries differ in 

several respects , according to the users they intend to serve, the needs they cater for and the 

methods of compilation. The morphonemic, syntactic and semantic problems involved in 

dictionaries for translation are different from and more complicated, in many ways than those 

dictionaries for definitions and synonyms. He classified bilingual dictionaries into the following 

types: i) Dictionaries for machine translation, ii)    Dictionaries for terminological data-banks, iii)   

Dictionaries for the human user. The first two kinds are a long way from the proposed dictionary 

design in this study. As far as dictionaries for the human user are concerned, according to Al-

Kasimi (1983) the lexicographer “should answer two questions before s/he compiles a bilingual 

dictionary:  What kind of user is the dictionary intended for? Is he a speaker of the source 
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language (SL) or target language (TL)? What purpose does the dictionary serve? In other words, 

is it meant to help the user in understanding the target language or in producing a target language 

text?”. Consequently, the following contrasts emerge: (i) dictionaries for speakers of the source 

language vs. dictionaries for speakers of the target language  (ii) dictionaries for production vs. 

dictionaries for comprehension. 

The following table shows types of bilingual dictionaries:  

               purpose                                                             

  Speaker                

For comprehension For production  

Speaker of L1 1 Passive use  

TL  --  SL  

2 Active use        

  SL --  TL         

  Speaker of L2 3. Passive use  

      SL --  TL         

4.Active use  

 TL  --  SL                                    

                           Table 5.2        Al-Kasimi (1983)     scheme 

Al-Kasimi (1983) is of the view that one source of trouble in most existing bilingual dictionaries 

is that they try to meet the needs of both source language (SL) and target language (TL) speakers 

at the same time. As the needs of these two kinds of users are different, it is impossible to pay 

equal attention to both in one and the same volume. He proposes that a dictionary meant for SL 

speakers should differ from one intended for TL in several ways, for example, the language used 

in the directions, the selection of its vocabulary, or the orientation of any cultural information 

that may be conveyed. As dictionaries for translation deal not only with two different kinds of 

cultural and linguistic behaviour, but also two different systems of concept formation, the 

lexicographer should select the entries of an interlingual dictionary in accordance with the needs 
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of the potential user. For example, if an Urdu-English dictionary is meant for Pakistani users, 

there is no need to include pictorial illustrations of various kinds of hats such as, ‘balaclava’, 

‘bonnet’, etc. as most of these are rarely used in Pakistan. However, the same dictionary should 

include a picture of a ‘sloth’ as it is not found in Pakistan. Similarly, such a dictionary should 

include the picture of ‘quill’, ‘feather’ and ‘plume’ along with the picture of ‘wing’ as Urdu has 

one word for these words i.e. ‘par’. Such a pictorial illustration will help a Pakistani user to 

understand the difference among the four objects. However, the picture of ‘syringe’ may be 

useless in this kind of dictionary as almost every child knows the tool thanks to the vaccination 

campaigns launched in Pakistan from time to time.       

The distinction between dictionaries for production and dictionaries for comprehension 

determines their size as well as the choice of respective source and target languages. A dictionary 

for comprehension contains more entries with more senses. The implication is clear: the compiler 

of a bilingual dictionary must bear in mind a clearly defined target group in order to take the 

right decisions about the organisational structure of the work so that the target users’ needs are 

met in a satisfactory manner.   

The proposed Urdu-English dictionary is meant to be an active production dictionary 

geared to meet the encoding needs of advanced learners of English in Pakistan. Here the term 

‘active’ has been used in the sense Al-Kasimi (1983) used it. He considered it to be an essential 

aid to producing text in the target language (L2). This is the slot to be fulfilled by the proposed 

Urdu-English dictionary.  As such, the proposed dictionary is an encoding dictionary i.e. a 

dictionary aimed to help the users produce texts (e.g. translation from L1 into L2 or composition) 

in the target language. The foreign learners require various kinds of semantic information about 
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L2 in an L1-L2 dictionary, an Urdu-English dictionary in the present case, if their productive 

needs are to be met.  

The proposed dictionary belongs in thematic mode whereby the learner starts from the 

known (a concept) to the unknown (the translation equivalent) - a ‘concept-based’ bilingual 

dictionary. It will contain as entries those facts, objects, situations, etc. which the members of the 

user group would like to speak about.  Moreover, it will be a synchronic dictionary covering the 

period after independence from 1947 todate. It will cover both spoken and written vocabulary. 

The headwords will be selected from an Urdu corpus so that it covers the variety of Urdu used in 

Pakistan. 

The target users are advanced learners of English in Pakistan. As pointed out in 1.1, Urdu 

and English are minority languages in Pakistan. They are learnt as L2 and L3 in most cases 

though Urdu is replacing the mother tongue in the urban areas of the country. Advanced learners’ 

competency of Urdu is far from being satisfactory. Especially, Pashto-speaking persons find it 

difficult to master the gender system and honorifics of Urdu problematic as is evident from the 

variety of Urdu used by Pashto-speaking vendors across the country. The reason for this is that 

Pashto is gender-neuter like Arabic and English whereas Urdu makes distinctions between verbs, 

nouns, adjective, adverbs, postpositions, etc depending on the gender of the antecedent. 

Interestingly, the gender system of Punjabi – a close relative of Urdu - often deviates from that of 

Urdu. For example, ‘bunyaan’ i.e. ‘vest’ is feminine in Punjabi but masculine in Urdu. More 

often not, they need help on meaning of an Urdu lexical item. There are numerous false friends 

in Urdu and Punjabi. For example, ‘baal’ means ‘hair’ in Urdu but ‘a child’ in Punjabi. The 

problems of speakers whose mother is one from other nearly 69 languages are of more serious 
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and complex nature. Brahvi, for example, belongs to a different family of languages which has 

little in common with Urdu. The proposed dictionary will provide sufficient information on the 

Urdu headwords, including gender, grammar and style also so that they possess enough 

knowledge of the headword before proceeding into the target language part of the entry to cater 

for the needs of the advanced learners of English in Pakistan having different linguistic 

backgrounds.        

The proposed dictionary has been named as Power Advanced Learner’s Urdu-English 

Dictionary (PALUED). The title is suggestive in that the proposed dictionary is meant to 

enhance the word power of the target users. Also, the entrance test of various colleges checks the 

word power of the examinees, such as Essential Word Power consisting of 872 words for 

Medical Colleges Admission Tests in the Punjab.  As the target users are the advanced learners 

of English in Pakistan the entries will be selected from a corpus of the Pakistani Urdu which 

differs to some extent from the Indian Urdu.   

It is necessary to bear in mind that the reference skills necessary to exploit the 

information in a dictionary vary depending upon the type of the reference works. The native 

speakers consult a monolingual dictionary. They mostly know collocates and context - so vital 

for meaning and use. However, the use of monolingual dictionaries by the non-native users is 

very demanding and even daunting. They have to immerse in the target language which is not a 

pleasant experience for the low proficiency learners.  Scholfield (1995) observes  

“what most puts a learner off the use of monolingual dictionaries is the sheer mass 

of condensed target language text in monolingual entries and the daunting 
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prospect of wading through this picking out the numbered definitions and 

checking each one to find the right one.”  

 In their studies of dictionary use among children, Miller and Gildea (1985: 98) found that 

children often focus on only one sense, or even one part of a sense, and ignore the rest. They 

termed the behaviour as ‘kid-rule’ strategy which implies focusing on any known or prominent 

words in the L2 definition and assuming the word has that meaning regardless of the rest. Such 

users simply do not deserve satisfaction because they do not put enough effort into using their 

dictionaries. The subjects are often discouraged to go through the whole entry because of the 

abundant material within the entry. The entry in a dictionary is in itself a text which is couched 

in the target language in case of EFL dictionaries. The user may not feel at ease with the L2 text. 

That is why it is suggested that the metalanguage of the proposed dictionary will be Urdu so as to 

facilitate the Pakistani learners in retrieving information needed for the encoding activity from 

the dictionary.    

 Usually dictionaries contain front and back matter. Front matter is meant to give 

information on the use of dictionary whereas back matter contains encyclopaedic information. 

Contrary to the compilers’ pious hopes, the users hardly bother about the front or back matter. 

 Some studies show that L2 readers often decide not to use the dictionary when meeting 

unfamiliar words in a text (Bogaards, 1998; Hulstijn, 1993). One of the reasons often reported by 

students is the time involved in flicking through the dictionary pages and the subsequent 

disruption of the flow of reading. 
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3.5. REFERENCE SKILLS AND THE INFORMATIN STRUCTURE OF 

DICTIONARIES  

The principle of the user-friendliness necessitates that the compilers take into account the 

users’ skills which are seldom satisfactory in view of the fact that reference skills neither figure 

on the syllabi nor are considered important by the EFL teachers. As hinted above, low dictionary 

skills may render any innovation in the dictionary design to be irrelevant. Cowie (1983) 

remarked aptly that “the EFL dictionary becomes an increasingly sophisticated reference tool, 

consciously adapted to specific study needs, but in danger with each innovation of outstripping 

the often rudimentary reference skills of those it is designed to serve.”  

Low dictionary skills affect dictionary use in various ways. Inadequate reference skills 

have very negative impact on task performance, suc as, reading comprehension. For example, the 

user may not be aware of the dictionary appropriate for the task at hand. If s/he he uses an L1-L2 

dictionary during a reading activity, such a dictionary will have little to offer as an aid. Another 

shortcoming on the part of dictionary users is that they select the first sense assuming that they 

have found the required information and ignore the rest whereas relevant sense may be, say, the 

third or fifth. In such a case, the act of dictionary consultation will prove to be an exercise in 

futility. The dictionary conventions and metalanguage may put the user off the dictionary use.  

Another shortcoming in the reference skills of the users is that they do not bother to go 

through the front and back matters. The compilers take great pains to guide the users about the 

correct use of the dictionary at hand. In order to exploit the information contained in the 

dictionary, a careful dictionary user will not take the risk of ignoring the workbook. A dictionary 
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is a tool at last and requires skill to work with. A dictionary user with poor dictionary skills is 

likely to grumble at the dictionary – a case of ‘ A bad workman quarrels with his tools.’ 

Metalanguage is the language in which the additional information on the headword is 

given. It includes grammatical codes, pronunciation symbols, abbreviations, typefaces, labels, 

punctuation marks, scripts, etc. The value of such kind of information can be gauged from the 

fact that a native speaker may pass by a pronunciation error but s/he will take an error in the style 

ill. The dictionary user must possess the ability to dig out the information couched in the 

metalanguage. It must be made clear that if the dictionary conventions are extremely complex, 

then the users cannot access the information with ease. The metalanguage for description must 

be carefully defined according to the user’s background knowledge and expectation especially in 

the case of L1-L2  dictionaries as the user does not know much about  pronunciation of the L2 

equivalent, spelling, part of speech, collocates, and context, etc.  

In the present study, learners’ reference skills were assessed by counting the number of 

the right answers. The findings reveal low dictionary skills on the part of the users. Out of 1260 

possible occasions where a dictionary might have been consulted, consultation took place in 977 

cases. It shows that the participants could not answer the questions despite the fact that the 

required information had been provided in the dictionaries. The number of wrong look-ups was 

276 out of the total 977 look-ups i.e. 28% of the total consultations. It seems to suggest that those 

who used their dictionaries still got the answer wrong because they either failed to locate the 

information or misinterpretted it. Also, in a large number of cases the users simply did not 

attempt the question i.e. 279 out of total 1260 possible look-ups which is 22%. If we add the 

cases in which the dictionary did not contain the required information (98) but subjects claimed 
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they consulted from the CALUED, the total moves upto 377, giving the final figures of 

unattempted question at 30 %.  The figures are a matter of grave concern especially for the ‘par’ 

items. A possible explanation may be that learners found the entry to be complex with many 

equivalents. The sheer mass of information might have been intimidating for the participants.    

The shortcomings of the participants in the present study were as follows: 

i. Failure to generalize the meaning (question 1): PALUED contained the translation 

equivalent ‘cost’ of the lexical item  پڑنا. The user was to extend the meaning to 

‘cost dear’ to make it the appropriate translation equivalent.  

ii. Disregard for the front matter (question 5): The symbol (U) had been explained as 

‘uncountable’ in the front matter. The example sentence illustrated the use.  Only 

36 participants i.e. 52% could make the right choice. 

iii. Inability to locate the right translation equivalent (questions 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 

14): In question 6, only 39 out of 70 participants ticked the right option which is 

56% i.e. slightly more than the half of the participants. In question 7, as many as 

20 i.e. 29 % of the total students did not make the right choice. In question 8 the 

right choices were less than half i.e. 33 which is 47% of the total answers for 

question 8. In question 10, a mere 14 correct answers out of 70 answers i.e. 20% 

shows lack of ability to choose the correct translation equivalent. Again in 

question 11, a vast majority of answers was futile i.e. 49 which means 70% wrong 

answers despite the fact that both verbal and pictorial illustrations of the word 

‘par’ – a homonym- had been provided in PALUED.  In question 12, the number 

of futile or unattempted answer was even higher: 53 i.e. 75%. In question 13, the 
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number of wrong or unattempted answers was 49 i.e. 70%. In question 14, the 

number of unsuccessful answers was 21 which is 30%.      

iv.     Retrieving grammatical information: Only five i.e. a bare 7% of the participants 

could tick the right answer showing the part of speech the Urdu word ‘par’ 

(question 9).  

v. Difficulty in ascertaining the difference between the British and American 

spellings:  25 i.e 36% students could not give the right answers in question 15. 

The number of wrong answers increased to 29 i.e. 41%.  

vi. Failure to discern typographical niceties: in question the plural of ‘off-spring’ was 

‘offspring’. It means the deletion of hyphen. As many 42 i.e. 60% wrong answers 

show the inability on the participants to be alert to punctuation marks.  

vii. Inability to notice the morphological features: Question 18 was meant to see how 

far the participants took notice of the change in word form to make the plural of 

the translation equivalent.     

The shortcomings in the look-up process may be attributed to two major factors: low dictionary 

skills and complex information structure of the dictionary though it is largely determined by the 

language needs of the target users.  

The low dictionary skills are a consequence of the lack of guidance or training in 

dictionary use. The DRT had a 5 item questionnaire. In response to the first item “did you study 

the front-matter of the dictionaries?” only a dozen students gave positive response. It means 83% 

participants did not bother to go through the front matter which, at least, in the case of PALUED, 

could have guided them about abbreviations used, and alerted them about the British and 
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American varieties and collocations and inflections – information needed for encoding activities. 

About half the participants gave positive response to the question “should weights, counting, 

map and pictures be appended to the dictionary”? The response shows the need to include back 

matter. The response of three-fourth of the total number of participants to the question “are you 

interested in knowing the origin of the Urdu lexical item e.g. ‘aTal’ is Hindi and ‘aulaad’ is 

Arabic”? was in the negative. It means very few learners were interested in the etymology of the 

word. More than half of the students i.e. 42 students desired that example sentences showing the 

use of the translation equivalents should be included in the dictionary. The last item in the 

questionnaire elicited unanimous support from all the participants “should learner be imparted 

dictionary training”?     

What was most alarming was the response of the teachers regarding the use of the Urdu-

English dictionaries. Out of the 18 college teachers working with the researcher, none showed 

any interest in the use of an Urdu-English dictionary. They all were in favour of the use of an 

English-Urdu dictionary by the advanced learners. It did not matter whether it was a learner’s 

dictionary or a general dictionary. Most of them recommended the use of an English-English 

dictionary. Only three of them said they recommended an English-Urdu dictionary, albeit 

without any name. None of them said that he knew whether any learner’s Urdu-English 

dictionary existed or not. They did not find time to impart training on the use of dictionaries in 

the class room or college.  

As has been established again and again that the reference skills of the users are hardly 

satisfactory, dictionary using guides is another aid in learning to use a dictionary in a proper way. 

A dictionary using guide is a workbook aimed to train the users in retrieving the desired 

information and in understanding the codes and abbreviations employed in the dictionary. Iqbal 
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(1987) suggested a tentative rubric for such a guide for the advanced Pakistani learners of 

English. His notion of a dictionary using guide, being relevant to the present study, is 

summarized as follows: 

1) Information on fundamental concepts of language and linguistics such as 

language change, a brief history of the language(s) involved, language variation; 

2) Information on fundamental concepts of lexicography such as dictionary types  

3) Types of lexical information in the dictionary such a word class, meaning, 

spelling, pronunciation, synonyms, etymology, usage, verbal illustrations; 

4) Types of encyclopedic information such as front matter, tables, charts, pictures, 

back matter (signs and symbols, etc.); 

5) Metalanguage used in the dictionary such as grammatical codes, pronunciation 

symbols, abbreviations, typefaces, labels, punctuation marks, scripts; 

6) Retrieval strategies such as working out the unknown lexical item, recognizing 

inflections, following the alphabetical order fluently, learning to look in more 

than one place, reducing polysemy or homography, integrating definition into the 

context, using the contextual cluse for matching sense 

7) Knowing the alternative to language dictionaries such as thesauri, thematic 

reference works such as the Longman Lexicon, encyclopedias, dictionaries of 

collocations, dictionaries of synonyms and antonyms, etc.    

In sum, the advanced Pakistani learners of English need to be trained in the dictionary use so that 

the design features may have a significant bearing on the usefulness of the dictionary.  
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CHAPTER IV 

THE LANGUAGE NEEDS OF THE ADVANCED PAKISTANI 

LEARNERS OF ENGLISH 

In the present chapter, the language needs of advanced Pakistani learners of English will 

be analysed as they have a bearing on the information structure of the dictionaries in that the 

compilers find themselves bound to include such information in the dictionaries otherwise the 

users complain of the inadequacy of the dictionary. In an article ‘Sociology of the dictionary 

user: Hypotheses and empirical studies’ Hartmann (1989) formulated, among others, the 

following hypotheses: 

(H5) An analysis of user’s needs should precede dictionary design; 

(H6) Different user groups have different needs.  

In what follows, the language needs of the advanced Pakistani learners of English have been 

identified.   

4.1. SEMANTIC NEEDS 

The semantic needs of the advanced Pakistani learners of English are varied and 

complex. The real motive behind consulting a dictionary is to ‘know’ a lexical item or some 

aspect of it. Nation (1990: 31), cited in Tono (2001), classified the following items involved in 

knowing a word according to four general criteria: form, position, function and meaning. “R” 

stands for receptive use and “P” for productive use in table 4.1. 
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“Form  

Spoken form                    R What does the word sound like? 

                                         P How is the word pronounced? 

Written form 

                                          R What does the word look like? 

                                          P  How is the word written and spelled? 

Position  

Grammatical Patterns        R In what patterns does the word occur? 

                                           P In what patterns must we use the word?  

Collocations                       R What words or types of words can be expected before or 

                                           after the word? 

Function                            P What words or types of words must we use with this word?  

Function  

Frequency                          R  How common is the word? 

                                           P How often should the word be used? 

Appropriateness                R Where should we expect to meet this word? 

                                          P Where can this word be used?  

Meaning 

Concept                            R  What does the word mean?  

                                         P What word should be used to express this meaning?  

Association                      R What other words does this word make us think of? 

                                         P What other words could we use instead of this one?”  

Table4.1‘What is involved in knowing a word’ by Nation (1990) cited in Tono (2001)  
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The burden of learning vocabulary increases when it comes to knowing a lexical item in 

the target language. In translating a source language text into the target language, a learner needs 

to know the translation equivalent of the lexical item as a first step. The burden of learning the 

L2 vocabulary is crushing in text production. ‘Interlingual asymmetry’ (James: 1980) or 

mismatch further complicates the situation. What is ‘zubaan’ in Urdu is not only ‘tongue’ but 

also ‘language’ in English. Conversely, the English word ‘letter’ is ‘Harf’ as well as ‘kHat’ in 

Urdu. Instances can easily be multiplied.  In the same vein, the Urdu word ‘dekhnaa’ has three 

translation equivalents:  ‘Look, watch, see'.  A Pakistani learner is most likely to face confusion 

regarding the choice of the right word. The possible error may like the following: 

 The purpose of the visit was to watch the ancient Egyptian Temples. [Incorrect] 

The purpose of the visit was to see the ancient Egyptian Temples. [Correct] 

Explanation: WATCH= observe an activity or event (i.e. something which includes motion or 

change). ‘We sat on the beach and watched the sun go down.’ 

 SEE: experience something visually: ‘Have you ever seen a giant turtle?’  

Knowing the translation equivalent is merely the first step. A Chinese proverb goes ‘The journey 

of a thousand miles begins witn the first step’.  Learners need a variety of information on the 

translation equivalents such as pronunciation, orthography, collocation, spelling, appropriateness 

and frequency, etc.         

Of all the foreign language programme books available, a learner dictionary can answer a 

greater number of questions about the target language than any other single book. Johnson 

(1755), cited in Aarts (1999) observed that “dictionaries are like watches. The worst is better 

than none, and the best cannot be expected to go quite true.” 
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4.2. LEXICAL NEEDS 

              Pakistani learners face lexical difficulties in text production due to 

interlanguage as well as intralangauge factors. The most problematic area is certainly 

vocabulary. Vocabulary knowledge is a major component of the language skills. Vocabulary is 

central to language acquisition and use. It can sustain a great deal of rudimentary 

communication without much support from other aspects of the language system. On the other 

hand, no amount of grammatical or other type of linguistic knowledge can be employed in 

communication or discourse without the mediation of vocabulary. That vocabulary of a 

language is open-ended is a well-known linguistic fact. (cf. Iqbal 1999) This usually upsets 

dictionary makers. They see the vocabulary of the language as a continually changing entity 

with new words and new uses of old words being added and old words falling into disuse.  

A pertinent question may be: How much vocabulary does an EFL learner need? Nation 

and Waring (1997) maintain that the question can be answered in three ways: (i) "How many 

words are there in the target language?" (ii)  "How many words do native speakers know?" (iii) 

"How many words are needed to do the things that a language user needs to do?" As regards the 

estimate about the size of the vocabulary, it is not an easy task as a single word may be a noun as 

well as a verb such ‘walk’; a word may be two words in fact such as ‘lead’ – ‘to guide’ and a 

‘metal’, etc. Goulden et al. (1990) counted the lexical items in the Webster's Third International 

Dictionary (1963), the largest non-historical dictionary of English.  They excluded compound 

words, archaic words, abbreviations, proper names, alternative spellings and dialect forms , and 

when classified words into word families consisting of a base word, inflected forms, and 

transparent derivations for the sake of the count,  Webster's 3rd was found to have a vocabulary 
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of around 54,000 word families. A word family is taken to include a base word, its inflected 

forms, and a small number of reasonably regular derived forms. Nation and Waring (1997) state 

that the acquisition of such a large vocabulary is a learning goal far beyond the reaches of second 

language learners as well as most native speakers.  

As regards the second question about the vocabulary size of the native speakers, Nation 

and Waring (1997) state that  

“At present the best conservative rule of thumb that we have is that up to a 

vocabulary size of around 20,000 word families, we should expect that native 

speakers will add roughly 1000 word families a year to their vocabulary size. That 

means that a five year old beginning school will have a vocabulary of around 

4000 to 5000 word families. A university graduate will have a vocabulary of 

around 20,000 word families.” 

However, there is a large gap between their vocabulary size of the EFL learners and that 

of native speakers, with many adult foreign learners of English having a vocabulary size 

of much less than 5000 word families in spite of having studied English for several years. 

Although the goal of native speaker vocabulary size is a possible goal, it is a very 

ambitious one for most learners of English as a foreign language. 

 The third question "How many words are needed to do the things that a language 

user needs to do?" needs a careful perusal. As mentioned above, the language  employs a 

large number of words, not all of these words are equally useful. Usefulness is a word 

measured by frequency, that is, how often the word occurs in normal use of the language. 

Fortunately for the EFL learners, a small number of the words of English occur very 

frequently and if a learner knows these words, that learner will know a very large 
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proportion of the running words in a written or spoken text. Most of these words are 

content words and knowing enough of them allows a good degree of comprehension of a 

text. 

Hirsh and Nation (1992) counted the vocabulary used in novels written for teenagers or 

young readers. The following table shows that under favourable conditions, a vocabulary size of 

2000 to 3000 words provides a very good basis for language use. 

 

The significance of this information is that although there are well over 54,000 word families in 

English, and although educated adult native speakers know around 20,000 of these word 

families, a much smaller number of words, say between 3,000 to 5,000 word families is needed 

to provide a basis for comprehension. It is possible to make use of a smaller number, around 

2,000 to 3,000 for productive use in speaking and writing. Nation (1990) argues that after these 

high frequency words are learned, the next focus for the teacher is on helping the learners 

develop strategies to comprehend and learn the low frequency words of the language. It is more 

efficient to spend class time on the strategies of (1) guessing from context, (2) using word parts 

Vocabulary size % coverage Density of unknown words 

2000 words 

 

2000 + proper nouns 

 

2600 words 

 

5000 words 

  90% 

 

  93.7% 

 

  96% 

 

  98.5% 

1 in every 10 

 

1 in every 16 

 

1 in every 25 

 

1       in       every            67 
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and mnemonic techniques to remember words, and (3) using vocabulary cards to remember 

foreign language - first language word pairs. A major function of these strategies is to help the 

learners to continue to learn new words and increase their vocabulary size.  

The making of a frequency list, however, is not simply a mechanical task, and 

judgements based on well-established criteria need to be made. Nation and Waring (1997) 

suggest a list of factors that would be considered in the development of a resource list of high 

frequency words. According to them, the first consideration in the construction of a resource list 

is representativeness. The corpora used should contain a wide range of useful text types so that 

the biases of a particular text type do not unduly influence the resulting list. The next factor they 

point ut is Frequency and range. In order for a word to be included in a frequency list, it should 

occur frequently across a wide range of texts. This means that it should occur in some form or 

other in most of the different texts or groupings of texts. The third factor is Word families: The 

development of a general service list needs to make use of a sensible set of criteria regarding 

what forms and uses are counted as being members of the same family Features such as 

regularity, productivity, and frequency should be the basis of determing a word family.  Idioms 

and set expressions shold also be included in the resource list. Lexical items larger than a word 

i.e. collocations show the habitual co-occurrence of words. They form a considerable part of the 

vocabulary of any language. The nest constituent they suggest for inclusion into the resource list 

of high frequency words is Range of information:  

To make it reallt useful, a list of high frequency words would need to include the 

following information for each word - the forms and parts of speech included in a word family, 

frequency, the underlying meaning of the word, variations of meaning and collocations and the 
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relative frequency of these meanings and uses, and restrictions on the use of the word with 

regard to politeness, geographical distribution etc. Nation and Waring (1997) lay down some 

other criteria also. They include: ease or difficulty of learning (it is easier to learn another 

related meaning for a known word than to learn another word), necessity (words that express 

ideas that cannot be expressed through other words), cover (it is not efficient to be able to 

express the same idea in different ways. It is more efficient to learn a word that covers a quite 

different idea), stylistic level and emotional words.  

4.3 SYNTACTIC NEEDS 

The behavior of the lexical items often changes when arranged with other lexical items. Let us 

consider a solid example: In Urdu, the following two sentences have exactly the same meaning 

with the secong one being more forceful: 

Yeh tumharaa watan hay  & Yeh watan tumharaa hay 

We see no change in the word form of the Urdu lexical items.. Only the position of the pronoun 

‘tumharaa’ has been changed. However, the two sentences will be translated differently: 

Yeh tumharaa watan hay:  ‘This is your country.’ 

Yeh watan tumharaa hay:    ‘This country is yours.’  

In the first sentence, the translation equivalent of the pronoun ‘tumhara’ is ‘your’ – the 

possessive case, whereas the translation equivalent of the same word in the second sentence is 

‘yours’ – the genitive case. Similarly, a lexical item may be a noun, a postposition and a 

conjunction e.g. the lexical item ‘par’. Likewise, a lexical item may be a count noun in Urdu but 

an uncountable noun in English, e.g. ‘khabar’. Another knotty problem for the Pakistani learners 
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of English even at the advanced level is the use of the article. They need to know many 

grammatical facts about the English lexical item, such as  

i. which part of the part(s) of speech the word is,  

ii. whether the verb is transitive or intransitive,  

iii. whether the adjective is to be used attributively or predicatively,  

iv. which lexical items habitually co-occur,  

v. whether the noun is is count or non-count,  

vi. which form of the verb is to be used in, say, subjunctive mood,  

vii. when to insert and when to omit preposition,  

viii. where introductory ‘there’ and ‘dummy’ subject ‘it’ are required,  

ix. when to use the ‘base’ form of the verb, etc.   

An Urdu-English dictionary aimed at advanced learners of English in Pakistan must cater 

for the syntactic needs of the target users.  

Morphology poses considerable problems for learners, e.g. 

       A. begin  beginning         (final consonant doubled in past participle)   

die   dying ,                (ie changes to y) 

writewriting               (final e dropped). 

 B. writewritten,               (consonant doubled in past participle) 

final finally,               (final consonant doubled in adverb) 

            C.  medium   media,        (inflection due to plural)  

D.  Many English words function as different parts of speech, e.g. 

                        lead        /li:d/     (verb)    vs.     lead     (noun) /led/  
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The learners in the category under consideration need as much information on word order as well 

as word form as space in the dictionary permits. 

4.4. Phonetic Needs 

Being EFL learners, the Pakistani users of the dictionary need information on the 

pronunciation of the translation equivalents in many cases. For example, the lexical item ‘lead’ is 

pronounced as /led/ when it means ‘a kind of metal’ and /li:d/ when it means ‘to guide’. Instance 

can be multiplied. As a matter of fact, there is often no one-to-one correspondence between the 

spellings of the word and its pronunciation. The point is that given the fact the speech is the 

primary language, information on pronunciation of the translation equivalents, if included in the 

Urdu-English dictionary, can be of great help in production i.e. speaking, otherwise another 

look-up in an English-English dictionary may be warranted which may be too demanding o n the 

users and they may not chose to do so, thus in all likelihood, mispronounce the word, as a result 

of which they may feel embarrassed.      

4.5. Orthographic Needs 

The English typography has many complications for the EFL learners. In Urdu there is 

almost complete correspondence between sound and spelling. However, in English such 

correspondence is often missing. Urdu is highly phonetic; i.e. the pronunciation of new words 

can be reliably predicted from their written form. This is in contrast to English, with the result 

that Pakistani learners may struggle with English spelling. Conversely, they may mispronounce 

words that they first encounter in writing. Here is a poem which exhibits lack of correspondence 

between sound and spellings in English: 
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I take it you already know 

Of tough and bough and cough and dough? 

Others may stumble, but not you, 

On hiccough, thorough, lough and through? 

Well done! And now you wish, perhaps, 

To learn of less familiar traps? 

Beware of heard, a dreadful word 

That looks like beard and sounds like bird, 

And dead: it's said like bed, not bead – 

For goodness sake don't call it deed! 

Watch out for meat and great and threat 

(They rhyme with suite and straight and debt). 

A moth is not a moth in mother, 

Nor both in bother, broth in brother, 

And here is not a match for there 

Nor dear and fear for bear and pear, 

And then there's dose and rose and lose – 

Just look them up - and goose and choose 

And cork and work and card and ward, 

And font and front and word and sword, 

And do and go and thwart and cart – 

Come, come, I've hardly made a start! 

A dreadful language? Man alive! 

I'd mastered it when I was five! 

Cited by Vivian Cook and Melvin Bragg 2004, by Richard Krogh, in D Bolinger & D A Sears, Aspects of 

Language, 1981, and in Spelling Progress Bulletin March 1961, ‘Brush up on your English.’ 

    Fig. 5.1. Inconsistencies of the English spellings 

 

http://www.englishspellingsociety.org/news/media/cook.php
http://www.englishspellingsociety.org/news/media/spellbites.php#bragg
http://www.englishspellingsociety.org/bulletins/b61/b61march.pdf
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Sarfraz (2011) examined errors made by the Pakistan Undergraduates. She prepared a corpus 

of 50 essays written by them. The most dominant pattern of error was that of spelling errors. It 

confirmed that Pakistani learners face serious difficulties with regard to prediction of spellings 

from sounds of English words and vice versa. Orthography was still another pattern to emerge in 

the study. Urdu is written in the Perso-Arabic script whereas English is written in the Roman 

script.  

EFL students need to learn certain aspects of the English punctuation system. The 

category of users in this thesis needs guidance on the use of capital letters and punctuation 

marks. In Urdu, there are no such orthographic niceties such as the use of capital and small 

letters and the corresponding differences between meanings. For example, the word ‘Eve’ 

written with the initial capital letter means ‘the wife of Adam’ where ‘eve’ written with the 

initial small letter means an ‘event or occasion’. ‘Off-spring’ is singular whereas ‘offspring’ is 

plural.  

4.6 PRAGMATIC NEEDS 

Pragmatic need refer to the those aspects of meaning which derive from the context of an 

utterance, rather than being intrinsic to the linguistic material itself. Lack of pragmatic 

knowledge leads to pragmatic failure which means the inability to understand what is meant by 

what is said, irrespective of the grammaticality of the utterance. It  refers to any production of 

(verbal) behavior which, on the part of the hearer(s), comes across as unexpected within an array 

of evaluation that may range from the slightly incongruous to the extremely out of place. It may 

be a dissonance produced as illocution (face threatening), style (wrong word to address a 

person), discourse (unexpected topic or turn-taking). Pragmatic failures occur on a continuum of 

markedness from rude to over-polite with the middle being appropriate. Pragmatic failure occurs 
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when speakers inappropriately transfer speech acts, strategies, or utterances from L1 that convey 

a different pragmatic force in the target language. A case in point is the incorrect assessment of 

expressing obligation "must, ought to, should, have to,” the translation equivalents of the Urdu 

lexical item ‘chahiye’. Let us consider the following Urdu sentence: 

Urdu Sentence: Tumhen naheen jana chahiye agr tum naheen jana chahtay 

(Translation) You must not go if you do not want to go. (Incorrect)  

Reason: ‘must’ allows no freedom yo choose or decide. 

(Translation). You should not go if you do not want to go. (Correct)  

Reason: ‘should’ allows no freedom to choose or decide. 

4.7. STYLISTIC NEEDS: 

 English is the second and even third language of the category of learns being studied in 

this thesis. In their homes, EFL students are surrounded by their native culture, language, and 

traditions. There may be situations when they know the translation equivalent of the Urdu lexical 

item yet they may not know the stylistic niceties such as formal, archaic, colloquial, etc. The 

learners’ problem is complicated by the stylistic features of Urdu which are either carried over to 

English as a result of negative transfer or which are too incorrigible to be rendered in English. 

For example, the lexical item ‘tashreef rakhna’ means ‘to sit down’ and ‘tashreef laanaa’ means 

‘to visit’. Both lexical items are very formal. Added to this is the fact that the word ‘tashreef’ has 

no translation equivalent in English’. The plural verb ‘hain /Thay’ is often used for the singular 

person to show deference. For example: 

Quaid –i-Azam aik azeem leader thay (Urdu) 

 The Quid-i-Azam was a great leader. (English) 

Another instance is as follows: 
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Meray abboo kisaan hain. (Urdu) 

 My father is a farmer. (English) 

An Urdu-English learner’s dictionary should contain information on stylistic variations so that 

the user may express herself/himself in a satisfactory manner. 

 The purpose of the needs analysis carried out above is to ascertain the language needs of 

the target users so that proposed dictionary contains such information. The inclusion of the 

various kinds of information in the proposed dictionary will determine its macro- and micro-

structure which will be the focus in chapters V and VI respectively.  
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CHAPTER V                

THE MACRO-STRUCTURE OF THE PRODUCTION 

DICTIONARY 

The present dictionary research test revealed various weaknesses in the reference skills of 

the advanced learners of English in Pakistan (see 3.5). One possible reasonof the weaknesses, 

besides others, might have been the difficulties faced by the subjects in locating the desired 

information due to the faulty macro-structure of the dictionary i.e. the lay-out of the dictionary 

(the front matter, the list of headwords and thye back-matter) and the metalanguage used in the 

dictionary such as grammatical codes, pronunciation symbols, abbreviations, typefaces, labels, 

punctuation marks, scripts of the CALUED. The PALUED, being an improved version of the 

existing Urdu-English dictionaries, had better macro-structure. That might be one of the factors 

which led to its better performance in the DRT and subjects’ preference for it. How the macro-

structure of a dictionary affects has been elaborated in the following sections.       

5.1 THE FRONT MATTER 

As Jackson (2002) states “from the perspective of its macro-structure, there are three 

parts to a dictionary: the front matter, the body, and the appendices.”  The front matter is a useful 

lexicographical tool aimed at facilitating the use of the dictionary. Usually, it contains title page 

(containing various publishing blurbs), dedicatory, table of contents, preface/foreword, 

acknowledgements, introduction, explanation of the transcription system used for indicating the 

pronunciation, a list of abbreviation used in the dictionary, an essay on some relevant topic, such 
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as the history of the language or the varieties of the around the world such as British English, 

American English, and Pakistani English, etc., and a users’ guide.  

The title page is usually aimed at attracting the users. For example, the title page of 

Longman Dictionary of Current English (LDOCE) 3rd edition claims that the dictionary is ‘the 

complete guide to written and spoken English’. Similarly, the title page of Oxford Advanced 

Learner’s Dictionary (OALD) 7th edition claims that it is ‘the dictionary you can trust- 30 

million copies sold’. The title page of Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (CALD) bears 

only the name of its publisher, Cambridge University Press. However, it also shows that it 

contains the electronic version in CD-Rom form - a feature likely to attract the users who are 

fond of modernity. Even teachers might consider it better that its rivals in that the access 

structure of an e-dictionary is considerably easier to use. Also, an e-dictionary contains features 

like sounds and media player which enliven the lexical items.  

In the introduction the compilers try to elaborate the principles followed in the 

preparation of the dictionary with particular focus on innovations. The preface of LDOCE 3rd 

states that ‘a greatly enhanced coverage’ has been achieved by using computerised corpora. 

Moreover, ‘every major sense of a word as it occurs in contemporary use has been dissected by 

as delicately sharp minds as sharp as any surgeon’s scalpels.’ It adds that each sense has been 

explained within the ‘justly famous LDOCE defining vocabulary, now still further refined and 

improved.’ In the introduction to CALD, Gillard (2003) maintains that the character of CALD is 

(i) friendly (ii) helpful and ‘well-informed.’ It is further claimed that the compilers had ‘an 

excellent feel for language and a clear understanding of what learners want to know.’ The 

foreword of OALD 7th edition states that ‘instructing the learner is what OALD is all about’.    
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The proposed dictionary Power Advanced Learner’s Urdu-English Dictionary 

(PALUED) has been named after Essential Word Power, a word list included in the Medical 

Colleges Admission Tests in the Punjab.  The title assures the user that the proposed dictionary is 

likely to enhance their word power. The title might have been one of the factors that tempted the 

participants of the DRT to opt PALUED more than they opted CALUED.   

A considerable portion of the introductory material was devoted to instruction in the use 

of the dictionary. The user’s guide elaborated the layout of the dictionary entry, and explained 

the codes, phonetic symbols, usage labels and abbreviations used in the trial dictionary. 

However, as it turned out that the subjects did not make use of the front-matter.  

Appendices are mostly an optional part of the dictionary. Appendices may lexical as well 

as non-lexical. Some examples are : irregular verbs, a list of most frequent words, foreign words 

and phrases, ranks in the army, weight and measures, punctuation rules, maps of the world, etc.   

5.2 The Body   

The most important segment of macrostructure is the body. The headwords represent the 

particular selection of vocabulary that the compilers have decided merits inclusion, given the size 

and the purpose of the dictionary. It is an onerous task to select and construct the entries in a 

dictionary in an elaborate manner to allow for ease of access and to ensure its effectiveness at the 

same time. It makes heavy demands on the acumen and expertise of the lexicographers to 

prepare the body of dictionary.  

According to Zgusta (1971) major phases in the compilation of a dictionary include: 
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(1) collection of  material  

(2) selection of entries 

 (3) construction of entries, and  

(4) arrangement of the entries  

5.2.1 Collection of Material 

The overriding concern in modern lexicography is user-friendliness which implies that 

the needs and wants of the target users are taken care of. Regarding inclusion of material in a 

dictionary, it is necessary to ensure that headwords are the words learners are likely to know but 

need the English version of. This objective can be achieved only if sufficiently vast and up-to-

date vocabulary is covered.  

In the past, this process was extremely demanding. The lexicographer would sit like an 

ascetic turning the pages of books ranging from literary works to newspapers, take lexical items 

out of a text and put them on single slips of paper containing lexicographical context of the 

lexical items and the citation of the source of the excerpts. That accounts for Johnson’s (1755) 

description of lexicographer as a ‘harmless drudge’. Referring to the limitations of the dictionary 

compilers of the past, Dash (2004) notes: 

‘… people used nothing more than their eyes to search characters, words, terms, 

phrases, idioms, sentences, and other linguistic elements through the language 

databases. They required huge amount of energy, strength, and perseverance to 

identify each and every feature systematically either to draw conclusion or to 

challenge previous observations. Such large-scale enterprising works, by virtue of 

their complexities, were mostly time consuming, error-prone and expensive.’ 
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5.2.1.1 The Sources of Data 

The data for the compilation of a dictionary comes from various sources, the chief one 

being the existing dictionaries which is manipulated both for the headword list and for lexical 

information (cf. Jackson 2002).  

The writing of dictionaries in Pakistan is done in a more or less haphazard way. 

Most of the dictionaries available on the market are based, to a large extent, on pre-

existing works with few or minor changes.  They use short-cuts at various phases of 

dictionary preparation. The usual method for planning a dictionary is the selection of one 

or more dictionaries similar to the one that the publisher has in mind. This bodes ill for 

dictionaries. It is detrimental both to them and to the users since it undermines the 

usefulness (i.e. effectiveness) as well as the usability (i.e. users’ preference) of the 

dictionaries. It is a sad fact that the dictionaries written by the native lexicographers such 

as Ferozesons, Kitabistan, Rabia, Anjuman and Qirtas publishers look like mere reprints 

of the dictionaries written by the orientalists in the 19th century. They consider their name 

a guarantee for the sale of the dictionaries having little regard for the needs and skills of 

the users. It is small wonder that they offer out-dated information  

5.2.1.1.1 Inadequacies of the Urdu Headword List in the Existing Dictionaries 

The exiting dictionaries suffer from various inadequacies vis-à-vis macro-structure. The 

Caravan Advanced Learner’s Urdu-English Dictionary contains numerous words which are no 

more used in the Urdu language, such as 
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Persian words on page 213 

 ,paa afzaar, paa afroz, (a foot- wear) پاافزار, پاافروز ,paa afshaar (a treadle) پاافشار

 paa dar پادرركاب ,paa taabah (the straps of a sandal پاتابه ,paa bos (flattrer) پابوس

rakaab (ready), رگلپاد  paa dar gil (entangled), پادرهوا paa dar hawa (not 

confirmed or established), پاشوبه paa shobah (foot-bath), پاياب paa yaab (shallow). 

Hindi words on page 214 

 paatak lagna (be پاتک لگنا  ;paatak(pollution) پاتک ;patur (Prostitute) پاتر 

polluted); پاتن paatan (a shoe…); پاتى paati (a letter); پاٹامبر paat amber (silk 

cloth….); پاٹرانى paat raani (Principal wife of a raja ….); پاٹه paath (a 

lesson….);پاٹه شالا paath shala (A school, particularly, a Hindu primary school)), 

كرناپاٹه  ;paathak (a teacher) پاٹهک  paath karna (repeat or revise a lesson….); پاٹى 

paati (side-pieces of a bed-stead)  

Arabic words on page 883 

 mutajanis متجانس ,matbu (followed…) متبوع ,muttaba, (followed…) متبع

(homogenous), متجاهل  mutajahil (feigned….), متحرم mutaharrim (forbidden….), 

 mutahalli متحلى ,mutahakkim (commanding) متحكم ,mutahassin (fortified…) متحصن

(adorned), متحول mutahavvil (metabolic), متخاصم mutakhasim (hostile), متخاصمین 

mutakhasmin (contending parties), متخالف mutakhalif (adverse), متخصص 

mutakhassis (a specialist), متخلخل mutakhalkhal (porous), متخلق mutakhalliq 

(characteristic), متخلل  mutakhllil (disturbing), متدین mutadayyin (religious)  
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Turkish words in the letter ق  qaaf.  

 qurmsaq (a قرمساق ,qurrum (a pimp) قرم ,Qarawal (an advance guard…) قراول

pimp or cuckold (to his own wife), قرولى qarauli (a hunting knife), قشون qushun 

(army);قمچى qamchi (a twig), قابوچى  qabuchi قزلباش qazalbaash (a red-cap) (1. a 

door-keeper 2. a good-for-nothing fellow),  قلماقنى qalmqani (a female-guard).                   

Interestingly enough, Anjuman’s Urdu-English dictionary also contains numerous non-Urdu 

words: 

(Turkish) قاب qab (a large plate), قاز qaz (a goose), قرولى quruli (a hunting knife),  

(Arabic) قابله qablah (a mid-wife), قاروره qarurah (the urine of a patient for 

medical examination), قباله qabalah (a title-deed), قدح qadah (tearing eye), قرم 

qurram, قرم ساق qurramsaq (a pimp), قله qullah (top…), قلیه qulyah (a meat dish). 

(Hindi) اتو uttu (plait), اتهک athak (untiring), اتهلى اتهلا  athla, (… shallow…), اتهوا 

uthwa (or), اٹريه , ,اٹارى atari, atariya, (upper storey…),  اٹالا utala (heap), اٹكاؤ 

utkau (hinderance…), اٹكرليس utakkar laes (absurd…), اٹم uttam (heap),  اٹنگا,اٹنگى 

utanga, utangi (shriveled up), اٹهاؤ uthau (extravagant….), اٹهويا uthwaiya (one 

who helps to lift or raise a load) 

(Persian) پایاب payab (fordable), پاپوش paposh (shoe), پادشاه padshah (king), 

 parsal پارسال ,padshahzadi (princess) پادشاهزادى ,padshahzadah (prince) پادشاهزاده

(last year), پاستان pastan (ancient), پاشوبه pashobah (act of washing a sich man’s 

feet or legs with warm water),  پائگاه paigah (status), payan پایاں (end), پخ pakh 
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(hindrance), پخت pukht (cooking), پختوپز pukhtopaz (..design), پشتاره pushtarah 

(load…), پشتنگ pushtang (a kinf of play), پشه pashsha (mosquito), پگاه pagah 

(early morning), پلیتا palita (a piece of rolled cotton), پنج panj (five), پوچ puch 

(absurd), پور pur (son).  

The inclusion of so many obsolete words might have reduced the usefulness of the CALUED. 

Such words were not included in the PALUED which made room for adding verbal and pictorial 

illustrations – a cardinal feature of the learner’s dictionaries believed to add to the usefulness of a 

dictionary.     

           Further, the existing Urdu-English dictionaries do not contain a large number of English 

borrowings or the changed meanings of the existing words in Pakistani Urdu. Some omissions 

are: 

;marshal la (martial law) مارشللا کرفیو   kerfyu (curfew); ایمرجنسى emerjensi 

(emergency); میڈيا   meedya (media); چینل chenal  (channel); شو sho (show); کيبل 

kebal (cable); ويزا veeza (visa); ميزائل meezail (missile); راکٹ rakat (rocket); سيل 

sail (sale); ڈاٹکام dot kam; (dot com); ویڈيو vidyu (video);  ڈ يم dem (dam); سوفٹوئير 

soft wayer (soft ware); بيٹرى batree (battery);  سنسر sunsar (censor); سكيم skeem 

(scheme);  بیلنس balans (balance); سرنج srinj (syringe); ویكسین  vakseen (vaccine); 

نگڈشیڈلو  load-shedding (rolling black-out); لانگ مارچ long march (a 

demonstration);  ٹوپىڈرامه topi drama (stunt), ڈبلسوارى dubl swari (pillion riding), 

 ) chalan چالان ;jarnael (general) جرنیل  ,number (marks) نمبر ,kapi (note-book) كاپى

to impose fine for violating traffic rules); to name a few.    
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The exclusion of such a large segment of the the modern Urdu, which Farooqi (1990) 

terms as ‘the living reality of the language’, cannot be justified.                                                   

5.2.1.2. Metalanguage of the existing Urdu-English dictionaries  

Oddly enough, the metalanguage used in the dictionaries is English and not Urdu 

despite being targeted at the Pakistani learners. For example, in the entries on كمعمر kam 

umar, كمفهم kam feham, كمنصيب kam naseeb,  in the CAUELD the Pronunciation, 

etymology, part of speech and abbreviation have been given in English.:    

 .kam sal  q.v كمسال .adj.  i.q (P) (kam umar) كمعمر

 .kam ‘aql  q.v كمعقل .adj. i.q (P) (kam feham) كمفهم

 kam bakht q.v كمبخت .adj. i.q (P) (kam naseeb) كمنصيب

              Table 5.1. Three Urdu entries from CALUED showing English metalanguage 

Worse, the symbols ‘i.q.’ and ‘q.v.’ have not been explained in the preface. It is certainly 

likely to add to difficulty in consultation, and in many cases, it may cause ambiguity. 

Given the poor dictionary skills of learners (see chapters III), the chance that the 

information given in the entry will help the users locate the desired information is very 

small. 

Keeping in view the type of the dictionary depending on the target usres, the 

PALUED employed Urdu as the metalanguage. The results of the DRT reveal that the 

use of Urdu as the metalanguage contributed to its over-all performance.  
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5.2.1.2 The Use of Corpus in Dictionary-making 

  In the wake of the invention of computers, the whole business of dictionary making has 

changed altogether, as indeed have the dictionaries themselves. The use of a corpus, with 

millions of words captured and numerous search and query tools at the lexicographer’s disposal, 

can yield authentic and reliable linguistic data to be utilized in various stages of dictionary 

making.  

A computerised corpus is a useful tool for an empirical analysis of language. It helps to 

explore the actual patterns of language use in various situations. The principles underlying a 

corpus-based approach to the analysis of language are concerned with language in use as 

opposed to language as a mental construct. A number of levels of information can be gathered 

from a corpus ranging from simple word lists to complex grammatical structures and interactive 

analyses that can reveal both linguistic and non-linguistic association patterns (cf. Schmitt 2002).  

Loosely defined, a corpus is "anybody of text, that is, any collection of recorded instances 

of spoken or written language. Strictly speaking, 'Corpus' is currently understood as "a body of 

machine-readable text sampled to be maximally representative of a language or variety" 

(McEnery & Wilson, 2001, p. 197). Biber et al. (1998) enumerate the following advantages of 

corpus-based approach towards language: 

i. A corpus can be used to count the occurrence of linguistics e.g. the frequency of 

occurrence of particular words, or two-letter, three-letter, and four-letter words or 

the frequency of nouns, verbs and adjective and even identifying the fifty most 

common words.   
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ii. It becomes possible to identify and analyse complex patterns of language use, 

allowing the storage and analysis of a larger database of natural language than 

could be dealt with by hand.  

iii. Computers provide consistent reliable analyses – they do not change their mind or 

become tired during analysis. 

iv. Computers can be used interactively, allowing the human analyst to make 

linguistic judgments while the computer takes care of record-keeping.  

A corpus is a powerful tool at the lexicographer's disposal, allowing him/her to make 

informed linguistic decisions about how to frame the entry and analyse the lexical patterns 

associated with words in a more objective and consistent way.  

The use of corpus has influenced all aspects of lexicography e.g. selection of entries, 

determination of meaning and/or translation equivalent, word sense disambiguation, example 

sentences to illustrate the use of the lexical items, ordering of definitions in the entries, frequency 

of occurrence, word-count, and collocations etc. Dash and Chaudhuri (2001) points out that “the 

lexicographers can use corpora to: 

 gather evidence that can either  supplement or refute their intuitions 

 find new words entering the language 

 identify how existing words change their meanings 

 recognize how existing words balance their use according to genres, texts, etc. 

 call up examples of particular words to substantiate their contextual variations 

 revise existing  dictionaries 

 present more complete and precise definitions of various linguistic items 
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 give updated information about any change or loss of any any word in the language 

 arrange example extracted from  corpora into more meaningful groups for analysis 

 classify individual words according to different research parameters 

 isolate word combinations to explore the existence of any inherent mutual relationship 

which warrants their co-occurrences, etc. 

 treat phrases and collections more systematically because phrase and collocations can 

provide important clues to specific word-sense, and 

 to tie up usages of particular words or phrases as being typical to particular regional 

varieties, genres, and so on  by examining corpora rich with textual and extra-textual 

information (e.g., regional variety, author, date, genre, part - of - speech tags etc.” 

In addition, a corpus has valuable use for professionals such as researchers, language teachers, 

language engineers,  material developers and language learners (cf. Al-Sulaiti  2004).  

A learner corpus is a special kind of corpus. The main purpose in compiling a learner 

corpus is to gather objective data that can aid in describing learner language (Granger 1998). 

Generally, learner corpora are important because they provide a deviation from the standard, i.e. 

the language of the native speakers of a particular language. For a learner corpus to be really 

useful, however, various types of annotation, such as part-of-speech tagging (POS), error 

tagging, semantic tagging, discoursal tagging, or parsing, can be added so that meaningful 

linguistic patterns can be extracted. Through the investigation of authentic natural language data, 

researchers can focus on theoretical and/or pedagogical issues while educators can concentrate 

on the needs of learners. For example, by examining a computerized error corpus, researchers 

have access not only to learner errors, but also to learners’ total interlanguage. (cf. Granger 
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1998:6). In the present case, learner corpora will highlight slippery areas of English for most 

Pakistani learners of English.                                  

Conceived by Granger (1993), the ICLE collection of written texts by university students 

of EFL aims to be the basis of lexical, grammatical and phraseological studies.  The scripts are 

primarily argumentative essays, covering a variety of topics, with a smaller set of scripts made 

up by literature examination essays. The corpus is error-tagged. Focusing on error analysis, and 

interlanguage, the ICLE-based project enables researchers and educators to directly analyze and 

compare the written output of students. It contains over 3 million words of writing by learners of 

English from 21 different mother tongue backgrounds. The writing in the corpus has been 

contributed by advanced learners of English as a foreign language rather than as a second 

language.  The ICLE highlighted the need for observation of interlanguage language so that the 

notion of L1 transfer may be analyzed under stricter data control. The ICLE can give insight into 

the errors made by Pakistani learners of English. Obviously, the learners will benefit from 

information on frequently occurring error patterns given in usage notes in a learner dictionary 

and help them overcome the pitfalls in text production 

Most dictionaries published now-a-days employ in some way or another the use of large 

corpora; for example, the COBUILD English Dictionary used the BANK of ENGLISH, the 

corpus of more than 20 trillion words in contemporary English developed at the Birmingham 

University. Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English and Oxford Advanced Learners' 

Dictionary of Current English used the British National Corpus, produced by an academic and 

industrial consortium consisting of Oxford University Press, Longman, Chambers Harrap, 

Oxford University Computing Services, Lancaster University's Unit for Computer Research on 

the English Language and the British Library. Examples of bilingual dictionaries include: Collins 
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Robert French-English, English-French dictionary and Collins Robert German-English, English-

German dictionary.  

In what follows, we shall discuss various corpora prepared by different individuals and 

institutions. 

          Ahmad (1973)’ Urdu ALfaaz Shumaari (Urdu Word Count) was a pioneering work in 

Urdu corpus-construction. It was aimed to assess the Urdu word values statistically determined 

from extensive Word Count. He collected texts from a wide variety of sources like poetry, 

novels, travelogues, diaries, religious writings, newspapers , movies, spoken language, children’s 

literature, etc from 4609 books. It contained half a million words. Scientific texts and literature 

produced outside India were not included in it. It was a fairly representative. The ten most 

frequent words, according to his corpus are: 

ںمی , ka’, yeh‘كا’ ,hona‘ہونا ‘meN’, كرنا‘karna’, اور‘aur’, سے‘se’ جانا  ‘jana’, كو‘ko’, woh  

The frequency is amazingly very close to those of the electronic corpora like EMILLE.       

The EMILLE/CIIL Corpus (2003) was constructed as a collaborative venture between the 

EMILLE project (Enabling Minority Language Engineering), Lancaster University, UK, and the 

Central Institute of Indian Languages (CIIL), Mysore, India. It consists of three components: 

monolingual and annotated corpora. There are fourteen monolingual corpora, including both 

written and (for some languages) spoken data for fourteen languages: Asamese, Bengali, 

Gujarati, Hindi, Kannada, Kashmiri, Malayalam, Marathi, Oriya, Punjabi, Sinhala, Tamil, Telegu 

and Urdu. The parallel corpus consists of 200,000 words of text in English and its accompanying 

translations in Hindi, Bengali, Punjabi, Gujarati and Urdu. The annotated component includes 

Urdu monolingual and parallel corpora annotated for parts-of-speech, together with twenty 

written Hindi corpus lines annotated to show the nature of demonstrative use. The corpus is 
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marked up using CES-compliant SGML and encoded using Unicode. The Urdu corpus is parts of 

speech POS tagged. The monolingual Urdu corpus consists of 2,152,000 words - 1,640,000 

written and 512,000 spoken).  

Here is a concordance of the lexical item ‘chand’ from the EMILLE corpus: 

 ساته ایک ېا ایک سےزائد ذیلى سیارے یا     چاند    ہيںجواپنى اپنىدنياؤں كےگردگهومرهے 

 ناگراۓ يعنى ناگوںكاراجه ركها ناگراۓ     چاند         كى ماننددن بدن بڑاہوتاگیا اسےجوبه

ا كه اوپربیان كیا جا چکا ہے    چاند    كےبارے میں سائنسدان قطعى طور پراہم ہیں. جیس   

 سےسجاتےاورپهرنبتكارىعمارتكوچار    چاند    لگادیتىلیكنصحیحمحراباورمضبوط                

 شہیدہوگاحسن جوخنجرسےشہید ہوگا پهر ایک    چاند   سى بیٹى پیدا ہوئ فاطمه نےپهراپنےباپكى         

وں وہاں زندگى اوربقا امرمحال ہےاس بنا پر    چاند   میں آبادى كاخیال ترک کردیا گیا اور                  ہ  

 بات پرپخته یقین ركهیں كه زمین آسمان    چاند     سورج چهوٹے بڑے سب كے سب خدا كے        

علیم كیسىعمده ہےهم پر         جوجنوب كى طرف ہیں ہم پرچودهویں رات كا    چاند    چڑها ہے دین اورت  

 کروڑمیل سےکم دورنہیں. اس قربت کےباعث    چاند    دوسرےسیاروںاورستاروںکےمقابلےمیں            

 وه حقیقت میںنظرآۓ.سیاه نقاب میں سے       چاند     چہره دیكهنےكومال ِقدرت كے                        

چاند    سا بیٹا دیا ہےہمارى بهابهىاوربهائ رشی   ہيں ميرےدوستكےهاںاهللا مياںنےایک      

 كى كوشش كرےگا یه وعده تهااورقدرت نےایک      چاند    سا بیٹا رسول كى گود ميںالكےركه دیا یه           

 ان كا فاصله بهى مریخ سےزیاده نہیںیه    چاند    سات آٹه گهنٹےمیںاپنا دوره مكمل كرلیتے           

(قدرتىروشنى جو    چاند     ستاروںاور سورج سےملتى ہےجہاںسورج        1روشنى دوقسم كى ہوتى ہے)        

Fig. 5.2  Concordance of the lexical item ‘channd’ i.e. ‘moon’ from the EMILLE corpus (2003)  

It must be pointed out that the corpus based on the Indian variety of Urdu does not cover 

the Pakistan variety. Ten most frequent words of Urdu in the EMILLE Urdu corpus are as 

follows: 
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,’hoy‘ہے ,’kay‘كے كى   ki اور‘aur’  ںمی ‘meN’, سے‘se’, اس os كا‘ka’,كو ‘ko’, كه‘keh’, ںهی ‘hain˚’, 

 ’par‘ پر ,’ne‘نے

Note: ‘ke’, ‘ki’, and ‘ka’ are inflected forms of the same postposition whereas ‘hay’ and  

‘hain' are inflections of the verb ‘hona’. 

The researcher himself collected a few instances of the differences between Pakistani 

Urdu and Hindustani Urdu. It is in no way a corpus. Here are a few examples which elaborate the 

differences between the two varieties. The data was collected by the researcher from All India 

Radio News Bulletin (Urdu Service) broadcast between April 11 and 17, 2007: 

Indian Urdu Pakistani Urdu Eglish Meaning 

sarkaar سركار hukoomat حكومت Government 

riasat رياست soobah صوبه Province 

Rok lagaana روک لگانا paabandi lagana پابندىلگانا impose ban 

markaz مركز wifaaq وفاق Federation 

nishaanah نشانه hadaf  ہدف Target 

chunaao (N) چناؤ intikhaabaat (N)  انتخابات Election 

chunao (Adj.) چناؤ intikhaabi (Adj.)  انتخابى Election 

wajha bataao 

notisوجهبتاؤنوٹس 

izhaar-e-wuhooh ka 

notisاظهاروجوهكانوٹس 

show cause notice 

a’la chunao kamishnar 

 اعلٰىچناؤكمشنر

cheef elekshan kamishnar 

 چيفالیكشنكمشنر

chief election 

commissioner 

Chunao kamishn چناؤكمشن elekshan kamishnar الیكشنكمشن election commissioner 

Table 5.3: Some lexical items showing differences between Indian and Pakistani Urdu  
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Martynyuk (2003) prepared parallel corpora of Urdu and Hindi in order to compare these 

languages. Tools for comparison of lexical data were developed to compile frequency lists for 

Urdu and Hindi. The frequency lists for both Urdu and Hindi are based on corpora of about 

4,40,000 words each. The lists were analyzed using a cross validation approach. He found that a 

total of 34 words in the list of the 100 (102) most frequent Hindi words did not match with Urdu 

words of the same meaning and had to be translated.  

Ten most frequent words of Urdu given by Martynyuk (2003) are as follows: 

ںمی ,’honaa‘ہونا ,’ka‘       اك ‘meN’, كرنا‘karna’, نے‘ne’, اور‘aur’, سے‘se’, كو‘ko’, جانا‘jana’, پر‘par’ 

In Pakistan, Ejaz and Hussain (2007) undertook a project aimed at creating an Urdu 

lexicon listing “detailed grammatical, morphological, and phonetic information suited for 

flexible vocabulary speech recognition and high quality speech synthesis.” They collected data 

from two news websites i.e. Jang (www.jang.com.pk) and BBC (http://www.bbc.co.uk/urdu/). 

They add that the cut-off date for all corpora used was 1990 as it has been shown that corpora 

structure and time of appearance of corpora has a large impact on the extracted word lists. A total 

of 50,365 words were obtained from a corpus of 19.3 million that had 104,341 orthographically 

unique words. 

CRULP has rendered invaluable service to the Urdu language. According to Hussain et 

al.(2005), CRULP developed the following applications (i) Urdu spell checker (ii) Prototype 

Hindi to Urdu transliteration engine (iii) Prototype Urdu Naskh and Nastalique optical character 

recognition system (vi) Prototype Urdu speech recognition system (v) Urdu morphological 

parser (vi) Urdu Corpus (vii) Urdu Lexicon (viii) English to Urdu machine translation system 

(ix) Urdu text-to-speech system (x) Website and email reader (based on Urdu TTS), and (xi) 

Website and email translator (based on English to Urdu MT).  
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Ten most frequent words of Urdu given by Ejaz and Hussain (2007) are as follows: 

ںمی ,’˚ke‘كے  ‘meN’, كى‘ki˚’, هے‘hay˚’, اور ‘aur’, سے ‘se’, كا  ‘ka˚’, كو   ‘ko’, نے ‘nay’, 

سۥا ‘os’, كه‘keh’, ںهی ‘hain˚’, پر ‘par’ 

Note: ‘ke’, ‘ki’, and ‘ka’ are inflected forms of the same postposition whereas ‘hay’ and 

‘hain' are inflections of the verb ‘honaa’. 

Ijaz (2007) published a list of 5,000 most frequent words of everyday Urdu. A list of 

5,000 - 8,000 such words will be enough for the proposed dictionary as it covers more than 90% 

of the Urdu vocabulary (see 4.2).  

5.2.2 Selection of Entries 

As has been pointed out earlier, the scope and the type of the dictionary influence not 

only the collection but also selection of material. Hence, the range of words selected as well as 

the detail of information to be covered and the examples chosen to illustrate the language in use, 

all need to be relevant to the age, level and purpose of the target users.  

The areas in which computer data banks are most useful are those concerning the 

selection of the items which will be listed in the dictionary and the identification, and subsequent 

ordering, of the different meanings of a word. The written and oral texts contained in corpora are 

also used as a bank from which authentic example sentences can be taken, in order to illustrate 

the meaning and usage of words. The use of computer data banks allows for the collection of 

more precise information about the most frequent syntactic patterns according to which words 

occur and their most typical collocations. 

The corpus information should be applied to discriminate high- from low-frequency 

words. Learners need high-frequency words in that they are more likely to figure in their active 

vocabulary. Such words are characterized by often being ‘linguistically rich’ in contrast to their 
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‘linguistically barren’ low-frequency counterparts. The latter is also referred to as encyclopaedic, 

the former as lexical or semantic information. Low-frequency words like لغت‘lughat’ i.e. 

‘dictionary’ (at least in real life) mostly bear almost matching, singular definitions across many 

languages and are thus quite easy to learn. In opposition to this, high-frequency words like ‘پر ’ 

‘par’ pose more trouble for EFL learners by having multiple meanings and by entering into a 

variety of idiomatic combinations. 

It is important to do so as the existing Urdu-English dictionaries have been prepared 

without the use of corpus. They contain hundreds of archaic or unfamiliar words of related 

languages but not adopted by Urdu. Also, one would search for numerous lexical items in vain in 

these dictionaries, especially English borrowings, e.g. ڈايزىلو  ‘easy load’,    بيلینس ‘balance’, ماؤس 

‘mouse’,  وزڈون  ‘windows’, فائل ‘file’, یٹا ٹریولرڈ  ‘datatraveller’, پورٹ ‘port’ گوگل ‘google’ یاہو 

‘yahoo’, چیٹ ‘chat’,  and numerous other words used in connection with information technology. 

In his critique of The Urdu Lughat (1958-2010), Farooqi (1990) reflects on the problem 

of what words to include or otherwise. The Urdu Lughat (1958-2010) is a comprehensive, 

descriptive monolingual dictionary. Abdul-Haq (1973), who was the initiator of the project, 

insisted that only such words be included in the Urdu Dictionary Board Dictionary as were 

authenticated from some literary masterpiece, especially verse. The compilers toed the line and 

according to their claim they entered no word which had not been used by at least two 

authoritative Urdu poets. Interestingly they offer no definition of the term ‘authoritative’. The 

criterion laid down for the inclusion in the ‘Urdu Lughat’ has come under strong criticism. 

Farooqi (1990) remarked: 

“Urdu presents a number of peculiar problems to the dictionary maker. Some of 

these are because lexicographers so far have chosen to ignore the living reality of 
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the language and have played strictly according to the book. Yet the trouble is that 

there is no book, except the usage of the poets”. 

By ‘the living reality of the language’ he means ‘the language as it is spoken by educated 

native speakers’ (ibid.). He claims that the existing dictionaries “exclude numerous actual words 

and phrases, and occasionally throw in spurious ones or words which are palpably foreign and 

are in no way a part of the language.” Some exotic words included in the ‘Urdu Lughat’are: 

‘anniversary’ [eniversari]; ‘spoke (of wheel) [ispok] ’; ‘spoon’ [ispoon], etc. What is more, little 

or no evidence has been adduced to support such entries. Farooqi (1990) observes “Yet there are 

literally hundreds of words and phrases [in common use] which they (the editors) missed (ibid).” 

Note: [in common use] is researcher’s addition.   

5.3. Metalanguage  

Metalanguage refers to the language used for the texts of definitions. It includes 

grammatical codes, pronunciation symbols, abbreviations, typefaces, labels, punctuation marks, 

scripts, etc.. Iannaucci (1957: 277) cited in Steiner (1977) maintains that  

‘Since it is the source-language speaker who needs the discrimination, it follows 

the discriminations should be in the source language. Looking at the matter from 

another point of view, the target-language speaker must make a choice among 

words of his own language.  The target-language speaker … has [the] context to 

help him determine which translation … to select.’ 

Given the fact that the proposed Urdu-English dictionary is aimed at the Pakistani 

learners of English, the metalanguage for the paraphrases of meanings, usage and 
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regional labels and encyclopedic information should be Urdu.The choice of different 

typefaces an indispensable resource in the handling of most of methods of meaning 

discrimination (Steiner: 1977). Different typefaces are used to set apart the entry word, its 

metalinguistic treatment, the equivalents and synonyms, verbal illustrations, etc. To guide 

the user through these large entries a dictionary should utilise various typeface styles (e.g. 

boldface, italics). For example, subsenses should clearly be separated therewith from 

translation equivalents or examples. Also, if idioms or examples like 

نكهيںچرانا/پهيرليناآ ‘aankhain churaana/phair laina’ allow internal variations, these should be 

made clear (e.g. by using slashes). Different marks should be used for synonyms and for 

words of different meanings. As an example, commas for synonyms and semicolon for 

words of different meanings may be use 

5.4 Arrangement of the Entries 

 After deciding on the information that the dictionary is to provide, the lexicographer goes 

further to decide on the conventions that will help him/her present the information and at the 

same time help the user access it.  

 The alphabetical order is the most used order. A major advantage of the alphabetical 

order is that it is familiar to most users, hence efficient and easy to use. However, it results in 

‘denesting’ i.e. related words are placed away from each other. For example, the plural of (i) دوا 

dawa  (medicine) is ادويه adwiyah; (ii)  راۓ  ‘rai’ (opinion)  is  آراء ‘aara’  (iii)  شجر  (tree) ‘shajar’    

is اشجار ashjar. Whereas in English the plurals of the translation equivalents of these Urdu lexical 

items {(i) sing. medicine pl. medicines (ii) sing. opinion pl.  opinions (iii) sing. tree  pl. trees} 

can be entered as run-ons, in Urdu they will be far removed from each other in a dictionary in 

which Urdu is the source language as per alphabetical order.  
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 In entries with many translation equivalents, the proposed dictionary should provide help 

to find the right meaning through the inclusion of ‘signposts’, i.e. synonyms or short definitions 

written in brackets before the translation equivalent (s). The conventions have been used in EFL 

dictionaries as well as Collins Robert French-English, English-French dictionary to speed up the 

search. 

5.5. Fixed order 

 The constituents of an entry, e.g. part of speech (POS), pronunciation, equivalents, 

examples etc. are arranged in a fixed order. The purpose is to make the dictionary entry as 

precise as possible. For example, the equivalent with the most common and widespread meaning 

is placed before the equivalent with less frequent meaning. Hence, the order of the translation 

equivalents of the Urdu lexical item خط‘khat’ will be as follows: ‘letter-> hand-writing ->line -> 

downs (on the face)’ depending upon the frequency which can be determined with the help of a 

corpus(see section 5.2.1.2).    

5.6. Appendices 

The role of subsidiary information should also be acknowledged. Most dictionaries 

provide the user with supplementary pages about grammar, culture or history. They usually only 

constitute a small part of the dictionary. They can help learners to understand the language more 

exhaustively. For instance, The OALD7 bears a couple of subsidiary information add-ons: 

‘Language study pages’, ‘Maps and geographical information’, ‘Cultural information’ and ten 

appendices (e.g. about ‘Irregular verbs’), all helping the learner to understand the language in a 

better way. 
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Collins Robert French-English, English-French dictionary contains long back matter   

spreading over 54 pages covering 27 topics, entitled ‘Communicative Language Use’. It 

comprises: 

‘suggestions’, ‘advice’, ‘offers’, ‘requests’, ‘comparisons’, ‘opinions’, ‘likes, 

dislikes and preferences’, ‘intentions and desires’, ‘permission’, ‘obligation’, 

‘agreement, disagreement’, ‘approval, disapproval’, ‘certainty, probability, 

possibility and capability’, ‘doubt, improbability, impossibility and incapability’, 

‘explanations’, ‘apologies’, ‘job applications’, ‘commercial correspondence’, 

‘general correspondence’, ‘thanks’, ‘best wishes’, ‘announcements’, ‘invitations’, 

‘essay writing’, ‘telephone’, ‘E-mail’ and ‘texting’.  

In the dictionary research test conducted for the present study, a number of appendices 

were included containing information on the oceans of the world, learner’s errors, counting, 

countries’ names, etc.  

5.7. Overall Structure of the Page 

In line with the postulate of user-friendliness, which is the cornerstone of modern 

lexicography, the overall structure of a dictionary is largely informed by its purpose. 

Lexicographers try to present the information in such a manner as measures up to not only the 

abilities of the target users but also their expectations.  

One of the aspects contributing both to fast access and easy interpretability of the 

information is the overall structure of the page. The pages of the EFL dictionaries, e.g. OALD, 

the LDOCE and the COBUILD, are made up of two columns, in which the headwords are listed 

alphabetically. However, there are a number of monolingual as well as bilingual dictionaries, 

which contain three columns, e.g. Webster’s Collegiate dictionary, Australian National 
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dictionary, Le Robert Collins French dictionary (French-English, English-French) and Le Robert 

Collins German dictionary (German-English, English-German). It has the advantage of having 

more information on the same page and thus creating ease of consultation besides increasing 

space in the dictionary. The proposed Urdu-English may also have three columns.  
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Chapter VI                

THE MICRO-STRUCTURE OF THE PRODUCTION 

DICTIONARY 

The construction of an entry is an arduous task. It involves decisions regarding which and 

how much information to be included in the microstructure. It is necessary to determine meaning 

(definition in monolingual and translation equivalent in the bilingual dictionary), being the 

central concern in dictionary making (Zgusta 1971:21). It involves an analysis of the language(s) 

and the culture(s) involved.  

While determining the meaning the lexicographer is on a slippery ground because there is 

a basic uncertainty about it. In majority of cases, meaning is multiple in nature. The obvious 

manifestations of the multiplicity of meaning are polysemy (related meanings) and homonymy 

(unrelated meanings). Disambiguation of meanings is achieved through context which 

determines the sense which applies, and eliminates those which do not because meanings are 

embedded in the context.  Added to it is the fact that meaning is a dynamic aspect of language. It 

is in a state of constant change. Matters are compounded for a bilingual lexicographer in that 

meanings in the languages involved are too often divergent because semantic features of the 

lexical items considered to be translation equivalents vary in many ways – a phenomenon termed 

as ‘Interlingual asymmetry’ (James: 1980). A lexical contrastive analysis is required to specify 

the different senses of the source language lexical item in the target language.  
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It should be borne in mind that mere specification of different senses does not serve the 

purpose because listing a string of translation equivalents simply confuses the user since it is not 

clear for her/him which sense ‘fits’ the particular case. Unfortunately, most bilingual dictionaries 

suffer from this weakness which has a very negative impact on their usability.  

6.1. Current Practices in the Bilingual Dictionaries 

Below are given examples from Collins-Robert (DEUTSCH) German-English and 

French Dictionaries to show the way the kind and manner of presentation of information on the 

headword. 

6.1.1. An entry on Stimme in (DEUTSCH) German-English dictionary  

The entry on Stimme in (DEUTSCH) German-English dictionary is reproduced with 

typos modifications:   

Stimme /ʃtimə / F ~, n (a) voice; (Mus.= Part) (Oorgelstimme) 

register (fig. Meinungs-auBerung) voice; ; (Sprachrohr) 

mouthpiece, voice (Liter. Ruf) call; mit leiser/lauter~ in a 

soft/loud voice; gut/nicht bei~sein  to be in good/bad voice; 

erste/zweit/zweite/dritte ~ (in Chor) first/second/third part; bei 

einem Lied die erste/zweite – singen to sing the part oo melody 

of/the descant to song; die ~n mehren sich, die~ there is a 

growing body of (public) opinion that ---. There is a growing 

number of people calling for…., die ~(n) der Glocken/Geigen 

(liter) the sound of the bells/violins; die~ der Offentlichkeit (geh) 

public opinion die ~ des Volkes (geh) the voice of the people die 

~der Wahrheit the voice of truth eine ~ aus dem Dunkel/Exil a 
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voice out of the darkness/from exile der ~der Natur folgen (euph 

hum) (= seine - Notdurft verrichten) to answer the call of nature 

(=dem Geschlechtstrieb nachgeben) to give way to a natural urge, 

der ~des Gewissels folgen  to act on or according to one’s 

conscience der ~ des Herzens folgen to follow the leanings or 

dictates of one’s heart der ~der Vernunft folgen to be guided be 

reason, to listen to the voice of reason 

(b) (=Wahlstimme, Votum) vote eine ~haben to have the vote; 

(=Mitspracherecht) to have a say or voice; keine ~haben not be 

entitled to vote;   (=Mitspracherecht) to have no say or voice; 

seine~ abgebn to cast one’s vote; to vote; jadem/einer Partei 

seine ~geben to vot for sb./a party; die abgegebenen~ n. the votes 

cast;  40 percen der ~n erhalteb to receive 40% of the vote (s) –

enthalten VR-b 

Fig. 6.1 An Entry from  Collins-Robert (DEUTSCH) German-English Dictionary 

Layout  

The headword of the above has multiple meanings. The layout uses different fonts to 

differentiate the headword and the information provided. 

Lexical information: 

Typical noun complements of the headwords are given. Field labels are used to 

differentiate various meanings of the headword. Style labels are given to aid the non-native 

speaker. R.g. (geh) refers to elevated style of spoken or written German and (liter) denotes the 
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style of the literary language. Example sentences illustrate the meaning discrimination among 

different senses of the headword.  

Grammatical information:  

German nouns are marked for gender. Nouns marked no art do not take any article. The 

genitive and plural endings are given for all German noun headwords.  

Metalanguage:  

 A notable feature of the entry is that the information is couched in the L1 so that French 

learners of English are able to make the most of the dictionary. 

6.1.2. The entry on voix in Francais-Anglais dictionary is reproduced with typos 

modifications:   

Voix /vwɑ/ NF. 1. Voice ◆ à~basse in a low ou hushed voice◆ils 

parlaient~  basse they were talking in hushed ou low voice ou in 

undertones ◆ à~ haute, ◆ à haute ~ - aloud, out loud ◆ ~de 

crècelle / de fausset / de gorge shrill/falsetto/throaty voice ◆ 

dùne ~ blanche in a toneless or flat voice ◆ dùne ~ forte in a 

loud voice ◆ à haute intelligible ~ loud and clear ◆avoir de la~  

to have a good (singing) voice ◆ être ou reter sans ~ to be 

speechless (devant before,at); ◆ de la~et du geste by word and 

gesture, with words and gestures ◆ une ~ lui cria de monter a 

voice shouted to him to come up ◆donner de la ~ (aboyer) to 

bay, to give tongue (* = crier) to bawl ◆ dansle champ ou in 
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(cline, TV) voice-in◆ ~hors champs ou off (Theat) voice-off;  

(=commentaire) voice-over ◆ elle commente lesimages en ~ off 

She provides the voice-over for the pictures. ◆ le ~ des voilons 

the voice of the violins ⇢elever, gros, portee2 

2. (=conseil, avertissment) ~ de la conscience/raison) voice of 

conscience/reason  une petite ~ madit …something me 

said…◆se fier a la ~ dun ami to rely on ou trust to a friends 

advice ◆la du sang the ties of blood, the call of the blood ◆cest 

la ~dusang qui parie he must heed the call of his blood ◆ 

3. (=opinion) voice; (Pol= suffrage) voice ◆ la ~ de people the 

voice of the people , vox populi ◆ mettre qch aux ~ to put sth to 

the vote ◆ la proposition a recueilli 30 the proposal receive ou 

got 30 votes ◆demander la mise aux ~ duneproposition to ask 

for a vote on a proposal ou, to ask for a proposal to be put to the 

vote ◆ Avoir ~consultative to have consultative power ou a 

consultative voice. ◆ avoir ~ preponderante to have a casting 

vote ◆ gagner dae ~ to win votes ◆ donner a sa~ un candidat to  

give a candidate one’s vote, to vote for a candidate ◆la parte 

obtiendra pou de/beaucoup de ~ the party will badly / heavily ◆ 

avoir~ au chapitre to have a say in the matter 
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4 (Mus) voice chanter a 2/3 ~ to sing in 2/3 parts ◆ fugue a 3 ~ 

fugue in 3 voices ◆ ~ des bass/de tenor bass/tenor (voice) ◆ 

chanter dun~fuss/juste to sing out of tune / in tune ◆ ~de tete 

/de poitrine head/chest voice ◆ etre /de ne pas etre en ~ to 

be/not to be in good voice ◆ la humaine/celeste de lorgue the 

vox humana voix celeste on the organ  

5. (Ling) voice. a le ~active/passive in the active/passive 

Fig. 6.2 An Entry from  Collins-Robert French-English Dictionary 

Layout  

The layout uses different fonts to differentiate the headword and the information 

provided. We learn from the front matter that in English, a knowledge of the basic rules is 

assumed, e.g. most English nouns take ‘-s’ in the plural.  

Metalanguage:  

 A notable feature of the entry is that the information is couched in the L1 so that French 

learners of English are able to make the most of the dictionary. 

To save space, wherever the headword occurs in its full form within the entry is replaced by ~.  

Plural forms of the headword which differ substantially from the singular form are listed 

in their alphabetical place in the word list with a cross-reference, and repeated under the singular 

form. 

Phrases and idiomatic expressions are preceded by a black lozenge. However, 

compounds and phrasal verbs are shown in full. Synonyms are preceded by =.     
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The layout uses different fonts and signposts to differentiate the headword and the information 

provided. 

A comma separates translations which have the same meanings whereas a colon separates 

translations which are not interchangeable.  A black lozenge separates new phrase.   

Lexical information: 

The headword of the above headword has multiple meanings like the German headword 

stimme or the Urdu headword ‘awaaz’ which both mean ‘voice’. Field labels are used to 

differentiate various meanings of the headword. A dozen or so indicators of register are to mark 

non-neutral words and expressions. These indicators are given to both source and target 

languages and serve mainly as a warning to the user using the foreign language. e.g. (liter) 

denotes the style of the literary or poetic language. Example sentences illustrate the meaning 

discrimination among different senses of the headword.  

Grammatical information:  

Syntactic information of the headwords on the headword such as collocations has been 

given to allow the non-native speaker to use the translation correctly.   

6.2. Inadequacies of the existing Urdu-English Dictionaries 

The existing Urdu-English dictionaries seek to address the lexical needs of a wide range 

of users, instead of specific users. The blurbs of the available dictionaries make tall claims. Rabia 

Practical Dictionary seeks to meet the needs of “all kinds of students.”  Kitabistan’s 20th century 

Standard Dictionary is meant for “modern readers and foreign learners”. Gem Practical 

Dictionary has been prepared for the use of “students as well as for the general readers”. 

Anjuman’s Urdu-English dictionary (1977) does not even mention its target users. Its publishers 
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speak of its ‘popularity among the masses’. Abdul Mujeeb (2001) states that the Caravan 

Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (CALUED) is “not solely addressed to foreign users but also to 

those overseas Pakistanis who now live in large numbers in the English-speaking world and have 

a formal contact with their national language – Urdu.”  

The compilers/publishers hardly bother to take into account the needs of the users. They 

do not seem to be aware of the fact that design features are included depending upon the needs of 

the target users which vary depending upon their linguistic background (cf. Al-Kasimi 1977). An 

Urdu-English aimed at the Pakistani learners of English can serve only their encoding needs and 

not their decoding needs. Further it cannot cater for either the encoding or decoding needs of the 

Urdu as a foreign language (UFL) learners. That renders the dictionaries written by the 

Orientalists’ irrelevant as far as the needs of the Urdu speakers living in the sub-continent are 

concerned (cf. Iqbal & Ahmad  2010).       

The major problrm with the the existing print dictionaries is that they give translation 

equivalents in the form of a string. As a reslut, the discrimination among the various senses does 

not become clear to the users and they find it difficult to put the information to any purposeful 

use such as text composition in or translation into the target language. Sometimes a learner 

happens to know the translation equivalent, s/he finds its spellings either elusive or confusing as 

in the case of, say, ‘weak’ or ‘week’. At times, the pronunciation of translation equivalent rings 

in the mind of the learner yet s/he is not certain about its spellings.  For instance, /rein/ may be 

spelt as ‘rain’, ‘rein’, or ‘reign’ which are the translation equivalents of بارش baarish,   لگام lgaam 

and   دور حکومت daur e hukoomat respectively.  
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In what follows two entries have been analysed in order to see the kind of information 

has been given in the dictionaries. They have been taken from the Caravan Advanced Learner’s 

Urdu-English Dictionary (CALUED) and Anjuman’s Urdu-English Dictionary (AUED), a 

project initiated by Maulvi Abdul-Haq, (a very honoured name, popularly known as بابائےاردو 

(baba-e-Urdu) i.e. the father of Urdu) and published a veteran Urdu scholar Jameel u ddin Aali 

in (1977).    

6.2.1 The entry پر (par)  

 (CALUED) AUED 

 ;Prep. (1) On; upon; on the point of (H) (par) پر

above; at (2) adv. & conj. But; yet; however; 

still. 

 n.m. (1) A feather; a plume; a quill (P) (par) پر 

(2) a wing (3) a blade; e.g.,  پركا ه (par-e-kah): a 

blade of straw or grass 

 ;Prep., conj. & adv. : On; upon (H) (par) پر

at; by; for; on the point of; on account of; 

above; through; but; however; still; yet. 

 ;n.m. Feather; wing; pinion; quill (P) (par) پر 

a blade; leaf; strength 

Table 6.3.: Entries on the Urdu word ‘par’ in CALUED & AUED 

Lexical Analysis 

 (i) Semantic information in the entry: 

(a) The entry contains a string of translation equivalents in both the dictionaries. 

No sense discrimination is possible. The equivalents ‘On; upon; on the point 

of; above; at’ have widely different functions. The user is in no position to 
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work out in which situation the appropriate translation equivalent is ‘on’ and 

so on. The information given is fraught with strong possibility that the user 

will commit errors in the use of the translation equivalents given in the entry, 

such as : 

هولواپنىکتاباگلےصفحےپرك  apni kitab aglay safhay  par kholo 

(Incorrect): *Open your book at the next page. (Correct: on cf. LDOCE-3). 

The words ‘leaf’ and ‘strength’ are by no means the translation equivalents of the 

headword ‘پر ’. Similarly, the words ‘on the point of; on account of; through’ are not 

equivalents of the headword in any context.   

(b) The equivalent ‘blade’ is the literal translation of the compound word پركاه 

which means ‘insignificant’ (cf. Noor-ul-lughat). Hence, the word ‘blade’ is in 

no way an appropriate equivalent. 

(c) No information has been given on the equivalents ‘A feather; a plume; a quill’ 

& ‘wing’ as to which word do they occur with. (The words ‘feather’, ‘plume’, 

and ‘quill’ occur with the birds only whereas the equivalent ‘wing’ can occur 

with the birds, insects and aeroplanes. How the users will work out such vital 

information is not clear. 

(d) The translation equivalents ‘in’ and ‘by’ and null equivalent have not been 

given: 
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darakht par (in the tree) درخت  پر ,waqt par (in time)  وقت  پر  :in پر آسمان پر   

aasmaan par (in the sky)  

    train par ٹرین پر / car par (by car) كار پر  / bus par (by bus)    /بس پر :by پر

(by train).  

Ө آؤمہنگائ پربحثکریں a’o mehngai par behs karein.  

(Translation): ‘Let’s discuss dearness.’ 

Ө means zero translation equivalent i.e. the lexical item ‘discuss’ does not 

take preposition ‘on’. 

(e) The arrangement of the senses is arbitrary. It is not clear why the word ‘wing’ 

has been given separate number from the other equivalents ‘A feather; a 

plume; a quill’. 

(f) The information on etymology in the entry is in no way helpful in knowing 

the meaning, and range of application of the words. For example, wajah 

(reason) is an Arabic borrowing which means face in Arabic while Istri (an 

iron) is a Hindi borrowing which means a woman in Hindi. Hence, the 

information on the origin of the word is irrelevant to Urdu speakers.  It has 

been found that foreign learners are not interested in etymology (cf. Stein 

2002). 

ii. grammatical information 
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(a) The Urdu language has post positions instead of prepositions. Hence, the 

abbreviation ‘prep. should be ‘postpn.’ (cf. Platts 1884). 

(b) The parts of speech of the headword as preposition, conjunction and 

adverb have been lumped together. Far from being helpful in getting 

syntactic information, it only adds to ambiguity. It is not clear when the 

head word is a preposition, an adverb, a conjunction or noun. 

Stylistic information 

The equivalent ‘pinion’ is an archaic word. It is used in literature only. Oxford 

Advanced Learner’s Dictionary and Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary 

do not list this meaning. Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English 3 rd 

edition has given this sense with the label ‘literary’. Webster’s New World 

College Dictionary also gives the meaning ‘the last bony section of a bird’s wing’ 

with the label ‘old poetical’. 

We can see that the information given is not only inadequate but also misleading. The user 

cannot be expected to find much help from the dictionary.  

Another entry ہاں  han is presented on the next page: 
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6.2.2:  The entry ہاں  (han) 

(CALUED) AUED 

(i)  ہاں  han (H. P) adv. (1) Yes; aye; (2) behold;  

beware; (3) truly; indeed (in the latter two 

senses, it is used in Persian) 

(i)  ہاں. (H) adv. Yes; aye 

 

Fig. 6.4. Entries on the Urdu word ‘han’ in CALUED & AUED 

Lexical Analysis 

(i) Semantic information 

a) There is no provision of sense discrimination in the entry in either CALUED 

or AUED. . 

b) CALUED states that in the latter two senses, it is used in Persian. If this be the 

case, there is no point in including it in an Urdu-English. Such dictionary is 

meant to include only those senses which are current in the Urdu language. 

c) Moreover,  the dictionaries do not contain the following well-known senses of 

the headword ہاں  han:  

  (i)   ہاں house.   وهاپنےماموںکےہاںگیا    woh apnay mamoon ky han gya 

                 (Translation):      He went to his uncle’s house.  

(ii) ہاں society.   ہمارےہاںلوگقطاربنانےکواہمنہيںسمجهتے hmaray han log qtaar 

banaanay ko ahm nheen smjhtay 
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         (Translation): In our society people do not realize the importance of  

                making a queue. 

(iii) ہاں assent, acceptance, approbation, approval, consent, permission,  

         Willingness.   عالمىمعاملاتميںبہتاہمیتركهتیہےامریكهكىہاںاورناں  amreeka ka han 

aur nan a’lmi mu’amlaat mein bahot ahmiyat rkhti hay.  

(Translation): American assent or refusal matters a lot in the world affairs.   

d)  information on the origin of the word is superfluous. 

Iannucci’s (1957) remark about major weakness of the bilingual dictionaries ‘even in the 

best dictionaries … meaning discrimination is very spotty’ hold for Urdu-English 

dictionaries as well. 

6.3. Proposed Format of an Entry in an Advanced Learner’s Urdu-English  Dictionary  

In the light of various schema proposed by eminent lexicographers such as Hass (1962), 

Zgusta (1971), Bartholomew and Schoenhals (1983), Sekaninova (1993), Laufer (1995), 

Haensch and Omenaca (2004), Warsch (2005), Laufer and Levitzky-Aviad (2006), the following 

format of an entry in an encoding dictionary is proposed:  

6.3.1. Head word: Orthographic form of the head word in Urdu script along with Variant 

spellings and forms of the headwords, e.g.  تلک & تک  ‘tak’ & talak’ (i.e. ‘up to, till’). 

6.3.2. Cross-reference: A word or symbol to refer the user to relevant information covered in 

other entries, such as irregular plurals and verbs. 
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6.3.3. Transliteration: Urdu orthography consists of an alphabet of 57 letters and 15 diacritic 

marks the use of which is optional (cf. Humayoun 2006). In the existing English-Urdu 

dictionaries, the headword is transliterated in Roman script which consists of 26 letters 

only. Interestingly, the Roman script does not adequately represent Urdu letters in many 

cases. Ahmad (2008) elaborates how the Roman script fails to represent the Urdu 

characters:  

i. There is no Roman letter to represent the following eight Urdu letters   ق   ,غ  ,ع  ,د ,ط ,ت, 

ء  & ڑ . The existing dictionaries use the Roman letter‘t’ for  ت sound which is, in fact, /t ̪/. 

sound. The letter ‘t’ represents the Urdu letter ٹ which is /ʈ/ sound in International 

Phonetic Alphabet. The letter is wrongly denoted by the Roman letter ط in the existing 

dictionaries. The IPA uses /t/ for it. The letters ق   ,غ  ,ع  ,د, ڑ  ء  &   are wrongly denoted 

by /d/, /a/, /q/, /r/ and /a/ instead of /d ̪/, /ʕ/, /ɣ/, /q/, /ɽ/ and / ə / respectively.   

ii. Similarly, letter ‘z’ is used to represent four Urdu letters  ظ , ض, ز,ذ. In fact, all the four 

letters yield the sound /z/. Consequently, the difference between Urdu words such as ظن 

(zan) i.e. ‘opinion’ vs. زن (zan) i.e. ‘woman’ is blurred.  

iii. The letter ‘s’ is used to represent three Urdu letters ث   ص  س&   . The three letters yield 

the same sound /s/, and  

iv. The letter ‘h’ is used to represent two Urdu letters  ح & ه .” Both the letters yield the same 

sound /h/.  

Because the Perso-Arabic script is used for Urdu as well as the indigenous 

languages of Pakistan, the pronunciation of the Urdu should be given in the Perso-Arabic 

script to overcome the discrepancy between the letters and the sound they yield. 
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6.3.4. Phonological Issues: Being non-native speakers of Urdu (in most cases) and English, 

Pakistani learners face many problems regarding the pronunciation of English 

translations since English is not characterized by a one- to-one correspondence between 

sounds and graphic symbols. It would be a great service to indicate the pronunciation in 

cases where the spellings of translation equivalent do not adequately express it. For 

example, ‘row’ - the translation equivalent of the word قطار‘qataar’ - will be pronounced 

as /rəu/. However, when pronounced as /rau/ it will be the translation equivalent of the 

word جهگڑا‘jhagRa’.  However, due to space constraints, the proposed dictionary cannot 

include the pronunciation of each translation equivalent. Even then, it is desirable to 

include the pronunciation of those words which pose problems to Pakistani learners. Such 

problem areas can be pinpointed with the help of a learner corpus. 

6.3.5. Part of speech: In many cases, the lexical items may behave in various ways and as such 

belong to different grammatical categories. For example, the Urdu lexical item ہاں ‘naan’ 

may be an interjection ‘yes’ or a noun ‘house’ & ‘society’ (cf. Noorulghaat). Similarly, 

the word  پاس ‘paas’ is a noun, a postposition and a verb. Also, the gender of a noun 

indicates its meanings, e.g. the Urdu lexical item اوقات ‘auqaat’ means ‘timings’ when 

masculine but ‘status’ when feminine.  

6.3.6. Equivalent(s): The task of identifying the range of meaning and the discrete senses of the 

headword in the target language is the core function of the bilingual dictionary. In a 

bilingual dictionary involving such different languages as Urdu and English, there is not 

only the problem of equivalence; syntactic considerations and collocational restrictions 

have to be taken care of. In order to establish equivalence between the lexical items of the 
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two languages a comparative analysis of the structures of the two languages becomes 

indispensable.  

Every language classifies reality in its own way by means of lexical units. An 

identical physical reality can be conceived in different ways by the speakers of different 

languages. For example, the word ‘friend’ means both سہیلى ‘sahailee’ and دوست‘dost’ in 

Urdu the difference between the two senses being the former is a feminine noun while the 

latter is a masculine noun. The difference is very significant. To confuse both senses may 

cost dear to the translator in the cultural milieu of Pakistan as it will offend many people. 

It is almost impossible to say  

*Ahmad and Salma are friends.  

As far as the access structure of dictionaries is concerned, attention must be paid to the 

difference between homonymy and polysemy. This decision may be taken on the basis of 

grammar, such as the grammatical categories to which they belong. The lexical item پر ‘par’ is 

treated like three different words, since they belong to different grammatical classes- noun, 

conjunction and preposition. It also happens that two identical nouns are distinguished on the 

basis of semantics. For instance, the translation equivalents of هار “haar”, are ‘defeat’ and 

‘garland’: 

 mein nay nasir kay liye haar khareeda (i) ميںنےناصرکےليےہارخريدا

I bought a garland for Nasir.  

 .Hizb-i-mukhalaf nay haar tasleem kar lee (ii) حزبمخالفنےہارتسليمكرلى

The opposition accepted its defeat.   

Derivatives and compounds will receive main entry status headings are listed in alphabetical 

order between two other headwords. 
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6.3.7.  Synonyms: It is a well-known fact there is ‘linguistic asymmetry’ or ‘divergent polysemy’ 

in the equivalent relation of the paired languages. The differentiation of meaning has 

always vexed the experts as well the compilers. According to Gouws (1990), “the 

presentation of an equivalent relation of divergence makes provision for a two-way 

distinction, i.e. semantic and lexical divergence. Semantic divergence represents the 

polysemous senses of the lemma-sign whereas lexical divergence presents target 

language synonyms.” For a clearer presentation of polysemous senses, the two types of 

divergence will have to be disambiguated in order to present the right relation between 

the lemma and the translation equivalents.   

It must be pointed out that the indication of synonyms in the target language helps the 

user to find variant possibilities of expression. For example, the translation equivalents 

     :khwaahish (noun) are synonyms خواہش

                  desire, wish, will, longing, craving, aspiration, yearning   

The user can choose any one of these appropriate to register.  

6.3.8.  Truncated Definition: Truncated definitions are added to the translations to explain 

several translations s/he needs for her/his use. For example, the Urdu word چهت‘cHat’ has 

two meanings in English. The two senses can be discriminated as under: 

  ceiling (نچلىجانب) ;roof (اوپركىجانب) :cHatچهت 

      The truncated definitions (اوپرىجانب) and (نچلىجانب) give the peculiar context like the 

example sentences. In fact, truncated definitions are a way of discriminating senses.   

6.3.9.   Pictorial illustrations: Gous (1994:61) as cited in Gangla (2001) argues that pictorial 

illustrations can be employed as a micro-structural type to enhance semantic 

disambiguation. They are another means to enhance sense disambiguation. It is often said 
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that ‘a picture is worth a thousand words’. In particular, they either supplement or 

substitute encyclopedic information in case of cultural items in dictionaries (Ahmad & 

Iqbal 2010). For example, the translation equivalents of the Urdu word سوئ ‘sooi’ are (i) 

needle (ii) hand of a watch and (iii) pointer in English. Learners can be helped to 

understand the equivalents with the help of pictures:

 

Figure:6.5. Pictorial illustration of the lexical item  word سوئ  

According to Al-Kasimi (1977), the use of pictorial illustrations should not be arbitrary or 

incidental. He lays down the following criteria for ideal pictorial illustrations: 

- compactness  (essentials) 

- fidelity (realistic)  

-  interpretability (within users’ comprehension ): (i) relevance (ii) simplicity (iii) 

preciseness (iv) completeness (v) clarity  

Gangla (2001) holds that ‘when words and pictures are functioning well together, there is little 

doubt that they give the reader better information than either one alone’.   
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Al-Kasimi (1977:100) states:  

i) Pictorial illustrations should possess more discriminable properties as well as when they 

have more control over the desired concept or over potentially competing concepts than 

do their verbal equivalents. 

ii) They should be used when the verbal equivalent requires an uneconomical number of 

words. 

iii) They should be used when verbal equivalents cannot show spatial or sequential 

relationships effectively.  

According to Ilson (1986:214), pictorial illustrations may be divided in three main groups:  

 pictures of individual items,  

 group illustrations and  

 composite illustrations.  

Pictures of individual items are single images (see ‘fountain’ in the OALD), or series of images 

(see ‘scarf’ in the LDOCE), which illustrate the meaning of a single word. Group and composite 

illustrations, on the other hand, are different means to illustrate two or more words together. In 

group illustrations we find pictures of related items, such as different types of containers (for 

instance, a tube and a barrel) under ‘container’ in the LDOCE. A composite illustration is a 

single picture representing a composite whole with labelled parts (see, for instance, ‘body’ in the 

LDOCE or ‘jacket’ in the OALD).  

6.3.10..  Grammar: Grammatical properties of the target language equivalents, in most cases, 

differ from those of the source language headwords (cf. Iqbal 1995). For example, the 

Urdu word acHaa may function as an adjective ‘good’ as well as an adverb ‘well’. A 
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Pakistani user finds it a real task to understand the difference and slips into confusing 

both:  

                                      Incorrect:      * Her table manners are not very well. 

                                        Incorrect:      *She paints good in oil colours.  

6.3.11.  Word-combinations: Fixed expressions, such as collocations and idioms pose 

considerable problems. For example, the translation equivalents of the word گہرا   ‘gehra’ 

will vary depending on the word with which it occurs: 

 gehri‘  گہرىنیند ,gehra rung’ fast colour‘ گہرارنگ  ;gehra pani’ deep water‘ گہراپانى  

neend’ sound sleep,  گہرىدهند* ‘gehri dhund’ dense fog. 

Note: Being an adjective the word گہراgehra inflects according to the gender of the noun which 

follows it- a characteristic feature of Urdu.   

The use of example sentences allows for more direct collocational information, in so far 

as it becomes part of the sentence itself. For example, in the sentence, ‘Oil floats on 

water’ it is clear that the lexical item ‘float’ occurs with inanimate things.  Further, 

learners need guidance on which words go with which word in the target language. For 

example, the translation equivalent of فيصله ‘faislah’ is ‘decision’ the collocations of 

which are ‘arrive at/come to/make/reach/take a decision’. 

As regards idioms, idioms the order of words is fixed in them but the sense is 

unpredictable from the individual words. It is customary to enter them under the first 

lexical word. In the above example, the idiom will be entered in the entry on the word 

‘baal’. Below are some of the cases which show how idioms are difficult to translate: 
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 nau do gyarh hona (i.e. to take to heels) literally means [nine + two      نودوگيارههونا  -

+eleven +become]; 

 +Allah ko pyara ho jana (i.e. ‘to pass away’)  literally means [to  اهللا كوپياراهوجا نا -

become+  dear+ to Allah].  

 baal ke kHaal utarna (i.e. ‘to split hair) literally means [to remove the   بالكىكهالاتارنا  -

hide of the hair]. 

6.3.12.    Usage labels and notes The use of labels prevents the users from using the lexical items 

in an inappropriate context which may cause embarrassment. For example, the lexical 

item گولى‘goli’ means ‘tablet’ as well as ‘pill’ in medicine, marble (game), candy, steel 

balls (bicycles), ‘bullet’ in war and pellet. The indication of usage restrictions helps the 

users to use a word or lexical item in an appropriate manner and hence a useful feature 

for encoding purposes. Learner’s dictionaries make frequent of labels to help learners get 

of idea about the field of application. For example, the labels used in the LDOCE-3 

include formal, humorous, informal, biblical, dialect, law, literary, old-fashioned, old use, 

slang, poetic, spoken, taboo and technical trademark. In a bilingual dictionary for 

production, labels serve a very important purpose.  They show the status of the translation 

word in the target language. Pakistani users need usage notes on the Urdu headword (L2) 

as well as the translation equivalents (L3). 

6.3.13   .  American vs. British variants American and British Englishes are chief varieties of 

English. In many instances the differences in the form and the behaviour of the words are 

significant. Below are examples of the differences between the two varieties. In these 

examples, American variants follow the British ones: 

 Variant pronunciation:   
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                 asthma / æsmə- æzmə /, missile / misail - misl /, vase  /  va:z - vei:s;veiz /  

Variant lexical item: 

/faabtonn soccer, bonnet/hood, saloon/sedan, cooker/stove, undertaker/mortician,  

trousers/pants, chemist/druggist, flyover/overpass, shop/store, flat/apartment, 

lift/elevator , biscuit/cookie; ringroad/beltway, motorway/freeway, petrol/gasoline 

etc.  

Telling date and time            

 UK  11/09/2001 US 09/11/2008 

UK  five to seven    US  five of seven  

UK  five past seven    US  five after seven 

Variant spellings: 

 Some words in British English end in -ue, but in American English -ue is 

dropped, e.g. dialogue/dialog, catalogue/catalog   

 Many words in American English have in -o, in British English have -ou, 

e.g.  mould/mold, honour/honor etc. 

 A number of words in American English end in -er, in British English end 

in -re, e.g. centre /center, metre /meter, etc.  

 Some more instances e.g. chech/cheque, sulfur/sulphur, plow/plough, 

tyre/tire etc. 

6.3.14.   Example Sentences: The use of verbal illustrations is one of the key features of 

learner’s dictionaries. Toope (1996) claims that “in general, the translation of a 

source language example demonstrates the collocational, stylistic, syntactic, 
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morphological, cultural and semantic characteristics of the target language 

equivalent to the same extent as the source language example does for the 

lemma.”  

             The use of verbal illustrations has been found to be a very useful tool to 

disambiguate the different senses (cf. Toope 1996). An example sentence (or 

phrase) illustrates the use of a lexical item defined or translated. The example 

sentences in a bilingual dictionary comprise the source language (SL) and target 

language (TL) halves. The function of the example sentences is to show how the 

entry word can be employed in context. In addition to distinguishing different 

senses, they are a means of specifying semantic nuances and demonstrating the 

lemma’s range of application (cf. Zgusta: 1971). They help illustrate the syntactic 

and morphological features of the translation equivalents.  

The difference between the two different senses of تيرنا ‘tairna’ has been illustrated with 

the help of the example sentences given below: 

 .teil paani par tairta hay  تيلپانىپرتيرتاهے .tairna (i) float   تيرنا                

  (Translation) Oil floats on water.  

             (v) swim. مجهےتيرناپسندهے mujhay tairna pasand hay. 

  (Translation) I like swimming. 

The above example sentences show that  

a) ‘floating’ excludes the sense of effort while ‘swimming’ does imply that one has 

to exert power in order to swim.  

b) Also, that the present participle requires the doubling of the last letter as it is a 

stressed syllable.  
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Unlike the past when the lexicographers relied on their intuition and linguistic knowledge 

to select the translation equivalents and to construct example sentences, it is possible to 

use corpus data to select genuine examples (see 5.2.1.2). The innovation was introduced 

in COBUILD.  It is, however, necessary to make it clear that corpus examples also have 

loop ends as they may contain irrelevant information or may not illustrate the meaning, 

syntax and style in an effective manner and lead to oddities. Also, they are subject to the 

compilers’ bias. Last but not least, they may contain vocabulary that learners may not 

know. Hence corpus evidence must be supplemented by the editorial judgement in order 

to overcome the bias of the compilers of the corpus and make the examples appropriate 

as well as tidy so that that they can meet the competence and needs of learners.   In short, 

the motto of the lexicographers should be 'corpus based, but not corpus bound' (cf. 

Summers: 1995).             

6.3.15. Encyclopaedic notes: Some lexical items such as the names of cultural items cannot be 

translated. Such items are just taken into the target language in their original form and the 

corresponding explanation is given in the target language. To take an example:  

 ta’zia (n. m): A model of the tomb of Hazrat Imam Hussain, the grandson of theتعزيه

Prophet of Islam (peace be upon him), carried in a procession by the Muslims of the 

Shi’a sect to observe his martyrdom.”   

Here is an example entry from the Power Advanced Learner’s Urdu-English dictionary 

(PALUED): 
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PALUED ڀر  par 

Noun 

(i) wing: اگرچهشترمرغكےپرهوتےهیںمگرپهربهىاڑنهیںسکتا Although the ostrich has 

wings, it cannot fly. (ii) quill كےپر دم  the quills on the tail (3) feather: 

 the feathers on the breast of the bird (4) پرندےكى چهاتىكےپر

plume:موركےسرپرپروںکاتاجهوتاهے The pea-cock has a crest of  plumes on its 

head. 

      

Conjunction 

yet, still, however, but: ںنےسمجهایاپروهنهماناما  Mother tried to persuade him  

yet/still/ however/but he did not pay heed to her imploration. . 

Preposition:  

(1) on: كتا بميزپرهے The book is on the table. (2)  at: ؟دروازےپركونهے Who is 

at the door?  (3) in: درخت پركوئپرندهنهیںThere is no bird in the tree.  (4) by: 

؟کیاتمبسپرشہرجاتےهو  Do you go to the city by bus? (4) upon:  همخوراککےلۓ 

 میزپربلبالٹک:We depend upon plants for food. (5)  overپودوںپرانحصارکرتےهیں

 Let’s discuss آؤمہنگائپربحثکریں A bulb hung over the table.(vii) xرهاتها

dearness. 

 

Fig. 6.6. An Entry from Power Advanced Learner’s Urdu-English dictionary (PALUED).  
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 For real examples from Collins –Robert German-English Dictionary and Collins French-

English Dictionary, see 6.2.3. Both these dictionaries have been on sound principles by expert 

lexicographers. The macro- and micro-structures of these dictionaries can serve as a good model 

for an Urdu-English dictionary as one of the languages involved in these dictionaries is English.      
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Chapter VII                     

ENCODING REFERENCE WORKS 

The language needs of the EFL learners in encoding activities are varied (see chapter IV). 

No single reference work, including an L1-L2 dictionary, can meet all these needs. Awareness of 

various types of dictionary and their suitability for different kinds of linguistic activity helps 

users to select the right dictionary (cf. Nesi 1999 & Hartmann 2001). 

In this chapter, such works of reference have been discussed as have been designed to 

cater for the encoding needs of the EFL learners, besides L1-L2 dictionaries which have been 

discussed in the previous chapters in detail. Such works fall into the following categories: 

i. Thematic (concept-based) reference works  

ii. Monolingual Learner’s dictionaries 

7.1 THEMATIC REFERENCE WORKS 

The foremost feature of the thematic reference works is that they are organized in a 

meaning-based way. They are onomasiological in nature. The users have an idea in their mind. 

They need a lexical item which best expresses that idea. McArthur (1998) maintains the thematic 

formats had once been the primary means of managing lexical and encyclopedic information in 

all cultures, whether they used alphabetic, syllabic, ideographic, or hybrid writing systems. He 

asserts that the worlds of reference were thematic long before they were alphabetic and might 

well become so again - as the development of menu-driven electronic procedures in the in the 

1980s has amply demonstrated. In order to show the broad options - in terms of macro-
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lexicography of secular reference books - McArthur (1986) has drawn the following ‘reference 

rectangle’: 

   the ‘encyclopedic’ option                      the ‘wordbook’ option 

               producing artifacts that                          producing artifacts that handle        

               handle ‘things in the world’                   words,etc., marshalled for ‘easy’  

               marshalled for ‘easy’ reference             reference      

                                                                                                                                                                     

  

 

              

     the thematic option                                    the alphabetic option 

               formats which present                               formats which present  

               information of any kind                            information of any kind   

               via themes, classes, topics,                        via the alphabet as an       

               contents lists, menus, etc.                          invariant series 

                           (Fig.7.1)  ‘The Reference Rectangle’ by McArthur (1986) 

 

It must be pointed out that the reference triangle is too general to include a wide range of 

reference. However, the ‘reference rectangle’ itself needs revision because electronic dictionaries 

include features of more than one format. The trial dictionary created by Laufer & Levitzky-

Aviad (2006) included features of the alphabet as well as thematic formats.   
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As far as thematic format is concerned such works include thesauri, dictionaries of 

synonyms, Longman Lexicon (1981), Longman Language Activator (1993), Longman Essential 

Activator (1993), Cambridge Word Routes (1994), Oxford Learner’s Word Finder Dictionary 

(1997), dictionaries of collocations and dictionaries of idioms. All of them, except Cambridge 

Routes, are monolingual reference works.   

7.1.1. Thesauri 

A thesaurus works on the assumption that the user is already familiar with the word in 

question and therefore does not give its meaning, but offers other words with similar meaning or 

implication. This list of ‘other words’ comes in useful when a learner sits down to write 

something, and literally speaking, finds himself at a ‘loss for words’. Richards (1946) states: 

“We often have word troubles. The idea is clear in our minds. We know well 

enough that other words we try will not do. They are poor substitutes. They do 

not have the punch or have too much. They are too flat or too showy, too kind or 

too cruel. But the word which fills the bill would not come, we reach for a 

thesaurus.” 

All the user has to do is to identify a word closest in meaning to what s/he wants and a thesaurus 

shows him a number of words that could serve as valid options.  

McArthur (1986) states that 

“A thesaurus images in some measure the working of his brain when, having his 

idea (corresponding to a thesaurus head), he mentally scans his stock of words 

(corresponding to the vocabulary of a thesaurus) for the right expression. It is the 

counterpart of the thesaurus we all carry in our memories in which mentally we 

track down a word.”  
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7.1.1.1 Roget’s Thesaurus of English Words and Phrases (1852)  

Peter Mark Roget (1779-1869) was known as a brilliant physician. He founded the 

Society for the Diffusion of Knowledge. He wrote for the Encyclopedia Britannica on a variety 

of subjects. He dabbled in mnemonics, astronomy, entomology, geography and botany. The 

ideas of the Thesaurus came as he listed words in the way the botanists classified plants and their 

families. He set out to make ‘a collection of words…arranged not in an alphabetical order, as 

they are in a dictionary, but according to ideas which they express’. The object of the Thesaurus 

is: “The idea being given, to find the word or words by which that idea may be most fitly and 

aptly expressed” (Roget 1852).  

The format of the Thesaurus is thematic as it provides a list of words classified according 

to their meaning. The function of the Thesaurus is to facilitate the precise expression of the 

ideas; it encourages the exploration of shades of meaning.  In the introduction the compiler 

maintains that the Thesaurus furnishes on “every topic a copious store of words and phrases, 

adapted to express all the recognizable shades and modifications of the general idea under which 

those words and phrases are arranged”. 

Roget’s Thesaurus is organized under six “Classes” - Abstract Relations, Space, Matter, 

Intellect, Volition and Affection- which are specified under 990 heads. Each head is further 

subdivided into nouns, verbs and adjectives, and there are cross references to other related or 

relevant heads.  These lists of related words are intended to cover all areas of knowledge. Roget 

devised them to represent a breakdown of knowledge. Within these lists are placed words or 

phrases of related meanings; the words themselves are clustered into tiny groups of almost 

synonymous meanings.  
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In order to ensure the ease of access, an index, which was added in the second edition 

(McArthur: 1998), indicates every page reference for a word or phrase and gives the various 

meanings the word may have in different contexts.  Here all the words of the first section are 

listed in an alphabetical order showing the exact place where they appear. Within each entry, 

each word is further broken into its various meanings, with reference to the subcategory in the 

text proper. When the thought is clear, but the word is missing, the index functions as a guide. 

The index occupies almost half of the book.  

The Thesaurus does not contain definitions. Thus, it is better suited to the needs of the 

native users in that it provides long lists of synonyms which are not necessarily interchangeable 

due to various factors, such as level of usage, appropriateness, or the grammatical or syntactic 

contexts. McArthur (1986) states that ‘Roget’s Thesaurus requires of its users to (a) know the 

meanings of the words when he or she finds them (b) discriminate between the various senses of 

the words (c) know the derivatives and compounds’. The non-native users may not have the 

necessary competence to cope with such niceties as polysemy, grammatical behaviour, 

collocations, usage restrictions, pronunciation, word formation, etc. As a result, the use of 

thesauri may be difficult if not impossible for them.  

7.1.2 Dictionaries of Synonyms 

A dictionary of synonyms also belongs in thematic mode; hence an onomasiological 

work aimed at expressing a given concept. Urdang (1982) maintains that a dictionary of 

synonyms allows the users:  

                        (i) to add variety to their writing, and 

            (ii) to select alternative ways of expressing themselves. 
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As the name suggests, a dictionary of synonyms provides a list of synonyms, and not 

definitions.  In its narrowest sense, a synonym is a word or a phrase that is perfectly substitutable 

in a context for another word or phrase. However, there is no such thing as a true synonym. The 

reason is that no two words or phrases behave alike in their denotation (meaning), connotation, 

frequency, familiarity, and appropriateness, etc. Linguists have long noted the economy of 

language, which suggests that no language permits a perfect fit, in all respects, between any two 

words or phrases (Urdang :1991).  

To understand this, it is important to recognize the difference between denotation which 

is the meaning in a given context for most speakers of the language, and connotation which is the 

meaning of a word in a given context together with its association. Thus a denotation of the 

lexical item ‘home’ is ‘where a person resides’; the connotation of ‘home’ may include such 

emotional overtones as ‘warmth, comfort, affection, good food’. Its synonym is devoid of these 

emotional overtones. Therefore, one must be careful in selecting a ‘synonym’ for a word, 

because in addition to providing a variety of expression, the synonym must also be appropriate to 

the writing activity one is engaged in. Another factor which accounts for the fact that synonyms 

are not always interchangeable is that language functions at different levels, some more formal, 

others less formal. For example, ‘residence’ is a synonym for ‘home’ in a formal context, but in 

less formal writing it would be out of place (Urdang :1982). In the same vein, the Urdu lexical 

items مرنا ‘marna’ (to die) and وفات پانا  ‘wafaat pana’ (to pass away) are synonyms. However, the 

former lexical item is used for common persons whereas the latter lexical item is used in 

reference to dignitaries. Thirdly, many words in the language have a great many senses, some of 

them quite different from others. For example, ‘curious’ can mean either ‘inquisitive, prying’, or 

‘odd, peculiar’, depending on how it is used. In some uses, its meaning can be ambiguous. In the 
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sentence ‘A squirrel is a curious animal’ the meaning could be either ‘inquisitive’ or ‘odd’. The 

user must keep it in mind that not all the words given in the given list of synonyms behave 

exactly the same way in the sentence.. 

7.1.3. The Longman Lexicon of Contemporary English (1981) 

McArthur (1998) maintains that the Longman Lexicon of Contemporary English (1981) is 

a wordbook that is “primarily thematic but with alphabetic, numeric, and graphic elements.” He 

adds that it brings together words with related meanings and lists them in sets with definitions, 

examples, and illustrations so that the user can see the similarities and differences between them. 

It thus becomes at once a thesaurus, a dictionary of synonyms and, in places, a picture dictionary.  

It is worth mentioning that the Lexicon contains definitions and other useful linguistic 

information and thus avoids the problem with meaning which characterize Roget’s Thesaurus or 

dictionaries of synonyms by including definitions, usage labels, and semantic feature networks.  

Moreover, the index has pronunciation indicated by a standard phonemic transcription and the 

item entries are all grammatically coded.    

The bottom level of word sense clustering in The Lexicon consists of sets of semantically 

related words which need not be synonyms. For example, the set D172 (baths and showers) 

contains nouns such as bath, shave, shower. It combines the entry format of Longman Dictionary 

of Current English (see 7.2.1.1), which provides detailed syntactic information (in the form of 

grammar codes) with the semantic structure of a thesaurus.  

Michiels and Moulin (1983) maintain that the Lexicon is a spin-off of Longman 

Dictionary of Contemporary English. As in LDOCE, in the Lexicon, the compilers had to rely on 

too much on paraphrase in their fascination for basic defining vocabulary of 2000 words, 
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yielding definitions which may not be precise. In order to retrieve the required information, the 

learner has to perform two operations: first index, then subsection. Given the reference skills of 

the foreign learners (see chapter V), this is quite a task. The problem of accessing the right entry 

involves extra labour on the part of the user.  Unlike the regular L1-L2 dictionaries where the 

user just goes to L1 headwords and the translations of those words are given, the user has to go 

first to the Key Word which (s)he thinks is appropriate. Out of the several meanings given there, 

(s/he then chooses the one close to her/his idea, and then goes to that section. If the Key word the 

user first thought of does not work (as in case of non-native learner), the remaining part of the 

search becomes a wild goose chase.     

A number of reference works bear a family resemblance with the Lexicon illustrating the 

‘intermittent vigour’ of thematic mode (cf. McArthur 1998). Some of these works are mentioned 

below. 

7.1.4  Word Route Series  

Cambridge Word Routes and Word Selectors are a range of unique bilingual reference 

books in which words and phrases are organised in topic groups. The learner's own language 

(Greek/French/Spanish) is used in all explanations, making the information easy to use. The use 

of learner’s mother tongue has been made to help the user locate and comprehend the 

information provided in an easy manner. The main contents include: 1) 450 word groups, 

organised by topic and meaning; 2) Language for Communication: 48 sections on conversational 

phrases; 3) English index with IPA pronunciations; 4) Index of Greek/French/Spanish 

translations. Word Route is, in fact, a bilingualized thesaurus in which all metalanguage is 

exclusively non-English.  
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7.1.5  The Longman Language Activator  ( 1993)  

The Longman Language Activator is a topical dictionary. It takes the user from a key 

word or basic idea and shows her/her more related words or phrases with information on register, 

context and grammar structures. ‘Angry’ for example, includes groups of words meaning feeling 

angry- (angry, mad, annoyed, be in a temper, etc.) feeling extremely angry (irate, furious, 

seething, etc), angry because you think something is wrong or unfair (indignant, be up in arms, 

resent in a huff, etc.) and so on - a total of 68 meanings divided into 11 sub-sections under the 

single concept of ‘angry’. The ideas are grouped into 1052 semantic concepts called Key Words 

to help the user find the expressions only from meaning. Its reduced version ‘The Longman 

Essential Activator’ was published in 1997 in which the headword list is much shorter (less than 

40% of the vocabulary that is covered in the original book). However, the guidance on the choice 

and use of words is more explicit. Consequently, its tone has become overtly prescriptive.  

The Activator is a monolingual dictionary which uses L2 as the source as well as the target 

languages. It makes it difficult for the non-native users to use it in a satisfactory manner.   

Tomioka (2007) found the following problems with Activator's look-up system:  

i. It is tremendously difficult for students to find what they want in this dictionary 

unless their semantic association or grouping has to be exactly the same as Longman 

researchers'. And yet their categorization is not necessarily consistent.  

ii. There are some very language specific associations the students make.  

iii. The users sometimes need to know the exact word to get to the expressions, which 

spoils the purpose of the dictionary.  

iv. Even if the users know words very close to the meaning, this look-up system 

sometimes fails to lead the user to the expressions.  
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Tomioka (2007) admits that The Longman Language Activator (1993) is ‘a nice 

dictionary’. The difficulties of consultation can be overcome with proper 

dictionary training.  

7.1.6   Oxford Learners’ Wordfinder Dictionary (1997) 

Oxford Learner’s Wordfinder Dictionary (1997) is a resource book which starts from 

ideas and guides the students to the words needed to express them. It groups vocabulary around 

640 key words. It shows related words by meaning and use: synonyms, opposites, derivatives, 

the verbs that go with the nouns, etc. It gives words needed to talk about a particular subject. It 

aims to help with structures and linguistic problems. It provides areas such as ‘everyday life’, 

‘where you live’, ‘the law and crime’ etc which suggest a frame work for systematic vocabulary 

expansion.  

Some of its main features are: (i) whole-sentence definitions that echo COBUILD. (ii) 

the presentation of new lexical material through association with the headwords in question: thus 

the set ‘hand/arm’ has not only labelled anatomical diagrams of the hand and arm, but adds such 

reverse defining statements as ‘ top part of finger: fingertip’. This definition is comparable to 

rolling definition. The point of entry in a word-finder is just such a property and items sharing 

this property are listed – say, exclamations of grief, verbs taking two objects, words in English 

relating to ‘horse’ (mare, colt, filly, pony, neigh, pack, mane, etc.), and so forth. Its major 

weakness is that there is no index, which makes the dictionary inconvenient for spot checking. 

Moreover, the metalanguage is the target language which may be beyond the competence of 

learners. 
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7.1.7 The Random House Word Menu (1992/7)   

The 1997 cover statement calls it ‘The revolutionary reference book that organizes 

language by subject matter, the way we understand and use it’. The Word Menu, like the 

Lexicon, has semantic fields as well an index. Unlike the Lexicon, its lexical sets are A-to-Z lists 

of words and definitions, without further structuring. The dictionary is meant to help in finding 

the lexical item suitable to the subject-matter. The use of the target language as metalanguage 

may make the loo-up process difficult.  

7.2. MONOLINGUAL REFERENCE WORKS  

7.2.1. EFL dictionaries 

The compilers of EFL dictionaries claim that their product is meant to meet the passive as well 

active linguistic need of the users (cf. the blubs of Longman Dictionary of Contemporary 

English, Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, and Cambridge Advanced Learner’s 

Dictionary). The EFL dictionaries try to achieve these objectives through the macro- and micro-

features. They mention several features of a learner’s dictionary such as the use of controlled 

vocabulary, the indication of grammatical behaviour (s) of lexical items in term of word-class 

membership, irregular forms, countability, inflections, occurrence patterns and collocations, etc., 

the use of verbal as well as pictorial illustrations, usage notes and/or usage labels etc, and the 

indication of pronunciation in specially devised alphabet, called International Phonetic Alphabet 

(IPA).  

 An entry from LDOCE-3 is reproduced below with alterations to elaborate the point. 
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7.2.1.1 The entry face1 /feis/ n [C] from LDOCE-3 

<FRONT OF YOUR HEAD> the front part of the head from the 

chin to the forehead: She has such pretty face. Bob’s face was 

covered in cuts and bruises. [ a sea of faces] (a lot of faces seen 

together). The principal looked down from the platform at the sea 

of faces. See picture at HEAD. 

Face2 v [T]  

1 > DIFFICULT SITUATION< if you face a difficult situation or 

it faces you, you must deal with it: The President faces the difficult 

task of putting the economy back on its feet.  McManus is facing 

the biggest challenge of his career. be faced with/by I was faced 

with the awful job of breaking the news to the girl’s family.   

The picture at HEAD is reproduced below:  

  

Fig.7.2 Picture of face at HEAD in LDOCE-3 
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The same dictionary gives alternative spellings of the headwords, For 

example, ‘colour’ is BrE while ‘color’ is AmE.  Both regular and irregular plurals 

of ‘mouse’ are given: ‘mice (a small animal) and ‘mouses’ (a computer tool).  

In the above entry, the definitions make clear the concept of the object and 

action denoted by the headword. The picture complements the definition by 

clarifying the object. The metalanguage ensures the user’s exposure to the target 

language. The realization that the headword is a homograph alerts the user about 

the fact that the headword is a multiple status. These features are likely to aid in 

comprehension.  

There are other features which help in production activities. These 

include: pronunciation, syntactic information e.g. part of speech i.e. noun and 

verb, count/non-count contrast and transitive/intransitive feature, collocations, 

example sentences and pictorial illustration. Further, understanding meaning itself 

is a precondition for production activities. A user having appropriate reference 

skills comes to know that the headword will take an indefinite article when used 

as a noun. Further, it is followed by the prepositions ‘by/with’ in the passive 

voice. 

However, being monolingual, an FL dictionary is of limited use. 

Information on pronunciation and grammar is couched in the target language 

which rquires a fair level of competency to wade through. S/h may find it difficult 

to decode IPA. Even if the user happens to know the L2 lexical item, s/he may 

need additional information such as grammar and grammar, etc. Especially in text 
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production, it will prove to be of little help when a learner has to start from an L1 

word. (cf. Scholfield 1982 & 1995) 

7.2.2. Dictionaries of Collocations   

Collocation is the habitual co-occurrence of words. For example, we speak the truth but tell a lie. 

Similarly the speakers say strong wind but heavy rain. To say otherwise would not be normal. 

Collocations are vital to communicative competence in a language as they run through the whole 

language. No piece of natural spoken or written language is free from collocation. Moreover, 

collocations determine the precise meaning of a lexical item. To combine them correctly in 

productive use requires considerable degree of competence with the language. To the learners 

these considerations pose much difficulty. A speaker who talks about *’strong rain’ may make 

himself understood, but not without provoking a smile or a correction. One of the many 

interesting findings of the COBUILD project was that different forms of a word often behave in 

different ways, taking their own set of collocates and expressing different shades of meaning 

(Sinclair, 1991). 

Collocation of words in a language can be arranged on a cline from totally free to totally 

fixed and idiomatic. ‘See a man/car/book’ are examples of free collocations whereas ‘an 

Achilles’ heel’ is not only fixed in form, it also does not have a clue to it meaning: ‘to have 

vulnerable point’. Between these two extremes, there is a whole range of nouns that take the verb 

‘see’ in a way that is neither totally predictable nor totally opaque as to meaning. These run from 

‘weak’ collocations ‘see a film’ to through the ‘medium strength’ ‘see a doctor’ to the ‘stronger’ 

collocations of ‘see danger/reason/the point’.    
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A dictionary of collocations is also an onomasological reference work. It is another useful 

aid to writing because of its design features. It ‘pre-digests’ a lot of grammar involved. For 

example, at the entry for baby, the collocation ‘be teething’ indicates that the verb is always used 

in the progressive tenses. 

  

An entry from ‘Oxford Collocations Dictionary for students of English (2002) 

Looking up the entry for ‘power’ in Oxford Collocations Dictionary for students of 

English (2002) and skimming down to the verbs section (s)he gets the following choice:  

[come to / rise / assume / seize / take / restore sb to / return sb to / have / hold / 

share / exercise / use / wield / confer / give sb / grant sb / give up / relinquish / 

renounce / renounce / delegate / devolve ] + power    

The user can choose the most appropriate verb, the one that expresses most exactly what (s) he 

wants to say or write about. 

The BBI Combinatory Dictionary of English (1986) compiled by Benson, Benson and Ilson 

gives ‘essential grammatical and lexical recurrent combinations, often called collocation’. For 

example, the user can look up which verbs are used with which nouns e.g. ‘hatch a conspiracy’, 

‘administer an oath’ etc. Examples of lexical collocations include ‘warm (not *‘hot) regards’, 

‘best (not *good) regards’, ‘strong (not *mighty) tea’ etc. 

For all its merits, a dictionary of collocation does not define or discriminate the sense(s). 

For example, the BBI Combinatory dictionary informs the user that ‘reprieve’ is a noun and goes 

with verbs  (1) ‘to give, grant a ~’ (2) ‘to get, receive a ~’ and precedes ‘from’. From Oxford 

Collocations dictionary for students of English the user comes to know that ‘‘reprieve’ is  noun 

which can go with the (1) adjectives ‘temporary, last-minute’, (2) verbs ‘earn’, ‘gain’ get’ ‘win’ 
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‘give sb./sth.’ ‘grant (sb./sth) (c) preposition ‘~ from’. What the learners do not find is the 

definition of the word ‘reprieve’. They may not know the meaning in advance. As a result, they 

may not be in a position to initiate the search. 

7.2.3 Dictionaries of Idioms 

An idiom is a multiword expression and a special kind of collocations. In most cases the 

form of an idiom is regular but meaning is unpredictable as they have no association with the 

original meanings of the individual words. A dictionary of idioms is certainly an aid to 

production of texts. Again, it is the native speaker who can make the most of such a dictionary. 

One of the main difficulties for EFL learners is knowing in which situations it is correct to use an 

idiom. An out of place idiom will certainly cause embarrassment.  Seidl and McMordie (1991) 

give a word of caution to the EFL learners: it is “extremely unwise to translate idioms into or 

from one’s native language as the result may be ‘utterly bewildering to the English native 

speaker.”   

In order for the user to benefit from such a work, s/he has to have a considerable 

linguistic competence in the target language i.e. English in the present case. Given the fact that 

the user starts from an L2 word and wades through the L2 text, if learners happen not to know 

the L2 word in advance in situations such as L1-L2 translation, it will be difficult, and even 

impossible, for them to start the search. Also, s/he must possess good dictionary reference skills. 

As we saw in chapter II, the reference skills of the category of users in the present study are far 

from being satisfactory. It necessitates the imparting of the dictionary skills so that the users are 

able to make the fullest use of the wealth of information contained in various kinds of reference 

works.    
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Chapter VIII 

CONCLUSION  

The present study investigated the design features of an Urdu - English dictionary for 

advanced learners of English in Pakistan. The issue was addressed from two main aspects: the 

language needs of the target users, and the dictionary reference skills of this category of users. 

The needs analysis showed that the language needs of the users are varied. In order for an Urdu-

English dictionary to meet these needs it must contain information on the semantic, syntactic, 

morphological, phonological, stylistic and pragmatic aspects of the translation equivalent of the 

Urdu headword. Moreover, the information must be contained in such a manner as can be 

retrieved with an economy of effort. The results of the dictionary research test revealed that 

however good the design features may be, it is vital for the target users to possess adequate 

dictionary reference skills to benefit from the dictionary. Hartmann (2001) states: 

“The human demand for information is extremely potent and diverse, but it can be 

satisfied if the search strategies are appropriate to the task, or to put the other way 

round, reference needs cannot be met if the proper skills are absent.” 

8.1. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The inability of the participants to make proper use of the information contained in the 

PALUED and the CALUED is worrying. It bespeaks of the poor dictionary reference skills on 

the part of the target users. The situation needs to be rectified so that the pains taken by the 

compilers do not fizzle out. In order to inculcate proper dictionary skills among the target users 

the following measures are recommended: 
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i. The college teachers should be made aware of the usefulness of the dictionary as a 

pedagogical tool. The awareness can play a pivotal role in helping the dictionary 

users increase their vocabulary which is central to language learning. Teachers 

must be made to realize that vocabulary can sustain a great deal of rudimentary 

communication without much support from other aspects of the language system. 

On the other hand, no amount of grammatical or other type of linguistic 

knowledge can be employed in communication or discourse without the 

mediation of vocabulary. 

ii. The college teachers should be made aware of the various reference works 

available for different decoding and encoding activities – reading, listening, 

writing, listening and translating from and into the target language. During 

informal interviews with the college teachers of Urdu and English, the present 

researcher noted that they did not know that reference works such as thesauri, 

dictionaries of synonyms, and dictionaries of collocation existed at all, not to 

speak of knowing the purpose for which they are used or knowing how to use 

these reference works. In order to impart such awareness, special workshops 

should be held at colleges during the summer and winter holidays. The learning 

outcomes of the workshops should have a bearing on the promotion of the 

teachers.  

iii. In order to inculcate the dictionary habits among the college students, they should 

be provided dictionaries - monolingual, bilingual and electronic ones. The 

Government of the Punjab spent huge money on providing laptops and solar 

panels to the students during the years 2010-2012 on purely merit basis. A 
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dictionary is also good prize. Such a measure will give a boost to the publishing 

of dictionaries as it will increase the market greatly.  

iv. Poorab Academy, Islamabad has readiness to publish the proposed dictionary. 

The publishing houses like the Oxford University Press should also launch 

projects aimed at investigating various aspects of the dictionary use in order to 

improve the existing dictionaries. The Sang-e-Meel Publications has spent huge 

money on publishing the 19th century Urdu-English dictionaries written by the 

Orientalists. The move is, no doubt, appreciable. Yet it must consider the option 

of introducing a learner’s Urdu-English dictionary to meet the needs of the 

present day users. Centre for research in Urdu Language Processing (CRULP) 

which has prepared an Urdu corpus, should consider publishing the proposed 

dictionary.  

v. National Language Authority [renamed National Language Promotion 

Department in 2012] was established with the sole purpose of promoting the Urdu 

language. It should allocate funds to publish the proposed advanced learner’s 

Urdu-English dictionary. During his meeting with the researcher in 2009, the then 

Chairman Mr. Iftikhar Arif, showed great interest in the project aimed at 

preparing an advanced learner’s Urdu-English dictionary based on the present 

study. To all appearances, his retirement resulted in shelving the project. 

vi. In order to inculcate dictionary habits among the EFL learners in Pakistan, the use 

of dictionaries at schools and colleges should be made an integral part of the 

syllabus. Home assignments should be given to the students form the dictionaries 

so that they realize the real worth of the dictionaries in the language learning. 
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vii. The dictionaries should include user’s guides in the front matter of the 

dictionaries in order to help the users understand how to hunt for the lexical need 

on which they need information and to follow the abbreviations and symbols, etc. 

The current practice to highlight the selling points of the dictionaries on the front 

matter does no good.  

viii. Improving the information structure of the existing dictionary is long since 

overdue. The practice of bringing out the outdated editions of the dictionaries 

with no date of publishing being given should be abandoned. The strong point of 

the dictionary should be its design features, and not the names of the publisher or 

the publishing house. The publishing of the advanced learner’s English-Urdu 

dictionary is a case in point. Its compilation took almost ten tedious years. The 

renowned Urdu scholar Shan-ul-Haqqi, the late, put his heart and soul in its 

preparation. 

ix. The Universities should promote not only research on dictionaries but also their 

compilation in the light of such research. Bahauddin Zakariya University has 

taken a brave initiative. A number of research projects are near completion 

through the auspices of the Higher Education Commission at the Bahauddin 

Zakariya University. The University should allocate funds to publish the 

dictionaries proposed in the different research projects. 

x. The proposed dictionary should be based on an extensive representative sample of 

texts of contemporary Pakistani Urdu. The term ‘contemporary Pakistani Urdu’ 

may be loosely defined as the form of Urdu used across the country which is 

written or spoken after independence up to the present time. The plan of the 
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Corpus of Contemporary Pakistani Urdu (CCPU) is to reflect the reality of the 

Urdu language in order to determine how Urdu is used. The proposed corpus will 

cover regional varieties as well which are reflected in media.  It is hoped that such 

a corpus can be a rich resource for researchers to explore, compare and learn 

about the present Contemporary Pakistani Urdu with its new vocabulary and its 

different regional varieties. The CCPU must grow constantly to reflect the 

changes occurring both in language and society. With the passage of time it will 

become diachronic corpora as it will represent the language used across 

generations. It will be used to locate the new words and phrases– coined as well 

as borrowed and to track variations in their use and meanings along with the 

indication of usage restrictions. In Pakistani context corpora can be used to 

compile both monolingual and bilingual dictionaries as well as dictionaries of 

technical and scientific terms, spellings, synonyms, antonyms, collocations, 

idioms, and many others.  

8.2 SHORTCOMINGS OF THE THESIS 

 The research was carried out in an environment in which such a project was not 

considered worthy of scholarly interest. The response of the university teachers who were asked 

to conduct the dictionary research test seemed to be of either disinterest or indifference. The 

researcher had to be present during the test for its completion. The participants were even less 

motivated for the experiment. As a matter of the fact, they showed concern about the outcome. 

The researcher found it difficult to convince the participants that it would not affect their 

score/result. The indifference of the teachers and the participants ruled out the possibility of 
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conducting another experiment which might have minimized the factors affecting the behaviour 

of the participants, for example, controlling the situation in which a participant could use her/his 

pre-existing knowledge. 

 The test items give the impression that it was skewed in favour of the PALUED as it 

asked questions on the information not contained in the CALUED. As a matter of fact, the 

PALUED dictionary is an improved version of the existing dictionaries like the Anjuman’s 

Urdu-English Dictionary, Ferozsons Urud-English Dictionary and even the Caravan Advanced 

Learner’s Urdu-English Dictionary. Further, it draws upon the design features of the EFL 

dictionaries, especially the pictorial illustrations and the use of the L1 as the metalanguage. 

Hence, it contained more information than that in the CALUED the design features of which can 

only be improved in the revised edition in future by its publishers.  

 The availability of the corpus of Urdu was a serious problem. The researcher could not 

get hold of the corpus during the project. The researcher is indebted to Mr. Abrar Hussain 

Qureshi, a fellow researcher at the Bahauddin Zakariya University, Multan for providing a 

concordance of the Urdu word ‘chaand’ (see 5.2.1.2).  

   The researcher regrets his inability to avail himself of the opportunity to go to the 

Birmingham University for a period of six months, the sole reason being that all his children 

were minors and attended primary schools. They needed his care and presence. Had that 

opportunity been availed, his exposure would have increased which would have contributed to 

enhancing the quality of the research carried out in the present thesis.  
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 No human effort is perfect. The present thesis is no exception. However, there is always 

room for improvement. The shortcomings can be overcome in further research. 

8.3 Suggestions for further Research  

The most striking feature in the field of lexicography in the characteristic Pakistan 

context is the paucity of previous research. In a wake of information technology revolution, it 

has become all the more incumbent to initiate scholarly discussions on the art and craft of 

dictionary making as, in Tono’s (2001) words: 

‘IT influence on a learning environment is such that it can drastically change the 

learners’ reference needs/skills and behaviour…. Electronic dictionaries have 

great potential for adjusting the user interface to users’ skill level so that learners 

with different needs and skills can access information in a different way’. 

Dictionary research is a neglected area in Pakistan. It is hardly considered worthy of scholarly 

interest. Some areas which call for immediate attention are as follows: 

i. A study involving an analysis of design features of an encoding dictionary for 

elementary learners of English should be undertaken like this study so that the needs of 

the elementary learners of English are addressed in a proper manner.  

ii. A study involving an analysis of design features of an encoding dictionary for 

intermediate learners of English should be undertaken as the needs of the elementary 

learners of English are vary from those of other levels. 

iii. A study involving an analysis of design features of a decoding dictionary for elementary 

learners should be undertaken because decoding activities make different lexical 

demands. 
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iv. A study involving an analysis of design features of a decoding dictionary for 

intermediate learners of English should be undertaken because decoding needs of 

intermediate learners vary from tjhose of the other levels.  

v. A study involving an analysis of design features of a decoding dictionary for advanced 

learners of English should be undertaken so that their lexical needs are taken into 

account.  

vi. A study involving investigation of dictionary use in composition should be undertaken as 

composition is different from translation albeit the fact that both are encoding activities.   

vii. A study involving investigation of dictionary use in comprehension should be 

undertaken as comprehension is different from translation albeit the fact that both are 

encoding activities.  

viii. A study involving investigation of dictionary use in indigenous dictionary use should be 

undertaken. Such a study will go a long way in improving the standard of the indigenous 

dictionaries.  

ix. A study involving investigation of dictionary use in EFL dictionary use should be 

undertaken.  Numerous improvements have been made in the EFL dictionaries after 

Iqbal’s study (1987). However, the researcher noted as an EFL teacher that most 

advanced learners are not even aware of the EFL dictionaries available on the market. 

They hardly follow the phonetic symbols given in International Phonetic Alphabet. Parts 

of speech are hardly noticed by them. In numerous cases their lexical knowledge is 

abysmal even after passing M. A. English Language and Literature. To cap it all, EFL 

teachers are selected from among them through Public Service Commission.  
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x. A study involving investigation of developments in bilingual dictionaries involving 

indigenous languages as the source or the target language should be undertaken. 

xi. A study involving investigation of the efficacy of integrating teaching dictionary use into 

curriculum should be undertaken. Such a study will improve reference skills of learners. 

Also it will improve dictionary culture in Pakistan . 

xii. A study involving investigation of the attitude of the teachers regarding dictionary use. 

Teachers have a pivotal role in education. Learners follow them in nearly matters. A 

motivated teacher can guide the pupils in the selection as well as the use of the 

dictionary.   

xiii.  A study involving investigation of developments in electronic dictionaries should be 

undertaken. Such a study is long since overdue in the wake of the rise of information 

technology.  

xiv. A study involving investigation of use of electronic dictionaries should be undertaken in 

view of the fact that the use of the mobile cellular phone has enormously increased in 

Pakistan.  

xv. A study involving investigation of the dictionary use in vocabulary learning should be 

undertaken. Most of the entrance examinations in Pakistan, such as Medical Colleges 

Admissions Test, Engineering Colleges Admissions (ECAT) require a very high level of 

proficiency. Students find it very difficult to do vocabulary test items.      

It is hoped that further studies will shed more light on the nature and use of dictionaries 

and lead to improvement in dictionaries thus making them truly user-friendly.  
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